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Up, to a higher level,
.
To a nobler range of thought!

for the-sunlit summits

' The day’s first beam have caught;
Leave, leave the petty trifles .
Which enervate the mind;
Thou shalt find gems of richer worth
Than all that’s left behind.

of upturned earth, or washed away in the
miner’s sluice, and lodged in the debris be-

is evident

from .the hard

they are too often hunted.

ing which the deer come

out

Up, to a higher level, ,
A stronger, holier heart!
And seek unfailing guidance
From revelation’s chart;
Onward and upward, seeking

a boat. One with the paddle, the other
with gun or rifle—the latter wears on his
head what is called the jack—a sort of
high cap made of stout leather witha lantern

in

the

upper

story,

* A warmer atmosphere.

Thus

furnished, the

these

crack-

two

methods—but

think

merits of
if we

had

presumption enough to handle the rifle in
such a case, we should aim at what could
be seen, as Murray seems to havedone in
the case of thatextraordinary buck—which
in conjunction with his guide,
, Martin, got
up that wonderful dramatic exhibition for

Have rolled like mists away.
Up, to a higher level,

With a pure and steady aim!

his, and his readers,’ special entertainment.

Not many

Fix not thine eye on pleasure,
Nor the flashing meteor, fame ;

deer, we should judge, are

being obtained this season, though, in the
lake region, so ‘far as we could learn,
wherever several parties were encamped
in the same neighborhood, enough have
been secured to supply all with a sufficiency of venison.
The old hunters go in to procure venison

But speed with eager footsteps

Where Jesus’ feet have trod,
2
Btraight up through duty’s narrow path
To happiness and God.
i
—Christian Banner.

Wilderness.

for the market somewhat

J

A few general observations on the wildernessasa place ‘of resort for sporting and
are

all that

for us to record.
by saying,

or the

tent to® discuss the comparative

‘When earthly darkness, night and storm

commence

hunters glide

we are—

NOT ONE OF MURRAY'S VICTIMS,

We did not chanceto read his book on‘‘ Ad-

later in the au-

tumn, when it is in better condition. Indeed, it is contrary to law to kill deer from
the first of January to the middie of August, the penalty being in each case fifty
dollars. Itis however the deadest letter
of any law we have become apprized of, no
one

seeming to pay

the least

possible

at-

ventures in the Wilderness,” till we were tention to it.—J. F.
far on our way thither. We then took it
to be the composition of a genuine lover of
California Correspondence.
nature, a true sportsman, an enthusiastic
—ne.
and graphic writer. In connection
with
From the letter received from our Caligiving correct and valuable information, | fornia correspondent too late to be substifor certainly he hus done that, he seems to
have set himiselfto writing an enteriaining

book, and succeeded.
He possibly little
thought that in consequence he should
* some morning wake up and find himself
famous,”

.

LY

and

much less, probably, that

he

tuted for the one published last week, we
extract the following paragraphs that deal
with other phases of life than those presented in what has heretofore been pub-

lished from his pen. Thus he writes:
Back of the great agricultural valleys

should wake up some morning later, and
find himself infamous; hoth of which
events have in a measure hapvened to him.

appear what are

As to ourselves, his book

casion of no disappointment or indignation

During the winter these hills supply ample
food, but the drouth of Summer converts

in the least.
Not so with others.
‘The
papers accuse him bitterly of misrepresen-

the pastures into deserts.
In the so-called ‘foot hills,” rich

tation. Parties,
personally, and
* names at hotels
ray’s Fools.”
If these gents
city

desks

and

has

been the oc-

it is said, have insulted him
others have entered their
with the expletive, * Murin velveteen,
counters,

fresh from

supposed

that

sallying out from fashionable hotels into the
edge of the woods with burnished rifle in
hand, they should scare out from every bush
a stout, old buck,

or

if they had

Here-is

where gambling,

robbery,

licensed and fed by greed for gold.

The

tales that are told of experiences in these
mines, experiences all over this region of
country, during the flood-tide of gold seekers, are thrilling and painful; and as the
shades

of

night settle

around us, and

the

silence is only broken by the notes, plaintive
and

sad,

of turtle

doves, the

thug

ofthe

distant quartz’s mill,and the step of an ocoa:
sional Chinaman -wending his. way to his
hut, after digging over the same dirt in
which our friends delved, in other years,
we easily imagine these sounds to be the
echoes of mournings,

regrets, and calls for

help, from suffering men;of former timés,

The ounces of gold from these hills, have
cost thousands of souls,.—G. H. B.

London
:

Last Friday evening I had the privilege
of visiting the General Post Office. This is
a favor which few persons obtain, as the
general permission of visitors would ‘interfere with the business, hence only one par-

ty; of not more than four persons,
on one day.

The Secretary kindly

an order, and I gladly availed
the opportunity, taking with me
and another

relative;

and

we

a

rich treat. The General Post Office stands
at the end of Aldersgate street, with Foster
lane

on

the

east,

Gresham

street

on

the

north and Cheapside on the south, so that it
is quite near St. Paul's Cathedral; a large
ball extends through the center of the build-

ing from Aldersgate street to Foster Lane,
and on each side of this hall are placed the
boxes for the-reception of letters and newspapers ; arranged in a number of divisions,
as

town

letters,

county

letters,

colonial

letters, foreign letters, too late letters; newspapers being divided in a similar way.

There are also in this hall

the offices’ for

the sale of stamps; for inquiries, &c; while
doors that open into it lead to various parts
of he building. I was not able to ascertain
how many persons are employed in the office, but learned that there were more than
. a thousand on duty on the evening I was

pictured

themselves with
polished
fishing-rods,
swinging out from every eddy into which
they might chance to toss a fly, atwo-pound
trout, then the appellation they have been

known

as the ‘foot hills.”

This is “a unique section of the state.
The land is rough and devoted to grazing.

quartz

mines are found, and worked with good re-

sults.

Their pounding,

heard night and day;
in the mountains,

grinding

thug

is

and still farther up

where nature is unbrok-

en by settlers and the dark forests hold
solemn requiem, the jar and crash of heavy
blows roll and echo, sounding like blows of
some imprisoned Titan, insanely pounding
against the ribs of nature for release.
The heat among these hills is intense,
ranging from ninety to one hundred and
twenty in the shade.
Here the grape,
peach,

pear,

apricot, nectarine,

plum

and

The time chosen for our visit was that of the

preparation of the night's mail, and Friday
was chosen because it is. the busiest of .the
week, and included also the dispatch of the
Australian

mail,

We reagited the office about half-past five,
and at a quarter to six the porter took usin
charge, that he might show us all that was
worth seeing. He hasbeen in the postal
servicein various departments
for thirtytwo years, appears to be a very intel
ligent man, and is both obliging and com-

municative.

He told methat

when he en-

tered the service, the number of letters sent
in England, was only seven millions ; while
last year they reached eight hundred millions. So much for the ‘results of cheap
postage. The exact numbers for 1867 were,

letters, 774,831.000;

books

and newspa-

ders, 102,273,301; Valentines, 1,119,142,
He showed us an envelope on which was a
pen and ink sketch of himself, and ‘ General Post Office, London,” written under

it.

This had been mailed at some office, as was
evident byfthe regular post mark on the
envelope; and, reaching the General Post
Office, had been handed to him as the proper owner, although there was no name on
it to point out that fact.
:
We first touk-a position in the gallery at
the

east

end

of

the

hall,

whence

could see all that was going on there.

we

The

boxes close at six o'clock and hence it was
a very busy time.
Men and boys were hurrying to and fro; some with a single letter
or newspaper, others with two or three, and
some with bags of larger or smaller dimen-

sions,

filled

with letters or

porter of one dry-goods

papers.

establishment

The
was

pointed
out to 4; who came with a very
large bag indeed, which contained, I
think, hundredk

of lefters, all from

one

es-

tablishment.
Every minute, the numbers
and the hurry increased,so that the large
hall was nearly filled ; but about five min-

utes before-six they began to grow fewer,
tillat last only a few were running in lest
they should be too late. The clock began
to strike six, and
es closed up, and
ing up were just
boxes were now

at the last stroke, the boxthose who were then comtoo late.
The ¢* too. late”
opened, and in these news-

papersjcould be deposited on payment of
one farthing each extra, and letters for the
first half-hour on payment of two pence
each extra, in stamps, for the second half,
hour, fourpence, and for the third, six-

pence, and at half-past seven, the boxes
close for the night, the mails being despatched at eight.
We now went inside the office. We went
first to the ‘‘ Facing departments.” Here
the men were busily engaged in placing the
letters with their faces all one way and
right side up ; and large numbers were here

to give themselves has a signifi- fig gain a luscious maturity, surpassing
cance they did not intend. The fact is, the ‘all other parts of the state. The tea plant
wilderness is a. rough place, and those who flourishes also, and it is the common prophenter it had better make up their minds in ecy that the fruits fromy these rough districts, will prove of greater worth than the
the outset to ** rough it.”
millions of gold they have yielded or may
SPORTING IN THE WILDERNESS.
yet yield. And the specimens which we
Trout, wherever we went, were found to saw seem’to justify the prophecy.
employed. We next wentto the ** stampbe scarce and comparatively small, though,
The romance and even tragedy, which ing department,” where men were employafter having learned how, ‘we had the forare woven into.the history of these ‘‘fogt* ed with machines which had two stamps in
pleased

tune to catch a few very nico ones.

At

other seasons of the year. they are even in

these waters much

more

numerous

and

large, and farther in, even now, they are

. Abundant, ample in size, and of excellent
quality, No party need fail of obtaining

- all needed for current use, and that in general ought to be satisfactory.

hills,” give to them -a strange and in many

them,

respects, a sorrowful interest.

other to make the post-mark. Xach letter
is passed singly under one of these ma:
chines, and in dry weather, one man can
stamp nine thousand per hour; but when

Here hun-

dreds of thousands rushed in" wild excitement, hoping to become suddenly rich;
here they toiled,too often forgetful of home
friends, and their God; here they suffered

untold hardships; sickness, poverty and
disappointment befell them, and not a fow

one

to

deface the

stamp,

the weather is damp, the letters

and

the

adhere’ to-

gether, and the work goes on more

which they ‘belong.

legal measures, in favor of a state constabu-

Then we came to the

Hospital. To this all damaged letters and
packets are taken. The superintendent of
this department is furnished with scissors,’

lary police, and against the use of tobacco.

paper, mucilage,

the past year, more
than ever before, but the increase was from
legacies—hence net as cheeringas contributions; still, if men will not give while living itis'better that they give when dying than
not at all. Yet those who leave legacies to
benevolent objects, are usually those who

some

printed forms, &e.

Benevolent contributions have increased
somewhat.
For Home Missions, over $22,-

In | 000 have been given

cases, all that is necessary is to paste

a stripof paper on the envelope, and it is
all right. Inother cases, the envelope is
so much . damaged that it is entirely useless. Sometimes, although the envelope is
at others

have shown living interest by contributions
previously. Of this,about $7,000 have been

these contents are loose in the post-bag.
In these last cases, the superintendent has
to judge to what package any loose article

may belong.

expended in aiding feeble churches in this
state, and the remainder has gone to aid
the west.
|. Various benevolent societies were represented by agents, especially foreign missionsby Rev. H. A. Wilder of South Africa.
Some other returned missionaries were also
present. Capt. Bartlett, chaplain at Chel-

With every hospital letter, a

circular is sent, stating the fact that the

let-

ter was found broken, and requesting the
person receiving it to communicate with
is allowed] the Post Office if any thing is missing thereoffered me from.
We had an opportunity of seeing
myself of some of the things which had come into
sv wife that department: on this evening;
and

found

slowly.

If the stamp is not on the right hand,

top

:

Number

v

36

corner, there is delay ; and such letters are space would not allow mention of particuEvents of the Week.
sometimes put aside as unpaid letters, lar places.
.
:
Sabbath schools were reported as generaland are charged with double postage.
a
. MEXICO. =
Any onereceiving such a leiter can have ly increasing, and especial reference was
Political
affairs
in Northwestern Mexico
the amount refunded by applying at the made to interest in Sabbath school concerts, |
Logado has refused to visit Post Office ; but as this causes some trouble, but caution was given that they should not are quiet.
The
it is a means of keeping ‘before the people degenerate into exhibitions of a light, and Placido Vego with men or arms.
Governor
of
Durango
declares
that
hp
will
frivolous
nature..
Temperance
Was
variousthe importance of affixing the stamps in the
right place.
,
‘| 1y reported upon, some places heaving im- oppose with all his power the formation of an independent Republic.
The Apaches
Next we have the ¢“ Sorting department.” proved, but many others being no better, or
are
committing
terrible
.
depredations
in
even
worse
than
formely.
Resolutions
on
Here the letters are first sorted in the great
Sonora. They attack transports, farms and
temperance
were
adopted,
declaring
the
routes tq which they belong; and then are
villages, killing men and carrying women
again sdrhed by others for the Post towns to duty of total abstinence, the necessity of

torn, the contents are all within;

Correspondénce.
=

direction of the vulnerable part of the chest,
and aim at that.
We do not feel compe- there,and several hundreds had gone home.

There are hights above thee yet ;
The blazing star of progress
Shall never on thee set,
Till rises on thy vision
The glory-lighted day,

seeking,

of

over the shoulder, estimate the distance ahd
.

Up, to.a higher jevel -,

We

in ‘the front

assuming that the animal is facing the
boat, or gazing at it with his head turned

A better, happier sphere,

low.

fraud and even murder, held high carnival,

the water.
Two men, each experienced
and skilled in the part he is to~act, take to

the eyes in case they be only visible, others,

‘Where dwells a clearer, purer light,

pleasure

T-

ling of dry sticks indicate the presence of
a deer, , The light is thrown in the direction of the sight or sound. The animal, upon the first sight of it, stands perfectly still,
gazing intently at it—sometimes only the
eyes are visible,-which are said to glow in
the light like balls of fire.
The marksman’s time has now come.
Some level at

Which lies before thy.soul;

and

from t

est to the lakes and streams to drink and
crop the herbage that grows near, or in

ance, the rustling of a bush,

Walk in the paths of energy,
Wisdom and self-control. -

health

Students, clerks

and green hands in general go in, thinking
it an easy matter to bring down a deer,
perhaps two, every night. The chances are
that by some improvidence they frighten
them away before coming within gun-shot,
or they go on banging away at every
crackling in the bushes, so that for every
deer killed, fifty are sent scampering back
into the woods, rendered more cautious
when sallying out the next time.
Night.is the best time for hunting—dur-

slowly and cautiously along the shore,
watching and listening till a dim appear-

Live for the glorious future

remain

trodden

paths met with in all places where they
would be likely to resort, and the numerous fresh tracks discoverable on the lake
and pond shores, every morning; but they
have become, exceedingly shy and wary,
rendered so In part by the manner in which

forest.

And dwell above the surges
Of worldly care and strife;

The

woods,

a clear whistle and lofty bounds back to thé

Up, to a higher level,
To a truer style of life!

3

died from heart sickness and destitution,
and their bones are mingled with these piles

which is a glass which concentrates the
light, and throws it with great brilliancy in
one direction. The manager of the boat
works the paddle under water in perfect
silence.
For, upon approaching a deer,
the slightest noise, a whisper or a ripple
F of the water, is sufficient to send him with

Upward.

Up!

In the matter of deer, the case 'issomewhat different. That they abound in these

=F

is

a rh

among themgwere a lady's fan—a box of

sea hospital, spoke for the seamen.
Rev.
Mr. Woodworth for the American Missionary Association, and others for other good

and children into captivity. © The National.

Guardsare a failure, and are unable
to afford protection against the savages.
THE CUBAN REVOLUTION.

Gen. De Latorre has resigned the command of the forces in the Eastern Department, and Count Valmaseda has been ap-.
pointed General-in-Chief with headquarters
in the field. Gen. Puello reporting to headquarters says hé only awaits orders to
evacuate, and that the insurgents have
forces sufficient to demand an uncondition-

al surrender or forceit.

Fe thinks it best

to evacuate quickly, and use the men to
protect the wealth in the western. district.
Some of the insurgent forces that have been

operating in front of Puerto Principe have
moved toward Nuevitas, and

burned all re-

maining estates in its neighborhood, destroyed a bridge, and a railroad.
The
Commander of the Cinco
Villas states

that fire and smoke is the daily spectacle

offered the Spanish detachments in that
pills—a pair of getters, dress trimmings—
district,and they have no power tg prevent it.
gloves—seeds—an
ambrotype—tobacco— causes. The Association has a special The residents are indignant at the weakness
and letters. The letters and packages in time for considering the religious condition of the gov
Some off Valmaseda’s
this department are numerous; but they are of Dartmouth College.
routed at Rio del
It was reported as detachments have b
all repaired and sent out the same evening. good, the tone of morals as high, and many Canto, and he continues closed up in his
From this we went to the ‘ Blind DepartFrom rebel
sources we hear
pious students. Yet not as many as usual position.
ment.” All the letters which the sorters
are preparing for the ministry. Four only that Benegasi lost almost all his men and
cannot readily dispose of, are carried here.
of the last class out of 57 members, of convoy on his way from Maniban to Las
Some have the correct address, but the
He, however,escaped with his staff.
whom 33 are professors of religion, are Tunas.
nearest posttown is not added, and a referknown to be fitting for the ministry, .but The Commander on the line of the Westence to the directory decides that matter;
ern District reports: * The work of deothers may yet become ministers.
others are incorrectly spelled,or badly writThe
Sabbath
schools
gathered
on struction continues actively by: the rebels.
ten, so that some thought and skill are necThey bagged two companies of ChapelgorWednesday
afternoon,
and
had
animated
essary in order to decide to what place they
ris, sent out to reconnoiter at Colon, and
singing,and
good
addresses
by
several
minbelong ; others have witty, curious, or too
have already burned eleven estates.
minute directions; and in some cases, the isters, Prayer meetings were held each
"TURKEY AND EGYPT.
wipe
envelope is entirely blank, having no di- morning for one hour, and frequent seasons
It is reported that the Sultan expresscs
rection at all. The superintendent of this of devotion were interspersed among the
department exercises his skill ; and in most other exercises. About as interesting as satisfaction with the Pasha’s assurances of
cases theletters find those to whom they any thing were the earnest prayers and loyalty, but commands him to sell, or ttansin connection with. fer te, the Turkish Government, the “ironare sent. Here are a few of the directions animating remarks
them.
A
meeting
in
the central square, clads and breech-loaders ordered in Europe,
which were given me: ¢ For the 25th of
out of doors, under the beautiful trees, was
keep his forces within the prescribed limits,
March.” This was sent to Lady Day, and
proved to be intended for her. “Mr. Rowl held Tuesday, at seven in the evening;and abate taxation, publish his annual budges,
another would+have been held Wednesday, and abstain from negotiations with foreign,
C. Neil.” This was sent to Rowland Hill, a
gentleman at that time connected with the but the rain prevented many from. gather- governments. A serious revolt has broken,
ing.
Religious conversation was had out at Tyranaa, in European Turkey.
SevPost Office. *“Mrs. Jane F. wife of the late
with
those
who came together.
eral arrests have been made, and the gov-.
Mr. Evans, is dead now, the second wife of
Essential changes were made in the ernment buildings are ¢losely guarded,
Mr. Gedge Felt, Walverhamption.” ‘Mr.
meeting. . Formerly The authorities have been compelled to reJones, Traveling Band, one of the four Constitution at this
playing in the streets Persha Worcester- delegates have been chosen in the propor- lease the prisoners by the menaces of the
shire.” ¢ This is tor the young girl that tion of one minister in 7,and one lay dele- people. A conflict took place between the
wears spectacles, that minds two babies, 30 gate to 7 churches, but it is now enlargedso people and the guard in which several were.
as to admit one in 3. The body is thus killed. Trocps are on the way to the city.
Sheriff Street, Liverpool.”
still representative but larger than former- to restore order.
» Passing into the newspaper department,
ly:
‘Also animproved order of exercises was
The Suez Canalis ¢ompleted. The operiwe saw some sorting, others examining suspected packages. Amongthe things found arranged and, an increased efficiency by pet- ing, with eight meters of water, is expected
manent officers was looked for. The to occur on the 17th of December.
in these were sweetmeats, knives, and let
The Austrian Cabinet have advised the
ters. The last are charged with double Association has existed 60 years and exertpostage and forwarded, and the paper is ed a salutary influence as a bond of union Viceroy of Egypt to hasten his journey to
then also forwarded ; other things found in and security against heresy among the pin- Constantinople.
newspapers are I believe forfeited, .but the isters and churches, but it may become
SPAIN.
:
even more useful and efficient.
papers are sent on.
Where two papers
It is stated that Marshal Serrano is daily
The
closing
service
was
the
sacrament
of
are sent instead of one, both are detained.
becoming more and more prominent as a
In the newspaper hospital are found large the Lord's supper, at which several took
candidate for the throne of Spain.
numbers of newspapers with the wrappers part by prayer, remarks and giving the
Two Carlist chieftains have surrendered
elements,
and
the
ministers
and
members
broken off. The man in charge of this finds
on
promise that their livés shall be spared.
of
the
churches
separated
after
days
of
before him a miscellaneous collection of
enjoyment in Christian intercourse. At The Government organs say that the reinnewspapers, with a number of torn wrapforcements about to sail will be sufficient
persdirected to different persoms; and he this meeting several of the fathers and
toextinguish the insurrection in Cuba.
has to use his judgment in decididg to prominent men, who formerly always attended, were missed, and new men are coming in
It is reported that proceedings will e
whom the several papers should be. sent?
their
places.
Rev.
Dr.
Day
commenced
of
Hollis
has
immediately against the ah 1d
A man who lately occupied . this position
thought to show his wit by sending.‘ Bell's died the past year, some others are in ill bishops who were apprehended for disobehealth, and some active men
have left the dience of government orders.
Life in London,” a sporting paper, to clerstate.
Rev. Dr. Barstow, after more than
gymen whose names he found on the loose
VENEZUELA,
wrappers. This was complained of a num- 50 years of ministry, still remains noble and
Gen.
Pulgar,
Governor of Maracaibo,
ber of times; but as he persisted in the cheerful, though not regularly preathieg.
having
positivel
y
refused to comply with
| practice, he was removed.
The sample Long may he and other fathers honor our the reasonable demands of the governm
ent
religious
convocations
by
their
presence,
*
department. is similar tO the newspaper;
at Caracas, war is inevitable. An expediand suspected

packages are

broken ones repaired.
found

the sorters

‘ too late”

letters,

Before

busily
of

examined

engaged
which

and

leaving,
there

we

on

the
were

thousands that evening.
We left the office,
impressed with the importance .of division
oflabor in facilitating business, and with
the vast benefits conferfed by government
postal arrangements.
In worldly matters,
as well as spiritual, the lines are fallen unto
{usin pleasant places, and we

lv heritage.

General

Eastern

have a good-

Iam yours fraternally.
W. H.

—

| tion is to leave Puerto Cabello soon te attack Marieaibo.
The expedition will consist of 5,000 or 6,000 men, ail volunteers,

Turkey,
E—

;

This mission is called to mourn the death

of its most noted

native preacher, ¢ blind

Hohannes,” or ¢* John Concordance” as he
was sometimes called from his wonderful

knowledge of the Scriptures. His sermon
on tithes, published in the Miss. Her. for
Oct., 1868, and reprinted in various English and American publications,has already
| made his

missions,

name

familiar

to

It is also doing

the friends -of

a great

work

among the churches in heathendom,in teach-

Association

of N. H.

This body, representing the 189 Congregational and Presbyterian churches of this
state, held its annual meeting at Keene, last
Rev. Prof. H, E. Parker, of Dartweek.

mouth Coliege, preached the opening sermon
and was chosen Moderator. Tuesday afternoon the pastoral address on the supply of
was read, and the narrativeof the
ministers
Reviyals
state of hb harches was given.

were reported during the past yéar in many
churches in almost every county of the state,

religious interest and additions in
and
places where there were no revivals, Still

ing them how to be self-supporting. It is
hoped also that its lessons will begr fruit
among poor weak churches in Christian
lands.
Hohannes died March. 31,,after,. gn ill-

nessof three or four days)’ From

his first

attack he was apprehensive that he shotild
nobeurvive, and spent much of his time in
giving counsel to his little flock and arranging for the future comfort of his wite.
He gave special directions for his burial,
and hal hiw«1f clothed with the apparel in which he wished to be interred.
He was doing a great work and his depart-

and three Venezuelan

several

schooners.

war

steamers with

Pulgar,

it is

said, is

well prepared for the attack, having greatly strengthened the fortifications around
Maricaibo, and raised a large army.
He
has declared his intention of defending
the place to the last extremity. The national government is receiving the warm
support of the people in most of the prov-

inces. During the absence ot Gen. Monagas from the capital, the government will
be administered by the

Vice-President, as-

sisted by a new ministry.
The presidential election is at hand, and the preliminary arrangements for that event are nearly
completed.
Four or five candidates are
still spoken of, but itis confidently expected

that the choice of the electoral body will fall
on Gen. Monagas.
and money scarce.

Business

is very dull

CLOTHING mgde from a new: kind of paper has been patented in England.
The
components of the material

are

said
to be

some animal and vegetable substances never before used.
When reduced to a pulp

ure is deeply mourned. He practiced what
many other churches remain without these. his sermon taught. His salary was only and bleached, the completed fabrio is a sort
rich blessings. Some churches in villages $8.4 month; and although he had a wife of felt, of extraordinary pliancy, flexibility,
and lad to support from this, he gave with- and strength. It can be sewed with the
are increasing in strength and numbers, and
some of the country churches have been out fail one-tenth into the *“ storehouse,” needle as tightly as woven fabrics, and
refreshed. But many churches are iif pla- thus leaving $7,20 for monthly support of already table cloths, quilts, shoes and pettiees declining in population, and the church- himself and family. Though dead, it is coats are in the market, all made from the
os share in the general decline. But your believed that he will long continue to speak. new material,

.
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place

=.

the wise

men sat as they of-

~@omm
WM m it afons, — | fered their gifts of gold, frankincense and
myrrh.
This room was also beautifully
BY

“we

On a
left

REY.

SELAH

W.

beautiful May
the Holy. City

crossed

the

valley

of

morning in 1867,
by the Jaffa gate,
Gihon,

through

one of the most

tions of

Palestine.

and

turned

interesting secmany

first of the

The

sights of that memorable day was
THE CONVENT OF ELIJAH,
sitnated about thrée miles from the city,

plain.
here

the southern

extremity

It isso named from
the

prophet

tomb of Jerome.
Here, near the cradle of
his Saviour, that learned Christian Father

BROWN.

Just besouth over the plain of Rephaim.
fore sundown. we rctuned to Jerusalem,
having enjoyed a ride of eighteen miles,

just beyond

adorned
apd hung with costly Iamps.
Beneath the convent is the study and

of, Jerusalem.

Ride..South

A

lived

for more than

wrote

his Vulgate

Judah,”

of the

stands. A few minpassed the convent we

a large

afterwards

Israel.

to Ephrath,

open recess, and

of three

or four

hallowed

memories.

and

after the
Over the

became the ‘Royal Psalmist” of

in the valley before us was

the well of which he
would give me drink

said, ¢O that one
of the water of the

well of Bethlehem, whichi$ by the gate.”
But the. one great event that has rendered
the name - of Bethlehem

A

sacred, is the birth

thousand years after David

kept his father’s sheep, other shepherds on
the same fields were watching their flocks

by

night, when down

there

through

came an angel,

the clouds

saying, ‘I bring you

glad tidings,” and then suddenly the sky
was full of angels, singing, ‘Glory to God
in the highest.”
:
Thus thinking of Jacob and Rachel, of
Ruth and Naomi, of David and Samuel, of
Joseph and Mary, of the crowded inn, the
Virgin mother, the manger
cradle, the
wise men, the guiding star, the wondering

in the other

shepherds,

the

‘angelic

songsters;

and

above all of Jesus, we took our last look of
Bethlehem and turned towards Jerusalem.

the room containing the tomb. That part
of the structure enclosing the grave is surmounted by a large dome which indicates’
the Moslem origin of the building. Leaving the convent to our right; and Bethlehem half a mile to our left, we took the
main road towards Hebron; an after a
ride

of

Down

of Jesus.

Rachel died and was buried in the way to
Ephrath, which is Bethlehem, and Jacob
set a pillar upon her grave; that is the pillar of Rachels grave unto this day.”
This tomb is honored by Jews, Christians and Mohammedans, as the spot where
the best loved wite of Jacob died, and was
buried. It is a small stone building, about
40 feet long and 20 wide, having in one
end

full

same fields roamed the shepherd-boy who

Ten

way to come

is

convent, we
the town, and
hill we took
place which,
thousands of

ful young Moabitess gleaned
reapers of Boaz 3000 years ago.

the infamous Jeze-

TOMB OF RACHEL.
The sacred story of the origin of this
tomb is told in a few words. ‘‘And they
journeyed from Bethel; and there was but

a little

of the Bible,

Near at hand was the tomb .of Rachel,
bringing to mind her death and burial. "In
some of the fields just before us, the beauti-

the legend that

halted to examine the

years; here he

Leaving the church and
passed beyond the wall of
pausing .on the. brow of a
another and last look of the
though “little among the

bel.
But the readmg of 1 Kings, 19, will
convince any one but superstitious monks,
that Elijah must have been muéh farther
south.
Both Jerusalem and Bethlehem are
visible from the brow of the small hill on

which the convent
utes after we had

thirty.

translation

and here he died.

rested under the juniper

tree in his flight from

<.

where

Zenanas.

:
THE OPENING OF ZENANAS IN BALASORE.
It gives me peculiar pleasure to be able
to write

to

our friends

athome,

that after

so many years of waiting, we are at length
able to visit and impart instruction to those
women who are confined within the walls
of the zenana.
Many of our friends may remember that

miles, we found the

immense reservoirs called
SOLOMON’S POOLS,

Their measurement as given by Dr. Robinson is as follows:
Upper Pool, length 380 feet; width of

Mr. Smith, in his lectures,

often referred to

width of east

end, 250

a young brahmin whom he employed as his
pundit. He had several idols which had

Middle Pool, length -423 feet;
west end, 148 feet; width of east

width of
end, 250°

tained from this pundit,
wore,

width of

gave Mr.
country.

west end,

160 feet;

feet; depth 25 teet.

feet; depth, 39 feet.
Lower Pool, length 582
west end, 148

feet; depth
They are
the gentle
ranged that
the other.

feet; width

feet;

of east end, 207

50 feet.
situated one above the other on
slope of a hill, and are so arthe water can flow from one to
The fountain which supplies

these reservoirs is about 100 yards above
the upper one..
partly of ‘massive
by excavations in
great pools have

been

The walls are formed
hewn stone, and partly
the solid rock. These
been regarded for cen-

turies as the work of Solomon, who, we
are told, made for himself ‘‘pools of water.”

Turning back again to the north, and retracing our steps for three miles, we came
to the gate of ““Beit Lahm,” the
BETHLEHEM
2
of the Old and New Testament. Like Jerusalem, it is:on a hill and yet encompassed by: hills; and like most of eastern cities it ds’ surrounded by a wall.
" It is ‘a long and marrow town, with one
main street, from which little filthy lanes
and alleys branch off on either side. The

On

used

in heathen worship,

indicating

our

his

that he ob-

and the thread he

priesthood,

Smith

just

return

to

before

he

he

also

left the

Balasore, after an ab:

asore, requesting me to visit his family,
which I did, and was introduced, not into

of the Holy City, with no windows in the
lower story. It has. about 3000 inhabit-

gloomy apartments, but into rooms splendidly furnished. The floor ‘was marble,

ants, whosé

and the furniture. very expensive.

are all

of

main

stone, and,

employment is the man-

ufacture of toys and relics made of olive
wood and mother-of-pearl, and sold to pilgrims and travelers.
The only place of special interest in Bethlehem

is the

‘Church

of the

Nativity,” a

very ancient structure byilt over the reputed birth-place of our Saviour.
Sarrounding the old church are three large
convents occupied by Greek, Latin and
“The church and
Armenian Christians.
convents being all under one roof, look
more like a military fortress than a religAfter partaking of a
ious institution.
lunch and resting awhile in the ‘pilgrims’
room”

of the

Latin

convent,

the:

monks

sorry to

fered with our visits to this house, for some

weeks past. Shortly after this, I received
an invitation to go out in another direcgoing until sister
tion ; but postponed
Hallam should return from Chandapoore.

showed us the church. The main body of
the building remains as it was erected by
the Empress Helena in A. D. 328. This
venerable structure, built 1500 years ago,
is probably the oldest Christian church on

After this, for.some little time, we had to
wait for materials to work with, such as
wools, canvass, needles, &ec., but about.
two weeks ago, we commenced daily vis-

earth,
It is in the form of a cross, the
nave being 100 feet, and the transept, 90

its, and
to ue,

ble two feet in diameter and sixteen fee t
high, and taken, according to. tradition td

ty with which natives break away from old

in all, four houses open

and eleven pupils,

all married wom-

feet. [ts roof, made from the cedars of en; but some of them not more than ten or
Lebanon, is supported by four rows of twelve years old. It is true, the openingis
noble columns, each a single piece of mar . | small yet, but to us, who know the difficul from the porch of the temple at Jerusalem.
The stone of the floor is deeply worn by
the footsteps of pilgrims, who in the long
centuries past’ have visited the consecrated

place.
Our guide furnished us with wax candles,

and conducted us down through dark narrow stairways to a small chapel beneath
the church, called the ‘Grotto of the Nativi-

ty.”
about
high.

Here we found ourselves in.a room
87 feet long, 11 feet wide, and 10
It is lined with greenish marble,

_ and illuminated with beautiful lamps which
are kept burning night and day. In one
end of the Grotto is a semi-circular recess,
- which is set asilver star
in the floor
Around the
us stones,
adorned with

the Latin language,is written, ‘Here
star,in
Jesus Christ was born of the Virgin Mary.

* Above the star hang gold and silver lamps,
# constantly throwing their light down upon
this traditional birth-place of our Lord.

customs,
not ask

it is a day

of promise.

the dear sisters

are rejoicing in the light

in

May we

America, who

which

the gospel

gives, to pray earnestly that a wide door

may open before us, and that the seed
gown in weakness, though it be, may yet
spring into everlasting life
In this connection I must tell you that
there is a girls’ school established in a
heathen village, near the

Balasore

bazar,

which owes its origin to native influence,
and to which the government has made
quite a liberal monthly grant. It is the

first, dnd only one, in Orissa for girls,
not superintended by foreigners, and is in
successful operation. The Deputy Inspect
or of schools in this

province, called here

the other day, and speaking of the'school,
remarked that he hoped soon to be able to
have work taught in it; and wanted to

know

)

8, 1869.

Selections.

- Mission

if he could get a teacher
for thatde-

‘Work.

Selected Brevities.

St
4 fn

JOURNAL

There

say, that sickness in the family has inter-

now have

ny

lad and myself have classes five days in would like ” hear about them. A little upon us. Itbecomes all friends to refrain though verbally a dry, political instrument,
was steeped in the atmosphere of a Christhe week in which we are tryin} to train’ word about’ one, as ' this sheet is not from giving aid and comfort to the enemy by "tian civilization, and the Government has
teachers—-among-our Christian women for quite full. Joseph White stands at the croaking or murmuring because every thing lived in that atmosphere to this day. It
head of the school in natural talent and |
zenana work.
;
!
desirable. isn't done instantaneously.
The | could exist in nd other: Hence it is our
of the
prohibitory law: has right and duty to insist that the fundamen-———
. I. am happy to tell you that two of quickness to learn, and there is no -endto execution
our dear school boys were baptized last his gift of talk.. He learned to read in closed up the thirty-five hundred public bars tal principles of Christian morality shall
not py infringed upon, in the name, or by
Sabbath morning. One of these bears the eight months, understandingly. * He gives in this Commonwealth ; the sales now made the practices, of any other religion,
evidence
of
being
a
Christian,
though
by
are
secretly
and
with
¢¢
fear
and
trembling.”
name of Benjamin Randall, and is a boy of
Just now ‘the Chinese oath is to us a suno means a perfect one.
For .instance, the Many dealers have ‘‘ come” to grief and perstition, partly amusing, partly pitiable.
much- promise.
D. F.- Smith.
other day he got angry with the woman are relinquishing their leases to their land- But to allow ngen to be sworn in our courts
Balasore, July 10, 1869.
;
who boards the small boys, and killed one lords, while others are holding off, hoping vy the sacrifice of a cock, and the incantaof her chickens.
But he was very sorry for to have the law supplanted at the coming tion of burning paper, wonld be to degrade
the moral sense of the people, and to make
Notes with Suggestions.
it afterwards. He is about fourteen years election,
oi
:
Tite
the oath itself a foolish mummery.
The
lh
& Q—
i
old, not’ handsome, but very bright lookopen allowance of devil worship, and the
Meanwhile
the
law,
like
the
Decalogue,
Tue. GIFTED. Persons’ of ‘great minds, ing.
He is not a general favorite; he is ¢ a school-master,” educating the people sometimes vile and “inhuman practices that
cultivated and expanded by knowledge;
knows too much
to suit people.
He to the enormity of the rum traflic. It be- grow out of this, would in like manner tend
may be more useful and happy than others. learns English very fast.
tp degrade the popular mind, by putting
8. PB.
comes all disciples to pray that. a breeze
Christianity on a par with Paganism in the
An ocean reflects more sky . than
a millfrom off the heavenly shore may guide and view of the government.
And to allow
pond.
It is more beneficial in ‘the comBrigham
Young
to
do
with
impunity in
.
Chips.
control
public
sentiment.
merce of the world than a smaller bodyof |
Utah, what would send him to the penirt rn
water.
It gives more vapor, which results
Tue CONGREGATIONALIST i3 informed of tentigry if done in New Yoke isto subvert
—1I found some nests of caterpillars
in rain. = So gifted minds can do much to
gotj
orality and of
the case of a married lady belonging to a the foundations. of
help bless the world.
They can enjoy upon some young trees in my garden, but Presbyterian ehurch, who, on coming to legal authority throughout the land.
The New Constitution of the State of
much and be very happy forever.
How these were easily removed ; ‘then, looking the city of N., was advised by her former
New York attempts to provide against
very desirable that they be good Chris- . upon a huge, old tree, I noticed that the pastor to- join the (Baptist) church of such anomalies, by a saving clause in its
pests had also fastened upon its branches,
tians.
:
declaration of the rights of conscience:
which her husband was a member.
but these were so difficult to reach that I at
“The free exercise and
enjoyment of reliALONE.
Blinded by selfishness, and disAccordingly she presented her letter to gious
first had half a mind-to let them alone;
profession and worship, without distrustful, when in the furnace of aflliction,
this
Baptist
church.
By
vote
of
the
membut judging that the smaller trees were
crimination or preference, shall forever be
we think we are alone.
But if really true
not safe while they were upon this, I re- bers, it was deemed satisfactory, and the allowed in this State; and no person shall
to God, the one with the three Hebrews,
moved these likewise. The faults of the customary examination was dispensed with. be incompetent to be a witness on account
called ¢¢ the form of the fourth,” is with us.
of his religious belief; but the liberty of
aged, the high and lofty, are hard to remove, She then stated to the church her willing- conscience hereby secured shall not be so
Let us have faith and ever confide inthe
but woe to those who stand beneath their ness to be immersed, because a condition construed as to excuse acts of licentiousHoly One of Israel.
of membership therein, but that she still ness, or justify practices inconsistent with
shadow.
P=
THE ANALOGY.
Fast and much reading
cogsidered her baptism in infancy both the peace or safety of the State.” The
The ungodly minister has no con- a
at a time is like too much eating. Neither
and valid. To this no objection form of this proviso is open to verbal critmind nor body is strengthened or_benefit- scientious scruples to restrain his selfish am- was offered, no comment, in fact, being icism, but the intent of i must meet the
bition. He will not hesitate to borrow or made. She furthermore told the church approval of all reflecting persons. Tt is
ed.
.
desirable that the question thus raised
steal sermons, or to employ pulpit jestings she could not adopt their close-communion should receive a thorough discussion from
EMPTIED
FIRST.
A
measure
must be
and
witticisms,, clap-traps and flatterboth statesmen and divine.— Con. & Rec.
emptied of chaff before it can be filled with ies, and such things as may win the admi- tenet, but must reserve the right, when at
home
and
with
her
friends;
to
commune
in
wheat. God by severe discipline often has
ration of poor, silly, conceited children of the church with which she was connected,
to empty our hearts of the world and sin perdition.
Twenty-six Years Ago.
‘
and where her parents still worshiped.
before he can fill us with the blessings of
A minister was once doing a job To this no objection was made, but, without
his love.
:
A gentleman of large property, and much
of work in company with several men discussion, it was voted unanimously to experience in the business world, was on a
Not LASTING.
When it is the supreme whose conversation was far from being
eive her, and on the subsequent Sabbath journey.
He had driven all day in the
object to get wealth and lay up treasures on agreeable; and one of them in particular Wy
regularly.admitted as a member of open prairie, and as the cold night was
coming on, and the crisp air of the twilight
earth, it has been found usually that the was very annoying to the good man, talk- a close-communion Baptist church.
rowing into the intensely cold of the evehnext or the third generation scatterit. To ing upon religious subjects and then uttering, he began to look about him for shelter.
them it is of little or no benefit.
The reason
ing the vilest blasphemy and obcenity.
Seif-preservation is one of the strongest of
is, the withering curse of God is on such
the laws of our nature, and want and cold
He argued that all men were madeto do
worldliness.
together are great reminders.
just as they did, without power to do othereeing a light in the distance,he pulled
SHOULD NOT BE 80.
I was ina neigh- wise,—then, narrating some filthy story, he
the rein of his favorite horse toward it, and
boring church.
The singing was good. would ask the Elder ‘what he thought of
in alittle while drew up before a lone house,
Religious Liberty.
While hearing, we thought it devotional and that? At last the minister replied, ¢ Sir,
from whence he heard singing, and callin
—
Oo
out one of the inmates, stated
his case, an
our souls were rising to God. The pastor you have asked my opinion and I will give
The emperor of Russia has just suppress- asked entertainment for the night. It was
preached, but in the course of a good ser- it. You have said that all men were made
cordially extended to him, andthe horse
mon, the singers were inattentive, whisper- to do just as they did without power to do ed, by the severest penalties, a religious
ut up and fed, he was kindly taken to the
sect whose rites appear to have been of the
ing and smiling; too much of this in sev- otherwise. Now, sir, it is my opinion that most cruel and loathsome charaeter. Inouse. There were collected a few neigheral places.
Singers are great helps in’ the one whomade you to be ‘what you are, itiation into this mysterious body could be bors for a prayer-meeting, and the stranger
meetings of worship. Let them be sure to woilld have been much better employed in had only through a form of self-mutilation, took his seat among them.
Onward went the hour of service, and
and this was followed by such orgies of
help by strict propriety of deportment in making the most odious of-animals.”
with it flew his thoughts.
Back to bis New
crime
and
beast]iness
as
cannot
be
named.
places of prayer.
A good brother, when speaking of This sect already numbered thousands, and England home he once more went on the
Nor TOO LONG. Preaching, especially ex- some men of great pretensions, and of oth- its leaders were regarded by their fanatic ‘wings of retrospect. Home and the dying
temporaneous,
exhortation and
prayer ers far more useful to society though quite followers as having a divine mission. Their hour of his mother were with him again.
His hand felt again the cold hand of that
continged to undue length'are not beneficial unknown and unhonored, made use of the bond of union was wholly religious, and now sainted mother, and his heart was
although their rites were practiced in secret,
to those who thus do, saying nothing now following simile: ¢ The waters of Niagara there was no suspicion of a political pur- affected. Tears fell upon the floor, and he
:
of others who are hearers. The talk all are wonderful in display, attracting thou- pose in their organization; yet when the was led to arise and speak.

were several brothers living together, but
the wife of the eldest was all the one I
found to teach. She seemed a very pleasant young womar, was dressed in costly
garments, and wore hundreds of rupees of
gold about her person. The children were
playing about, both of them dressed in garments
embroidered
with
gold.
She
seemed anxious to'learn, and had already

learned to read a little; but I am

Jit

7

sence of about seven years, this man came
to us again, and asked to be employed as
out, the last runs weak; they find themsands of the curious and wonder-loving,but
teacher. He is a very liberal Hindoo; but
selves low as to good feeling and enjoy- many a quiet brook or small river, though
his father and. brothers are staunch Hinunknown and uncared for, may send the
ment,
.
2
doos still, and they do not at all approve of
valuable productions of its factories farther
MopesTY..
The
violet
has
varied
and
his coming to our houses. After giving
than
the fame of Niagara may extend.”
him all the-information I could in regard beautiful colors. But its head is so turned
He who loves sin does not love
downward
that
its
beauties
are
half
conto zenana work in Bengal, I one day ventured to ask him if he would let me go to cealed. The best’ Christians are humble, God.
Their virtues
his house and instruct his. wife. He replied unassuming and modest:
When boys, in tather's hay fields,
modesty,
that he had used every effort to induce her are, through almost excessive
we
frequently
came in contact with bumbleBut for this they are none
to learn to read, and she would not; so he much concealed.
bees, and of course, helped ourselves to
did not think it would be of any use to try the less lovely and useful.
‘their honey;
but there was a species of
to teach her; but at length he consented to
HoxESTY.
The sunshine isan emblem
them, such as we named white-backs, that
let me go. About the first of May, I made of honesty. It is direct, fair, just, equita- were terrible in fight, stinging everthing
my first visit. I met with some opposi- ble, free from fraud.
Thus are tke true ‘which came near them, although we could
tion, but at last persuaded the woman to and the faithful on the earth.
Their word never find them in possession of a single
sit down quietly, and very soon I engaged is reliable; their course straight forward
drop of honey; and these were like some
her attention. Before leaving she prom- and direct; and their business transactions
terrible controversialists: among men who
ised to try tolearn, both to read anddo fair and just. They are honorable to the
have no grace; and this may be observed
needle-work. About this time I received a race and God honors them.
F.
as a proverb—The bees which have the
letter from one of the richest baboos in Bal‘| least honey may have the most sting.

like those

buildings

3

2
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tal

boys

OF EVERY

DAY

THINGS.

Last Sunday fifteen of the San-

attended

the church

candidates’

prayer meeting,—more than there has ever
been before. It is not expected that all
these are now
prepared to enter the
church, but they have been trying to do
right

in

all

things,

and

have

succeeded

about as well as the rest of us.
It must be very hard for these yourg
men to deliberately snap asunder
fhe
socjal ties. which bind and weave together
every Santal community. People at home
can form but a faint idea of what it costs a

respectable man in this land to become a

‘A WIFE'S: INFLUENCE.—A
Christian
woman gave her hand to the man on whom
she had already placed her tenderest affection.

He

possessed

almost

every grace,

but the grace of God.
By spending the
early part of his life in a foreign land, and
associating with those who had the reputation of gentlenien, he had imbibed the
fashionable habit in that place of using
God’s name in" vain in common conversa-

tion.

His new and much loved wife sought

to reclaim

him.

She

his love for her to win

took

advantage of

him

to Christ, and

« Twenty-six

nature of their religious ceremonies was
fully ascertained, the sect was broken up

by the police,
punished,

its leaders

its members

were.

condignly

scattered, and. the

attempt to revive it was declared

to be a

criminal offense.

Did the Russian government do right in
dispersing such a herd of fanatics; and if
so, upon what principle? Every one feels
that such wretches as the leaders of this
delusion deserved punishment,
and that
society must be freed from such a pest.
Every one perceives. a difference between
the forcible dispersion of a conclave of
immorality and crime, and the interference
with Puritan conventicles in the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, or the measures
XIV. for harrassing and crushing

of Louis
the Hu-

guenots. Bat the difficulty is to define the
principle by which we discriminate between
the cases, and especially to find a rule that
will properly guard the rights of conscience
and freedom of worship, and at the same
time preserve society from
abominations
nd disorders practised in the name of re-

igion.
§
he Constitution 6f the United States declares that * Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereot”; and
also, that *‘ no religious test

shall

ever

be

required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States.”
Many of the State Constitutions have similar provisions.
It has always been our
boast

that the

very

—30 dear to English
an insuit in our

name

of ‘‘toleration”

Dissenters— would be

ecclesiastical

law,

as

im-

here

had

plying somewhere a right to restrict that
freedom of conscience and worship, which
we make absolute. In point of fact, every

form

of belief and

worship, has

uninterrupted security. We have even
gone so far, in some States, as to put Atheism on a par with Christianity in the jurybox, by ruling that no person shall be incompetent to be a witness on account of his
religious belief.
»
Bat this doctrine of religious freedom,

she effectually succeeded.
Christian. It costs them literally ‘‘the loss
One day, as she was standing before
of all things” they hold most dear. We’ him, in company with a few friends who
were talking about it in ‘school the other were listening to his conversation, in order which has come to be a political axiom, is
now likely to be tested by vices, immoraliday, when Porter Burbank (who, it isa to give additional interest, as he supposed,
ties, and disorders, that claim the sanction
pity to say, hasn’tall the trust he ought to to what he was relating, he added the name of religion. In Utah, polygamy is exalted
have,) said, ‘When we become Christians, of Christ. He looked at his wife, and saw into a divine institution, having the express
the parents of the Santal girls will not let her in tears. He was confused.
She rais- warrant of a new revelation. In Califorus marry them, and Where are we to get ed her hand, and gently pressed his chin. nia, the Chinese have their Jost house for
wives?” Our lesson to-day for
Bile read- “Om gaidshe, ‘if you only knew how their incantations to the devil, and they are
already mingling their pagan superstitions
ing in school is to be about
the lilies’ much I love that dear name, you would with the forms of justice. With the influx
growing, and the hairs of our heads being never again pain my heart by trifling with of millions of the ‘* Celestials,” the Pacific
coast will be in danger of becoming Pa| numbered, and it will be read carefully and it.”
;
ganized, at least to
the same extent that
earnestly to impress the sweet truth that
His heart was touched.
He was unable
ew
York
is
likely
to
be
Romanized by the
“God will provide.” But it is now time to to proceed.
He asked her forgiveness, Irish immigration, The
question
then
attend to that very pleasant duty.
and soon left the room.
Inthis way he comes up, Are we a Christian nation, not
June 30. It is a constant luxury to was saved from ruin, and is now an emi- simply in our history‘ and customs, nor in
the faith of the majority of the.
people, but
| toch these Santals. They are apprecia- nent example of piety.
in
the
spirit
and
intent
of
our
Constitution
tive, and drink in every werd that is said.
No PREACHER can hope to interest the and laws? And the further question, Shall
The weather is fearfully hot and stifling, same congregation for any considerable we_ allow in one section of the country,
and there is a plenty .of other discomforts,
period, who adopts a sensational style, or under the plea of religion, that which, in
which fortunately we have no time to en- addresses himself chiefly to the emotions. the country at large, is punished as an imtends to subvert social
joy. Every person carries within him his Man is pre-eminently a reasoning creature, morality, or which
order?
x
;
own world of happiness or misery. If he is and the one who speaks to his understandThat this is a Christiana nation—as disin the place where he belongs and is doing ing, and gains the conviction of his hearers, tinguished from Jewish, Pagan, Mchammedan or Infidel—is evident from the inthe work he ought to do, no possible cirwill also be most effectivein his appeals to ception of the government, the spirit of
¢umstance can make him really unhappy;
the heart. Nor is this true only of cultiva- our institutions and the phraseology of the
but if he is in the place where he does not
belong, and doing the work he ought not
to do, no possible circumstance can make
him really happy.
:
Simeon, Mahes, and Poondere started

ted congregations. In this country, at Constitution itself. The era of the formaleast, ** the masses,” as they are sometimes’ tion of the : Government of the United
called, must be reached as intelligent thinking persons—not by mere hortatory harangues, but by good, strong, ‘common-

this morning for Mussunna, to visit the sense argument.
Sly
Santal teachers who have become Chris
TEMPERANCE.—A hopeful correspondent
tians. May they have wisdom to encourage and advise them for the best. This of the Waichman and Reflector, writes as

States, was one of wide-spread

infidelity

in

society, and of the exaltation of a philosophy of Humanity above religious obligaon in State affairs.

Some

of

the

promi-

nent movers in the declaration of Indepen-

dence, and in the Constitutional Convention,
shared
in this skeptical tone, Yet in face
of. this, the Declaration made its appeal to

years

ago

this

day,

my

mother died, and she asked me to promise
her that I would meet her in heaven, and
I made the promise.
She died rejoicing
that I would meet her there. All this time
is gone by, and that promise is heavy on
my heart to-night. Will you not pray ior
me P”

.

They prayed

for him.” He prayed for

himself. God answered ‘prayer, and the
captive was set at liberty that night.
When those rustic neighbors left that house
on the prairie to go to their homes, a man
had been -added to the number of God's
elect. A mother’s dying prayers had been

answered

and that son was rejoicing in the

pardon of sin,
Twenty-six years may seem to be a long
time for the prayer of faith to be laid up
béfore God; yet so it was. Mysterious

are the ways in which God may, choose

lead a hut}

But

glorious solution.

mysteries

often

to

have a

A Curious Discovery.
-

W——

In the July (1867) number of the Bibliotheca Sacra, is an artiele by Professor Hackett on “The first eleven chapters of Genesis attested by their contents.” In the
course of it he mentions the local tradition
tower (Babel),

the Babylonian

respecting

which Mr. Oppert, one of the most learned
European savans, has recently
of the

It was met with in one of

brought to light.

the cuneiform inscriptions, as deciphered
by him, found on a cylinder which Rawlinson discovered among the ruins of Babylon. The writing putpons to be from Ne
among other things
and
uchadnezzar,
says: “The temple of the seven lights of
the earth (the planets), the original edifice
of Borsippa, was built by an ancient king;
since then are reckoned forty-we geperationsy but

summit

the

The men had abandoned
after the flood, because
confused.

words

thunder
down

the

had

The

not finish.

he-did

it (the structure)
they found their
earthquake

and

shattéred the brick, and torn

casings

of burnt tiles,

and

the

materials of the walls were thrown together and formed hills. The great god Merodach, had put it into my heartto build it

again; I have not changed the place, and

have not disturbed the foundations. In the
month of Salvation, on the auspicious day,
I have pierced the unburnt brick of the
walls, and the burnt brick of the casings
with arches; I have inscribed the glory of
my name on the frieze of the arches.”
fessor Hackett remarks: *If this in-

terpretation of Oppers be confirmed, then»
in particular,

‘we have two points here,

which are very

Among

important.

the

ruins of Borsippa, the castle of the ancient

Babylon,

which.

lay “on the southwest of

this city, between the outer and the inner
circles of the walls, is still found a hill of
ruins, which the popular tradition calls Birs

Nimrod (Nimrod’s Tower), and also Tower
of Languages, and concerning which it affirms that it is the ancient Tower of Babel.

Modern scholars have

naturally

this as a myth, and have seen
mains of the temple of Belus
uchadnezzar, and
described
tus. This inscription, now,
would show that both views
4nasmuch as Nebuchadnezzar

rejected

there gulyxebuilt by
Nebb
erodoif reliable,
are correct,
built his tem-

ple purposely on the site of the ancient
tower. The architectural document, for 80

gives the lowe may term that inscription,
famous
res
tradition
cal
structure of ancient times, as still well

known on he ground itself. The tradition
of the country relates the substance of the

matter in accordance with Genesis; it is a

vast edifice, which, in consequence of a
partment. Iam trying to train the eldest
|
God,
the
Convention
sought
his
follows:
:
idance
t catastrophe, remains unfinished, and
a
|
great
move
fills
our
hearts,
and
we
feel
daughter of our departed Bro. Rama for
by.
prayer,
recognized
the
A
a
of
the
it dates the confusion of tongues.
rom.
The cause of temperance has arrived at a
* Descending two steps we passed into teacher of plain and fancy work. She is sure that the leaven of God's word will
hunoath, excepted Sunday—the Christian Sab- Nebnchadnezzar reigned about six
a | work more and more, till the whole Santal stage when its friends have occasion to

another recess seven or eight feet square,

where we were shown the mangerin which
the young child was cradled, and the
|

married,

and

has ‘three

children,

is

woman of very good abilities, and we
trust a sincere Christian. Both sister Hal-

country is leavened.
Those at home who

thank “‘ God and take courage,” also great
.
are supporting boys, reason for. extra exertions in the campaign

bath—from days of official work, and sum-

med up its doings, officially, in ‘‘ the year
of our Lord.” Thus the Constitution,

'
w

“~

dred years before

Christ, and the building

of the Tower is to be placed in the twen|
ty-third century before Christ.
&

:
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dress pretty

$

Gp

—

yf

rial conventionalities.
much

They may live and

after the staid fashion

Ye come to me, in midnight dreams,

: which has come to be regarded

.
That to my soul are given
Of that fair clime, across whose sky
No storm-clouds ever sweep §

vd

Famers

CSU

and try to appear as much as possible like
laymen; they may preach
froma pulpit
or froma platform; théy may read their
Elidsermons or speak them-—if they have the
quickening SpiritSpir in-them-they- will do _a |

Oh, glorious thoughts of heaven;
Ana glorious are the spirit-gleams,

And none are seen to

true

Ye come to me amid the care
That clouds the weary day,
:
And far from earth’s polluted air, -

Ye waft my soul away.

work, and men will own them as min-

these small clerical usages is very much
exaggerated, alike by some: who use them

Still come the tenderest thoughts of thee,
When evening hours creep on,
And sad, regretful memory
Recalls the loved and gone.

and by
It is
ple in
being

-

And though these mortal eyes no more
Their cherished forms may see,

Like fragrant zephyrs, from the shore
Of some far ocean isle,
Ye pass my fainting spirit o’er,
And every
care beguile,
Oh, when the dews of death hang chill
‘Upon my dying brow,
3
Sweet thoughts of heaven, be with me still

;

‘The Ministry.

ness they

do like;

what

is,

he

the

but,

given

that,

they

not

appear

any

way

minister

does

who shows for

ashamed of his vocation, and, accepting the
usages that men have come to associate’
with it, reserves his protests for those greater matters of which a sincere Christian will
always find sufficient, in which the world
must be withstood and unpopular principles upheld at all hazard. And this. protest will usually go furthest in great things
when made by one who has not earned &
character for habitual antagonism by singularity in small things,
[|

. Yet somewhere on thy radiant shore
I know they wait for me.

And cheer my heart as now.

all who eschew them.
quite a mistake to suppose that peogeneral like a minister the better for
eccentric or unministerial. Manli-

rather prefer

=

o>

.

oto

.

Religion

Beautiful.

Rev. O. B. Frothingham, at the close of
—
Gee
his address before the last graduating class,
In the child, the maiden, the wife, the
speaks thus of the ministry :—
{ mother, religion shines with a holy, benigThe beauty of this ministry is ts: human nant beauty of its own, which nothing can
character. The ministeris the man, pure mar. Never yet was the female character
and simple. None areabove him, none are perfect without the steady faith of piety.
eauty, intellect, and wealth are like pitbeneath him. He touches all at a common
int, as the brother of all.
Every door falls in the brightest day, unless the divine
isopen to him, for in every house dwells light; unless religion throws her soft beams
that which he ‘represents.
Men come to around them, to purify and exalt, making
him in care, grief, want, temptation; for twice glorious that which seemed all lovelihe is> without prejudice, his sympathy is ness before.
Religion is beautiful in health, .in sickunalloyed by hate or partiality, his judgments are impersonal.
He makes himself ness, in wealth, in poverty. We never entranslucent, that the light of the pure rea- ter the sick chamber of the good, but soft
son may fall through him upon the vexed music seems to float on the air, and the
or the guilty conscience.
He knows no burden of their song is, ‘‘Lo! peace is
The person is all here.” Could we look into thousands of
. distinction of persons.
he cares for. He goes directly to the man- families to-day, where discontent sits fighthood and the womanhood, whoever the man ing sullenly with life, we should find the
or the woman may be. Gifted he may be, chief cause of unhappiness the want of religbrilliant, cultivated, elegant, learned; but ion in woman. And in felons’ cells, in places
only as he is human is he
minister. of crime, misery, destitution, ignorance, we
Unlearned he may be, simple, unattractive should behold, in all its most horrible dein speech or manner; but being human he formity, the fruit of irreligion in woman.
Oh, religion! benjgnant majesty ! high on
is minister,
To me the significance - of
this ministry is of very profound and en- thy throne thou sittest, glorious and exalted. Not above the clouds, for earth-clouds
during import.
Matthew Arnold, a noble spirit, who has come never between thee and a truly pious
taken

up this ministry of reconciliation un-

der the name of culture and in the ranks of
literature, preaching, with an eloquence we
should all envy if we dared, the necessity
of making reason and the, will of God prevail,

criticises

our

form of ministration as

being inferior to his, because it exaggerates the moral and spiritual side of‘culture.
But the sadness and
soreness of his own
spirit, torn with the difficulty of making itself understood, proves how perilous it
might be for lesser souls to attempt so
grand a battle on ground so. pre-occupied.
or many a day yet, the ministry of reconciliation must bea ministry organized and
distinct,—not

of necessity

sacerdotal,

not

ofs necessity dogmaticaly not of necessity
technical, or limited to a department of

soul ; not beneath the clouds, for above thee
* Its gates shine

never fill it out to your satisfaction.
Alas
for you if you think you do! You will oft-

power

of

the

the dewy Ligh
but steadily

proceedeth from the throne of God.
Its
towers bathe in refulgent glory ten times
the brightness of ten thousand suns, yet
soft, undazzling to the eye.
And there religion points. © Art thou
weary ? it whispers rest, up there, forever.
Art thou sorrowing ? eternal joy. Religion
is happifying ; cheerfulness and joyfulness
are commendable, the fruits of faith and
hope in God. The fruit of the Spiritis love,
peace, joy, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith.

and

wear costlier

nobleness

with your.humanity.

garments than you, You must not whine
because you cannot live as well as your
parishioners. Be satisfied to live in simple

You do

not enter the ministry to be rich or

famous

or luxurious. The less of all that you may
be, the more you are faithful.
Estimate
your loyalty by the earnestness of your bat-

pleasures while we live ;

Solid comfort when we die.
After death its joys shall be
Lasting as eternity.”

those

young

We can

men

well spare

Are we provoked

itis the custom

How

will

account

books

look

to

ashamed of being

your

mottoes.

ministers.

Do not be

Let men sée

sualist, or the trickster?
Nowhere will Christ's

school teacher—ay,

the
be
the

and

is ever

breathing, from

not, I am with

thee,

But
him

schools at as low rates as they

bought

.medicine.

Mr.

Cecil

was

—en

:

are

satisfied,

A

| Freewill

more gadly evident, On this point the
Unitarian Herald, of Manchester, England,
has some just remarks:

:

. Give us really manly and earnest

tors,

‘something to say,

some

minis-

positive,

living faith in them, hearts devoted to their

ProsPERITY

|

makes friends and adversity |

tries them,

:

THERE 1s no sin so little as not to kindle

.BiBLz promised are like the beams of the

Iv is like a

ar

From these pri-

Baptist

811, which shine as freely in at the window
of the poor man’s cottage as the rich man’s
palace.

To rerSEVERE in one's duty and be silent, is ah excellent answer to calumny.

tioned Price $1,50. Or,
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subscribers
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and
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CAN-BE CURED

By a timely r¢sort to this standard remedy, -as is.
proved by huntreds of testimonials received by the

proprietors.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE
and sold by dealers generally.

& SON,
:

an
Jooklng swellings and inflammations;
fording relief and a complete cure,
SETH W. FOWLE

27

Dr.

J. G,/Hélland

(Timothy

Titcomb),

Spring-

field, “They aré the standard in all this vicinity.”
Julius Sayer, Newport, R. L, the well known deal
er in luxuries. *‘I have trebled my sales with them.
Grocers and Diuggists treble their sales with them
f

copbm30

GENTS WANTED.—-$75 TO $300 per
month sure, and no risk. We want to engage
a good agent in every county in the U. 8. and
Canadas to sell our Hrerlasting Patent White
Wire Clothes Lines, Warranted to last a lifetime
and naver rust.

For full

particulars to Agents,

address the American Wire Co.,76 William St.,
New York, or 16 Dearborn. 8t., Chicago, IL
4teow29
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has discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of

This splendid Hair Dye is: the
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COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
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VOID QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&o., having tried in vain every advertized remedy,
New York.

.

Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.
Chilblaing, &e.
Itis prompt in_ action, soothes the
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
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REV, 8. N, HOWELL, A, M., PRINCIPAL,
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he is polively seated

of fpeach ple
the angels drdp in to see what is going on,
and to the point, and t o wil ake hold of and perchance to bear the Jad news of
‘men’s hearts.
And it w 1 not matter very penitence, for fresh theme
song to the

‘wark, and some faculty

prices.

see

Machine

Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced |

entitled

other books

In another column,

should be sent to I.

tb

It
manner, or in some personal habit, it is monstrosity in the domestic circle.
ptahids
right
before
the
man
of
God
and
common td inful that his power is due to conceals him entirely from view. It hushhis eccentricity, The mistake is protty sure es the throbbings of the heart yearning to
to be found out by imitators, whose suc- work for Christ. It chokes his utterances,

cess in catching such obtrusive traits makos
‘their lack of "the hidden power only-the

not excelled by any

of their class.

Varieties.

Ambition in- the Pulpit.
Ambition in the pulpit!

England,

fund of aneodote ! such a command of language!” ¢ Well,” exclaimed Mrs. C.’ “but for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
did he prescribe for your case?” ‘‘Yes— | enlarged and much improved about the
but Ihave entirely forgotten the remedy!
the charms of his manner and conversation first of April. It is printed on paper ofa
put everything else out of my mind.” Now, very superior quality, and its mechanical
we say, none of Mr. Hammond's hearers
is equal to that of any other paever are in danger of being carried away excellence
All communications infrom the remedy to the eloquence, or the | per of its class.
delivery, or any secondary matterin the tended for publication should be addressed
address,
to Rev. J. M. BALEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper

»

Tf a poplar thinister is a Hetle odd in his

in New

ers, we offer our own prize books which

an eternal fire,

Ministerial ‘Hecentricity.

elsewhere

can be

SWAMSOOT

$7,50

(with 16 cents - additional to pay postage)
we will send a..copy of the new $500,00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,

«For six new

In addition to the publications of oth-

to many
a minister

admirdfion of this medical friend—*Such a

Where Iam, ye shall

I will

Re-

Or,
Price $2,00.
new subscribers and

:

Prices,

and roge to go and get the medicine: but
his physician pressed him. to stay , a little, | to Sunday schools.
and entered into conversation vin a very
fascinating style, till engorssed with each
other’s company, the subject of the med- |
The Myrtle.
icine was entirely set aside. On coming
This semi-monthly, published
home, Mr. Cecil expressed to his wife his |

presence be more

be also. Having loved my own,
love them unto the end.”—Cuyler.

7%e

Wholesale

four Gospels.”
2. For three

for January.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

Ce

and

but herrt-felt utterances of a child, than

to an illustrious. physician, who at once list, and retail
told him, ‘There is only one remedy; do
try it—it is. perfectly simple,” mentioning | ces.-we make
the

:

| SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

plicable.
Mr Cecil tells how, on one occasion, when laboring under trouble that
caused him great suffering, and which baffled all ordinary physicians, he was guided

cheering and sustaining than in the weariand they
will respect your ministry. ness of a sick: room, or under the silent
¢‘Christ
Do not fret against the limitations which shadows of a great bereavement.
shut you in with all things noble, and only comes to me in the watches of the night,”
shut you out from some things pleasant. said the bed-ridden saint, Halyburton:
_ Be tranquil in the atmosphere of serene “He draws aside the curtains and says,
good cheer; be not afraid.
truths; be happy in the spiritual compan- ItisI; be of
ionship of the good among the living, of Here I lie, pained with pain; without
the sainted among the dead ; hold fast the strength, and yet strong. And when the
unseen handsof the men who have lived last farewells have been spoken through
and died for their fellows; and listened for tke sobs of the dying hour, this never-failevery note of that still, sad music which ing Friend will sweetly whisper, Fear
those who have borne the cross, and have
found in sacrifice an all-sufficient joy.

conscientious

the high-flown language of some who think
themselves wonderful in prayer.

—there is too mnch reason to-fear that Mr.
Cecil's story of himself is only too truly ap-

that you are ministers because you are men,

has breathed,

ken,

At

Rev. Andrew Bonar, writing in

when he ‘‘audits” them? And so on, all
ity isnot a slouched hat or a gray coat, a ‘through the calendar of duties and the cirswagger or a cigar.
Respect your order, cle of daily temptations. With our Saviour
regard its decencies, observe its proprieties, , beside me, how will I dare to play the
be jealous of its honor.
Culture and char- coward, or the cheat, or trifler, or the senacter,—be these

as

Gob LOVES to have us pray with earnestness. The best proof of earnestness is simphy.
Better in God’s sight are the bro-

vival (London) on the evangelistic labors
of Mr. Hammond among children says:
There never is, with
Mr, Hammond, the
possibility of your mistaking or forgettin
the grand end in view. To many a Sabbath

to cutting words

what will the pure and holy Jesus say ?

are

A pEFINITION.
Henry Ward Beecher
says: *Theelect are whosoever will, and
the non-elect are whosoever won't.”

Hammond.
—

upon our
self-indo-

of our trade.”

now have, if actuated with burn-

Mr.

ruffled brow.
Are we ever tempted to
keen bargains and over-reaching in business? Selfishness says, ‘¢ All is fair—others
do it;

we

ing zeal for God, might work a Mighty
reformation in our country.—Dr. J.
Alexander's Thoughts on Preaching.

Christ's presence with believers is one of
the best preventives from sin; one of the
best stimulators to duty. Jesus is ¢‘ made
unto us sanctification” as well as redemption. That is—his is a spirit of holiness.
And when we live in hourly communion
with Jesus, it has a tendency to make us
holy:
The sense of Christ's immediate

make it Jence.

who avoid it for more
_lacrative pursuits.
Prize the human abso‘lutely, supremely, solely; but never confound the human with the secular.
Do not
imagine, that,by imitating the secular dress
and manners,
you are broadening your humanity; you are not.
You are merely incurring the danger of confounding the
lower humanity with the higher.
Human-

men

way?

so, hak better leaveit.

hopeto

men

of his hearers as to be | their church.

impression upon the public mind. Without an increase of our numbers, the very

of Christ.

or irritating retorts?
One look from
gentle,
all-forgiving
Jesus,
should
enough to seal the lip and to smooth

understand it; they who

time, that other

religious’ exercises, if we would produce an

presence is a pgrpetual check
lusts—a perpetual
spur to our

has honest,
own church,

and I extend to him the right hand of fellowship. Love your church, and do all you
can for it; but try and imagine, at the same

ready to weep
over them; will assuredly
make himself felt. This is what makes—
effective; he really feels what he says.
This made Cookman eloquent. This especially was the charm of Summerfield,
asove all men I ever heard.
We must aim
“| therefore, at high degrees of warmth in our

’Tis religion will supply

tle. The ministry is not a paying profession ; they who wish it.might be, do not

be quick and lively?

man who
about his

have so little good preaching | ily. Give me the
earnest conviction

feels for the souls

“Tis religion that can give

Presence

" Premiums.
Any one having sent for one of the Pre- |

and. shall oar at-

splendid and elaborate preaching, but very as you are, and give them the right hand
One man who so| of fellowship when they do all they can for
little that isin earnest.
:

You are giving up the battle, not praying
BR
tt
hi
that you may wage it on harder fields;
you are coveting applause, or you are | A Christian should make his Saviour a
perpetual companion—everywhere, and on
greedy for money.
emember now, I pray you, and never every day of the week. Christ offers to
him in every day’s journey of
forget, that ours is an austere calling. It walk with
means work, study, thought, care.
It is life. What companionship so enlivening
pretty sure to mean things worse than these. and so purifying as his; who else can
You must not complain because others make our hearts so burn within us by the
sumptuously,

we

in earnest, but be in earnest, or he cannot
be effective.
We have loud and vehement,
we have smooth and graceful, we have

ReliPion is in every way just the reverse
of gloom or sadness. It imparts true pleasure and abiding peace, and sweetens everything in life.
Sweetest

:

Oh, where is the spirit of him who by the miums offered last year, and not having re-

is that we have so little piety. To be eloquent one must be in earnest: not try to be
3

lower mood.

fare more

why

son

“ The sorrows of the mind
Be banished from the place,
Religion never was designed
To make our pleasures less.”

en be
tired and discouraged ; ou will feel
as if you had chosen rashly, ‘and committed
a fatal mistake; you
" look out from
Jour lonely post, and dream that you might
ve been happier and more useful somewhere else.
hen tempted to do so,search
yourselves, and you will discover that you
are under the

splendor of jasper

with

that neither flashes nor blazes,

nature or life. It may be, nay, it must be,
broad,
comprehensive, human,
flexible,
hospitable, to a man like Arnold himself,
but none the less distinct, and organized for

distinet work.
Young men, Ihave given you my idea of
this ministry as I entertain it. It is forsyou
to fill it out as well as you may.
You will

in the

stones,

fections to the world

was

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

is heaven opening through a broad vista of
exceeding beauty.
:
and precious

:

cross of Christ was crucified to the world, ceived it, is requested-to inform us of the |
published by
the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabin a preacher of the gospel is the lowest, and the world to him?
fact, as we have recently learned that some lishment, These Books dre now ready for sale
the meanest. The
great “I” is puffed,
;
glorified, immortalized.
The tricks of « THE Hi¥poos extend their hospitality to | of our letters sent with money to pay for and delivery.
saying: ‘The tree does premiums have been lost. We wish to make
rhetoric are played off with the skill of a their enemies,
. Prize Series.
not
withdraw
its
shade
even
from
the
woodjiJuggler.
The
prayer is eloquent with
good our promises,
Andy Luttrellyseceiescesss vessevenarsnssl50
thought, sentiment; —ideas;—information; | cutter.”
By a united effort on the part of the
Shining Hours,sessesssresnsnive
sansa veval 00°
which must be grateful to the implied igYou MAY goto Beavey without heatth; |
Master and Pupil,..... nisesiane ss svarvssc],00
Sabbath school scholnorance of ‘the Divine Being. = The dis- without wealth, without honors; without church mémbers-and
May Bellies imrmsirimmmrrrrrrr reese, 0.
course is all that is desirable to tickle the pleasures, without friends, and. without |ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
Sabrina Hackett, ceoeesieesrsnsensnenesad,50 *
fancy, blind the moral = perceptions
- and learning ; but you'can never go to heaven | obtained, last year, a sufficiept number of
Aunt Mattie,eeeeseereassorsseionnrenssil,50
regale the guilty conscience. Just imagine without Christ.
new subscribers to provide itself with two
Rainy Day Series.
a man standing in Christ's
own place perA MAX ir a blouse once said, ¢ I have no | good organs. Let other churches go and
A Rainy Day at School,seeeiensvasasvene JT5
forming like an ape ; standing onthe threshmore
influence
than
a
farthing
rushlight.”
|
do
likewise,
and
let
no
one
of
our
churches
Birth Day Present eceecessivasssesionans 15°
old of heaven, and throwing reflections
of earth's glare around upon the .people, ¢ Well,” was the reply, ‘a farthing rush- however small in numbers, be without an
Jlrs. Child’s Series.
justas children throw gleams of the sun light can do a good deal.. Tt can set a hay- organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
A
The Christ Child,s +s... PEER
stack
on
fire;
it
can
burn
down
a
house;
from a piece of glass; standing on the
Good Little Mittie,seesesseseessancescsss , TH
yea,
more,
it
will
enable
a
poor
creature
to
effort,
any
church
can
secure
some
one
of
brink of hell, and by vocal modulations
Making Something, «eeeeesssiecresssisens J
Let
Go your |the organs now offered as premiums.
harmonizing ‘its discordant wails; stand- read a chapter in God's Book.
Jamie and Jeannie,..eees
see seesracssans S15
ing between the living and the dead sing- way, friend. Let your farthing rushlight|every one who reads this go to work now,
Boy’s Heaven, esssessrnsesssvsssassnnce 70
go
shine
before
men
that
others,
seeing
and
continue
to
work
through
the
year
in
ing the requiem of the one, and shouting,
Bright Day Series.
“on with the dance,” to the other, and your good works, may glorify your Father getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
Bright
Days,escscecscecnccrsacceestoncesl,25
this man, this creature, this thing, is flush- which is in heaven.”
by he willbe rewarded. The offers which
Sunny SKkieSyeseecescrisasnrnsrionsoneasl,25
ed with high expectation of receiving the
THE CHEERFUL are the busy.
When
Pompeii and Herculaneum,eeeessessosessl,25
living crown in eternity.—Methodist and trouble knocks at your door, or rings the we now make are numerous; varied and
Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
Recorder.
bell, he
will generally retive if you send liberal. Look at them.
him word%ou are engaged.
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
Premiums for New Subscribers.
Va offer the following premiums for new each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
MEN GHANGE, but truth never.
The
Thoughts on Preaching.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
sweep of time bearson its surface a thou- subscribers to the Star.
Libraries; or to replenish old ones, can send us
sand floating things, but in its calm and
:
H.
their orders which will be immediately filled with
Ox
CoMPOSING SERMONS.—My father tranquil depths lie unmoved the pearls and
says a man should not begin with making a diamonds which beauty covets and wisdom
and $2,50, our own publications, or will be filled with the
subscriber
1. For one new
books of other publishers;and will be furnished to
plan. Should not wait until he is in the labors to secure.
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage) Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
vein. Begin, however you feel, and write
books,
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Never, under any circumstance, assume (We will send any one of the following
until you get into the vein, however longit
.
‘Dover, N. H.
may be. 'Tis thus men doin mining, You a responsibility you can avoid consistently | just published,or immediately to be publishmay throw away all the beginnings.
Men with your duty to yourself and others.
ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
who write with ease, think best pen in
BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Tue BisLE method consists in the de-|by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
hand. This applies to sermons and also to
velopment, more and more fully, through
Nature's Crown,
1.
¢
The
Christ
Child,”
190
pages;
or,
books. It might be wellto write a sermon
successivé ¢ sundry times” of humani2. * Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
currente calamo, and then begin again, and the
You
Must Cultivate it
of a’ scheme of salvation which was
3. ¢¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
write afresh, (not copying or even looking ty,erfect
from the first, though revealed onGRAY
HAIR
4,
¢*
Jamie
and
Jeannie,”
155
pages;
or,
at the other,) but using all the lights y in germ.
God builds a theology just
5. ¢“ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
1s & certain indication
struck out in the former exercise.
as he builds the oak of the forest, or the
6. “ A Rainy Day at School,”
by Mada,
FORMALISM AND SERMONS.— Without flat- cedar .of Lebanon, by the continual deof decay at the roots,
:
tering myself with the notion thatI was ev- velopment: of a germ, perfect from the 194 pages; or,
Ma:
by
Present,”
Birth-Day
The
7.
er eloquent, I am persuaded that the most first, through the successive ‘‘sundry times”
New Style.
Important Change.
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac
effective discourses I ever delivered were
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
of
humanity.
of these books, 75 cents.
those for- which I had made the least regCombined in One Bottle,
ular preparation. . I wish I could make
I waAnNT, and we all want, a religion that
IIL
sermons as if I had never heard or read not only bears on the sinfulness of sin, but
1. For two new subscribers and $,50C,
how'they were made by other people.
The on the rascality of lying and stealing; a
formalism of .regular divisions and applica- religion that banishes all small measures (with 16 cents topay postage) we will send
Will Restore Gray Hair to its
tions is deadly.
And as to written sermons from the counters, small baskets from the the book entitled ¢¢ Sunny Skies; pr AdvenNatural Life, Color and Beauty.
what is written with weariness is heard stalls, pebbles from cotton bags and sugar,
It
is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
with weariness.
rocks from wool, chicory from coffee, alum
It will promote luxuriant growth.
2.
“Bright
Days
;
or
Herbert
and
Meggy,”
AvoIlD ABSTRACTIONS.—If you would from bread, lard ‘from butter, strychnine
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
keep up attention avoid
abstractions in from wine and water from milk-cans. 257 pages. Pricerof each book $1,50. Or,
Mrs. 8: A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
your sermons, except those of mere argu- The religion that is to advance the world
$5,00,
and
subscribers
new
two
8. For
prefaration for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
ment.
Come
down
from
generals
to will not put all the big strawberries and (with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
without sediment. If fs very simple and often produces
wonderful results.
[lis great superiority and economs
specifications, and especially to individual peaches on the top and all bad ones atthe
a Hair Dressing over high cost Frenck Pomades i
cases. Wherever possible give name and pottom. It will not offer more baskets of we will send a copy of the new ¢ Book of | asacknowledged
by all »ot only in this country
but in
Price $1,00.
Or,
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not
place, and intersperse anecdotes.
By this foreign wines than the vineyards ever pro- Worship.”
be used one with the other
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
4, For two new subscribers and $5,00,
means, the Puritans, even when they were duced in bottles.
:
Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co, Wholessla Druggiste,
prolix, were vivacious. They subsidized
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
35 Barcley 8t. aud 46 Perk Place, Now-York.
SECTARIANISM.—There is a great deal of
every event of Old Testament history, and
1y9
we
will
send
one
copy
of
¢
Butler's
The- talked about sectariantalked of David and Judas, instead of roy- cant and nonsense
ology,”
456
pages.
Price
$1,60.
Or,
ism.
Itis
oftenimagined
that,
if
a
man
is
alty and treason,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
OrF-HAND WRITING.—WTrite while you fond of his church, he is a sectarian. You
are warm. Do not reserve your warm might say a man is a sectarian if he likes to pay postage) we will send one copy of
any
ideas. for the last. This is like flooding | his own house and family better than
« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
the stomach of guests with soups before other in the same street. The man I call
pages.
Price $1,20.
sectarian
is
the
man
who
is
not
contented
dinner.
Much of Jay's excellency arises
from this. If ever I have written anything with the blessings of number one in the
IV,
acceptably, it has been with a free pen, and street, but who is always throwing stones
i. For three new subscribers and $7,from a full heart ; not from compiled stores, or mud at number two; whois not content
with
his
own
wife
and
family,
but
who
50, (with 80 cents additional to pay postthough I have done much of the latter also.
EARNEST PREACHING.—The great rea-| talks and gossips about another man’s fam- age) we will send “Life Scenes from the

isters, however obtrusively they disown the
“Reverend.” We
believe the effect of

And when some grief beyond control
Has bowed me unto earth,
Ye whisper to my fainting soul
Of its
immortal birth.

:

die, and shall gin live?

he crucified to the world,

they can, and go back to glory as empty
as they came. Of all ambitions, ambition

as clerical,

or they may break out into® carnal raiment

ne'er dims the radiant eye,
griefe
Wher
SSE

A.

Dip Carist

heavenly ch ir, not one is invited to a sea’
in the altar, but are left to hang around
the door or shift for themselves as best

‘| much ‘whether they use or eschew ministe-

Thoughts of Heaven.

a

~~

.

240 South

ale

11th

Street,

by ‘MAGEE
& CO., Cornhill,

the trade generally.

?

Be

and

-
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in an hour when the eye was clearest and
the powers in their healthiest balance.
The laborer tires of his manly and remunerative toil, and so turns adventurer for pros-

perity’s sake.

The

merchant craves speedy

Thus he should be ¢‘ known and read of all

men ;” he should bring forth fruit and give
to the world such facts as cannot be gainsaid or resisted.
‘‘ Every good tree bringeth forth good fruit.” ‘By their fruits ye
shall know them.”

&c., should be addressed
:

to

ta

ples, while

himself educated.

Ee.

The late international boat-race
lessons. - It illustrates important

has-its
princi-

it stirs the enthusiasm of two

" great nations, strings
tators along

the

a million of spec-

banks'of the Thames,

and

brings: out the skill and energy and pluek
of the contestants.
The English rowers beat the American,
chiefly -because they had so well trained
themselves to steady and continuous work.

They would not allow themselves to be
frightened or driven away from the line of

effort which previous study

and

training

and experience had satisfied them was the
true one. They had already settled, in the
calmness of intelligent thought, upon the
true method of procedure, and they resolutely adhered to it through the whole intense struggle, in spite of the prospect of a

- defeat at the opening of the race, and regardless alike of the tempest of shouts and
cheers, of the undertone of anxiety which
rolled out from the friendly crowd on
either shore, and of the plainer murmurs of

dissatisfaction to which they could not be
wholly deaf or indifferent.
/
The Harvard boat shot ahead of the Oxford rowers, but they kept steadily at their
work.
Their antagonists increased their
strokes to forty-six per minute, but they
kept their movement where they had begun it, at forty. The distance slowly increased between the two boats, but the
same

steady

movement

was

maintained.

The Harvard men were growing confident
of victory, but the Oxford crew pulled on
without the change of a muscle in the face
or a single nervous twitch in the arms.
Their rivals now and then bent themselves
to special

effort,

and

with a sudden spurt

of energy sent their boat halfleaping out
of the water toward her goal; but they only answered by that firm, steady stroke that

was as accurate as the swing of a chronometers pendulum

and

as

uniform

as

the Academy,

gets

a sort of

certificate at the end of a year at some institution whose proper motto
would be,
“Learning
made
easy,”
and proclaims

The Strength of Steadiness.
3

es through

the

beating of a sleeper’s pulse.
vigorous, resolute, masterly,

Even

ministers

some-

‘times seek success’ by the arts of superficial men, and when they have made a

small sensation, try to persuade themselves
that they are

on the

way to

a sublime suc-

cess. -There is even an effort to build up
Christian character and maintain a Christian life by developing now and then a
spasm of zeal, aud lashing the religious
emotions
into. violent
commotion,
and
making an enthusiastic. rush at the lulwarks of evil in the heart and in society ;

as though Satan were to be driven out, and
Christ enthroned in. the temple of life by
anything else than the steady faith whose
eye no disaster can dim, and the enduring,
self-denying service that delays only make
resolute and difliculties only rouse into heroism.
Let us have life; let us honor zeal ; let us
have no fear of enthusiasm.
But let us, at
the same time, never forget that the settled

strength, the steady effort, and the tirefess
energy, that endure because they are fed by
knowledge and abide in harmony with
the great laws of the universe and the

desperately at the goal was felt on every
side.

=

This contest of muscle atthe oars is over,
and

the extravagant

enthusiasm

which

it

awakened may perhaps soon die out along
with the exultation and the chagrin to
which its issue has given rise. But its suggestions ought not so soon to be lost. It
affirms with emphasis the superior value of
intelligent, patient, steady, adapted effort.

ms
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It is this which triumphs, in the long run,
on every field, and we have here a fresh
call to exalt it.
There

are, indeed,

some things

that can

be done by means of drive and dash, even
though there is in them more heat than calculation, mbre passion than prndence.
A
furious charge will sometimes check, or
frighten, ‘or demoralize, or scatter the en-

emy that would ‘prove dangerous in a
pitched and planned battle.
Rashness
and desperation now and then seem to
justify themselves by their results. A fiery
but honest zeal, though more than half
headlong in its movements, will sometimes
master an opposition, or break up an indifference, or set in motion stagnant forces,
" that had seemed to defy cooler and more
thoughtful effort. For intense life is quick
in movement, and may run ‘a short and

brilliant Face by virtue of its celerity and
impressiveness.

A

burst of crackling fire-

works may call a eluggard from his couch
sooner than the silent gaze of the sun,
though it carries in its face the full glory
of a June

morning

and

the

whole day of rare splendor.

promise

of a

And yet

the

sun may be still something far better than
a hundred

rockets

streaming

across

the

sky, or the glow of any number of manycolored Roman candles flashing their short-

lived beams through all the city squares.
It is a lesson to be learned, and especially
by many of the American people.
Life

seru-

not prompt to meet

his engagements or

to

fulfill his promises will inevitably lose the
confidence of his associates. Those who
are punctual expect, and have a right to demand, the same premptness

in others;

and

if they do not find it they come to the
conclusion which one has expressed as follows:
“ After much torturing experience I come

to this—thiat nine in ten of both sexes do
not know the valug.of time, or the morality

of a promise.”
An

Ss

appointment

when others seemed so full of joy, to see
your face so sad and gloomy, and’that more

and

any one could claim an interest in the subject, you were that happy person.’
:
¢ Ah, my son!” said the mother, ‘I did
Jot weep for myself, but because I feared
that you, my boy, would be banished for-

caution than now, lest the

most

prom-’

business

is

made at a certain hour, and the suppositionis that one man’s time is worth as much
as another’s, and no one has the .right, nor
should he have the presumption, to keep
others waiting for him and losing their time,
because the business cannot be done with-

out him.

Is not

an

agreement

binding

"Which creates such an obligation
not be broken without a suflicient

as canreason ?

A promise made is to be thought of afterwards and fulfilled, and a habit

trary cannotbe
It would

be

to the

con-

indulged with impunity.

destructive to

business,

thrift

and establish

‘than the interests of our bodies,so promptness

it. We may clearly state and delineate
principle, true and practical in its nature,
and yet it will not be appreherded like
its legitimate fruit. We are not so well
satisfied with ‘theory as with practice.
We wish to see the result. The theory of

is more essential in the formér case than in
the latter. The Bible says that now is the
accepted time for seeking our salvation, and
every person should make it the first busi-

of God, are the

things

that

The Fruit.
.

bea

illustrate

honesty, piety, thrift, isnot so well understood as is the honest, pious, thrifty man.
In order to know what a man is, we look
at what he does.
Does he really accomplish anything ? Ts he trying to do good,
to save men, or to ameliorate their condition?
Or, on the other hand, is he exert-

the fruit becomes

apparent to her

account,

and souls are made grateful for her obvious
instrumentality in ‘their conversion.
- A case, given in the Star, notlong since,

of Mr. Stringent becoming liberal is to the
point.

Stringent,

brought up in a

remember,

was

careful, economical

you

way.

When married, he was in debt for his farm,

and every cent possible must be saved to
liquidate the debt. Under these circumstances nothing disturbed him so much as
a call for money.

In fifteen years ‘the

debt

was lifted and Stringent professed religion ;
and now came the struggle with his old
habit. Satan took advantage and undertook to prevent his contributing much for
missions, only just enough to be respectable.
But conscience favored it, and every time
satan

presented

liberality

an

argument

he would

subscription,

until

double
the

against

his

tempter

his

proposed
left

him,

and he made a generous donation to the
cause. After thishe became as distinguished
for liberality as he had been for penuriousness. All who knew him could see such fruits,

and must ackpewledge that nothing but
religion could do that work. There must
be a radical change. Such facts speak for
themselves.
.
A man and his wife were excessively

worldly.

They

were

driving,

neat,

it

was

no

rest and comfort to her husband.

must be
Though
place

for

He must

keep diligently at work on the farm and
coin as many dollars as possible from its
soil. She was the ‘ presiding genius: of
‘the place,” and all about her must contribute something to the great end or she was
not satisfied. This fact was understood. |
In time this hard, exacting woman becomes a professor of religion. Even her
husband doubted its genuineness. But
soon he discovers, that the house is also
converted. It becomes comfortable and
cosy, which made the husband

feel easy and

dash find epasms of energy, and to eschew the work of slow and steady and patient acquisition,is both strong and general.

Weeks and months passed away and
the house gréw more and more pleasant
and inviting, and the husband was ready
to say, ‘ I know of one who was converted

employing Sheridan's terrific charges and

without any doubt.” Happy is that Christian whose life produces such fruit as proves,

at home;

but then

of life

‘it could

not

last.

The tendency to seek success by means of | last.

even to the skepti#, the genuifieness of his

and

“Seek first the
righteousness ;”
characterize all
ligious duties.

our great cities, broad prairies ard interminable mountain and valley regions shall
gather a preponderating influence from extraneous

nations, and

attend to

it

at

once.

kingdom of God and his
anc then punctuality should
acts of worship and all reEverything should be done

those

too:so unlike

us, what is to bind us together
interest and sympathy ?
We

answer,

nothing

but

in enduring
the

one-vital

need of mankind, the religion of Christ.
The skepticism that has done so much to
dry up the fountains of hope‘in the East,
would,if prevalent hére,soon make us a moral

desolation.”

Catholicism,
effete

fast becoming

in its

ancient

idolater must be something.
in

Vhile
gelize
paring
tion at

we
the
to
our

at home.

vast

numbers

to

our

shores.

have bedn organizing to evannations, the way has been prepour in their teeming populafeet. Now we mustgo to work
If the love of

Christ

constrains

us, we have the most ample opportunities
for its exercise.
While we are not to diminish but still increase our labors of love
for the heathen abroad, we must joyfully
embrace the privilege of giving the bread
of life to those famishing at our doors.
Our help, then, not only as the friends of
religion and of humanity, but specifically
for this nation, rests upon the pure gospel.
To

this, more than to all other causes com-

bined, do we owe our present national
prosperity.
And if the hope of the true
patriot is 10 be realized, it will be through
the power and prevalence of the gospel.
This alone can purify and preserve the
fountainof morals

and

virtues,

guide to a

sound policy, give us stability and permanence, making us truly blessed, and a

blessing to mankind.

Without it we per-

ish.—J. J. B.

;

Christ’s Care for Us.
——
> O—

ers will soon find it out just as readily as | closer thana brother,”
they would if he were accustomed to be
tardy. We became --acquainted with the
circumstances of a congregation which had
been trained to be anywhere between a halfhour to an hour late on Sabbath morning.
A new minister commenced to preach who
very soon found out the state of things and
determined that he would correct it. He
therefore gave out notice that the meeting
the next Sabbath

morning

would commence,

if the Lord willed, at precisely half-past 10
o'clock. When the hour arrived there were
only twoor three present, but true to the
appointment he commenced, and his con
gregation kept’ coming in all through his
discourse. One man came in about halfpast eleven, and looked up surprised to find
him preaching. He immediately closed;
buthe had no more trouble afterwards. As

soon as the congregation found
past ten meant

that half-

punctuality, they

punctual also.
Not only should

the

minister

became

be prompt

but also the officers of the church, and the
people. All church members covenant to
attend the stated meetings of the church,
which is virtually an agreement to do so
punctually, and a wanton failure is a violation of the agreenient, very deleterious to
the interests of the church:
The want of punctuality jeopardizes whatever is connécted with it, whether it be a
great or little affair, a matter of worldly
thrift, of affection, of character, of spirituality, or of life.
Often all is.lost by it, but
it everywhere prevails.
:

“It is taken for granted that nothing will

be ‘off time,’ and so everybody holds off to
insure it. The first ten minutes of a religious service are apt to be a martyrdom to
preachers and punctual people, There
ought to be some contrivance by which the
tardy shall be, made as uncomfortable as
they,

and

then

we

might

hope

for

a

change.”

Our

National

It is not the em-

bodimentof a general principle, or an abstract doctrine which appears beautiful in
theory and intangible and indefinite in its
application to practice, but to the man of

faithitis a present; personal, vital reality,
affording just the help he needs.
claims with confidence,

He

ex-

:

“Yes, for me, for me he careth
-With a brothers tender care.”

While we were under the dominion of sin
he cared for us, else he would not have come

to save us, and that in such a way as ke did,

by a life of sacrifice and a death of agony
and

of ignominy.

‘While

we

sinners, Christ died for us.”

were

yet

;

versities, trials, yes, all things

shall

sea,

swaying

the

destinies of

far-off

neglect, and

even

refuse

to do

what

the

tc

cf

healed

the

wound.

He

your duty to your children.
and reap the harvest of joy.

Sow

the

Tue Arctic OCEAN.

seed

There is no

part
re--

peats his efforts at exploration, and, if possible, obtains success in tfe end. There is
no cave that he will be satisfied to leave
until he has penetrated its most intricate
labyrinths ; no mountains but he will rénow
his attempts to scale however difficult of
The Alps, the Ararat,

the

domes

of Yo Semite must be climbed and the
most insurmountable obstacles must

overcome.

Men here peril

albe

their lives in

order to accomplish their object.
Perhaps

there

is no

one

object

of ex-

ploration in which so manytlives and so
much property have been sacrificed as in

the attempts to navigate the Arctic Ocean,
and to ascertain what lies about the North
pole. There are now no less than five expeditions of geographical discoverers en-

deavoring to make their way up iiito the
icy seas of the North,

three

two

English.

all have scientific

men

aboard.

They
The

left Bremerhafen,
visions for a year,
tween Greenland
discover the coast
The propeller,

German

propeller,

snd

Bienenkorb,

February 21, with proto explore the sea beand Spitzbergen, and to
of East Greenland.
Diana, of 250 tons, with

two years’ provisions, went to sea,on a voy

age of exploration about

la, April 20.

Norveger

Scru-

Capt. Pallisa left England the last of
April in a sail-schooner with a steam-sloop
onboard, having about the same object as
the preceding, to make for the Norveger

Scrula and explore the surrounding seas.
The fourth expedition,

Current

Topics.

——MoTtHER'S ANXIETIES.
How full of
apprehension and
solicitude is the fond,
Christian mother watching over the interests
of her little boy. As the various diseases
and accidents to which he is exposed threatwith the most
fearful of the

ignorant of their mother’s intense anxiety

“But, mother,” he said, ¢* I wassurprsied,

sa

A

The

gathering at Newmarket last week,

in response to the call for a meeting of the
Education Society, was interesting, and not
without cheer and promise. The attendance of some forty ministers, besides several earnest lay brethren; the frankness
and the generally excellent spirit that
marked the proceedings; the evident de-

sire on all hands

to take the disappoin-

ments of the past with patience and bravery; the unmistakable sympathy exhibited in
our attempts to train up a ministry for the
and

the

heartiness

propeller

Albert,

of 700 tons, left Bremerhafen May, 23, with

the object in view of searching for mammoth-beds on the coast of Siberia, and getting as far north as possible.
The fifth expedition consisted of the
propeller Germania, of 143 tons, and the
seal-ship Hausa, of 200 tons, with provisions
for two years. The object is to explore-the
Central Arctic, and, if possible, secure the
solution of the Polar question.
News have been received from the first
expedition up to May 21. For the first six
weeks, the weather was stormy and the ves-

sel came very near being driven on the coast
of Norway, but fortunately the storm
abated in season to save the ship. Higher
north,through March and April, storms prevailed, and many Norwegian and Scotch
vessels there catching seals were damaged.

with which the

new effort to put the Theological School
into the right place and into proper working order, was entered on,—all these things

indicated = that

among

the

friends

of education

us are neither indifferent, discour-

aged, nor weary of effort. The good people of Newmarket met their visitor. with a
warm

welcome,

and

interpreted

that pre-

cept of Paul with great clearness,—‘
Use
hospitality one to another without grudging.”

.

Several topics came

of the world difficult of access, but man

ascent.

The Meeting at Newmarket.

times;

Mothers, not only feel for your children
and pray for them,but let them know it,and
in some way convince them of the genuineness of your anxiety and the depth ‘of
your agony for them, and if anything will
melt the strong heart you may reasonably
hope that it will be melted. Too many
sary their secret burdens to their grave, instead of letting them fall in tears upon
the careless hearts of their children.
Do’

tion, and
promptly.

}

up

:

for considera-

they were dealt with kindly and
The main quéstion had refer-

ence to the location of the

school.

‘The

Committee to confer with interested parties
respecting its location, appointed by the Ex.
Board last June, reported the resultsof
their work and deliberation to the Board;
a

paper

was

presented

from the Sandwich

Q. M., urging that the school be retained at

New Hampton; after which, the Board
presented the following report to the Society,

which

was

considered

and adopted

without division:
'.
4
The Executive Board recommend that
the Education Society appeint a Committee of five,

fer
the

whose

with the
trustees

friends

duty

it shall beto

con-

trustees of Bates College,
of Hillsdale College, the

of education

at

Providence, R. I.,

or with any other party or parties that ma
desire or be ll al | to hold correspondence

with

reference

to locating the Theo-

logical School at Lewiston, Hillsdale, Providence,

or elsewhere;

and that

they

also

consider the claims of New Hampton as set
forth in the psper presented by the Sandwich Q. M., and

ing of the society.
The Committee

report

to the next

appointed

meet-

for this pur-

pose consists of Revs. E. Knowlton, L. B.
Tasker, A. K. Moulton, B. F. Hayes, J.
Calder.
At the meeting of the Commission for
promoting education in the South, important steps were taken to provide for the better accommodation of the large and increasing number of pupils in the Normal
School at Harper's Ferry, and to give increased efficiency to our educational and
missionary operations in the Shenandoah
Valley. We hope for large and important results to flow from the work done and the
plans adopted.
The opportunities are
great, the needs pressing, and the privileges of hard and promising effort very
ample. We trust that our people will’ be
aided in their efforts to rise to the oecasion.

Help for Home Missions.
Help, brethren and sisters! Help, friends,

one and all, old and

young!

urgent, the demands pressing.

The case

is

For a num<

ber of weeks previous to the last, it really
appeared as though our H. M. interest
had come to a complete stand still,
that it would not progress another step.

No money was coming in, as all will see by.

looking where the usual weekly credits are
to be found. Treasury empty and largely
overdrawn, and we not able to pay the -lagt
that on installments of the appropriations of the
were in- year just closing. Things did look dark.

Hapir.
Much depends on habit-in
matters of religion as wellas in other things.
nature,”

that ‘‘manis

he repeats

*

empire, but an aggre-

Ta
A

it and

He is so constituted that he will form them
good or bad. He cannot help it. What

ful care of our divine Master.

wor

A

withdrew

alone gave the peace which was needed.

value and acknowledge the constant, watch-

ny

sw

anxiety which she felt for his

soul. It wentlike an arrow to his heart
and rankled there until Christ in mercy

It was said long ago that “habit is second

gate of partially enlightened tribes; China,

The marvel-

son what he never knew before,—the deep,

continued

Master bids him! How blind, how forgetful, how careless we are, not to apprehend,

for them. If they only knew how many
tears are shed and prayers offered for them,
with all her vast poptilation, stationary for they could not have a heart to disregard
ages, now on the retrograde, can never rule | them; they must be hard indeed to despise
The Sunday School Times gives an
the world, if they can long maintain their them!
account of a young man which illustrates
own nationality. ;
this point. He attended church with his deBut let no vain self-complacency blin
voted mother and listened to an able and
us to the dangers of our condition,
Our
very existence as a republic was long re- impressive discourse on the bliss of heaven.
garded as problematical; then it was sup- After returning home he gpoke in the highposed to be almost certain that we should est terms of the preacher's eloquence.
India; the Russian

and

work

together for his good, how can he hesitate,

—4 —
result. And when all these scourges of
1t is pleasant for the youthful, buoyant childhood and youth are passed she is more
heartto dwell on encouraging prospects. or less solicitous, Her anxieties are deepenShe thinks of
We despise the forebodings of the fearful, ed; her fears are increased.
and scorn croakers.
Young America ex- the welfare of his soul. As he grows more
ults over our eventful history, boasts of our and more careless and skeptical, and.
wide domain and boundless resources, ris- she sé@s indications of waywardness, her |
ing in a single century from feeble colonies worst apprehensions are aroused, and she"
to a position in the front rank of nations. tremblingly and prayerfully awaits the
Who can comprehend the future of such a result. She hopes that he will become a
people? With unusual intelligence, scien- Christian, and if this hope is realized, a
tific facilities, industrial appliances, liber- great burden is lifted from her spirit, and
al and efficient government, what power the is as happy as a new-born soul.
can compete with us? Britain, a fortress in
How many thoughtless young men are’

the

Here she broke down with emotion,

the multitude of silent tears taught that,

What he has done for us in the rich and
These were so crowded together
ample provisions of the gospel,what he is
still doing for us in watching over us as our’ April 18, not less than 43 vessels
Ice was found at 70 1-2 degrees
great Shepherd, in interceding for us as he sight.
stands at the mercy-seat above,in his every- nort hlatitude and.3 degrees west longitude.
day dealings with us through his providence May 9, they approached within 25 miles of
and his grace, and in what he will do for Greenland in north latitude 74 degrees. Dr.
us in the consummation of all things by the Dorst wrote in good spirits, feeling satisfied
victory which he will secure us and the with the result of his scientific observations.
crown which he will confer upon us, shows Thus men will sacrifice ease and comfort,
exert themselves to the utmost, and peril
the nature of his care.
life itself to make some scientific discovery,
If this be go, what Christian will complain and doubt and refuse to bear the cross? while they, perhaps, neglect the interests of
When he is assured that all his labors, ad- the soul.

en his life, she nurses him
tender affection and care,

Peril.

ever from the blessedness of heaven.”

wonderful providence that is bringing those
classes

Denominational News aid Notes,

than once you wére in tears. I thought if

It is indeed a

The pastor and preacher should cultivate
There is not amore significant truth for us,if
punctuality. It will contribute mhch to the Christians, than ‘“ that Christ careth for us.”
ease and efficiency of the work. The hour How it comes home to the forlorn, sad heart
for attending to the public ministration of in the hour of its extremity, as a welcome
the word should he carefully observed by panacea for all its sorrows! It encourages
the preacher, and then his influence will do and invigorates the man for new efforts howmuch towards securingit on the part of the ever dark and foreboding his prospects.
hearers. If he waits for them he will have Though all other friends prove treacherous
to wait; but if he is prompt to commence and forsake him, he may always find in
his services at the time appointed, his hear- | Jesus of Nazareth ‘a friend that sticketh

spon Grant's tireless persistence in conversion, so that he will feel compelled
ng on the line that had been chosen to admit that he fs what he professes to be. split-on the rock of slavery.

Bl

home,

cdn do. nothing for the new world. Paganism cannot elevate its shrines on our shores
except on a basis of semi-barbarism, yet the
skeptic, the votary of superstition, and the

in its season promptly.

energetic,

covetous, especially the wife. All
life and activity where she was..
her house was

ness

futureas they have been in the past? When

powerless and

1
for some

than doctrine ; they

plans

will surely wear the victor's amaranth.

The storm will blow harder after the calm.”
Thus he reasoned with himself. Yet it. did

grand strategy, rather than fall

too

A business man who is

Facts are stubborn; they tell ‘their own
story. They are more easily comprehended

infinite

with us is generally intense rather than
thoughtful and steady. We are in danger
of becoming impatient of slow processes.

. We would fain win all our life-battles by

estimated ‘or

pulously regarded.

and reputation.
One object of a course
of study is to acquire this habit, that its influence may be felt through life, and he
who fails to form it, however liberal may
have been his education, fails in one great
condition of prosperity,and in all probability
he will fail in his business undertakings.
Punctuality is no less necessary in worldly affairs than in religious. Indeed, as the
interests of our souls are more important

And this
unyielding ing a poisonous influence over his fellows
It gradually and seeking to destroy, rather than save
' steadiness did the work.
lessened the distance between the boats, them ?
:
then closed up the gap, then brought the
Take an example:
A lady of means finds
contestants side by side, then sent the Ox- a poor forsaken waif in the street, dirty,
ford rowers on to the lead; and in spite of ragged, repulsive; she begins to pity
the pluck, the furious flashes of energy that and help him, and the more she does for
now and then appeared, and the final spurt him the more interest she has in him, and the
that had something grand as well as des- more she feels she has invested there.
perate in it which the Harvards.exhibited,
She finally takes and feeds and clothes and
the steady oarsmen went up to the goal educates him, and makes a man of him,
winners almost without weariness, while and thereby saves him to the world and
the defeated rivals followed panting with to the church. Such
a fact can be seen and
temporary exhaustion.
Let the truth be appreciated; and the world is ready to
frankly confessed. The Harvard boys did give her credit for what she has done.
make a chivalric, gallant and splendid
Here 18 another case of a woman who
struggle, putting into it the tremendous
acts the part an angel of mercy toward the
dash and daring and determination of the
wayward and lost, the vicious seeking, con‘Yankee nation which they represented ; but
tinually to win them back to rectitude and
they were fairly beaten“by the scientific
hope
and save their souls. In season and
skill that had carefully measured the work
out of season, she is unremitting in her
and the working power long before the
efforts to bring them to Jesus.. By her
hour of trial, and by the steady strength
prayers and exhortations she succeeds, and
that would not lose its self-poise for-an instant’ under any pressure, nor waste an
ounce of force when the temptation to dash

not be too highly

a)
-

ous experience of the past ten’ years has
well nigh removed all those apprehensions.
Still, never did we more need vigilance

ising elements of prosperity and strength
SEPTEMBER 8, 1869. | wealth, and so deserts his quiet countingWEDNESDAY,
should become sources of weakness and
room and rushes into speculations’ that are
w
dissolution.
;
z
akin to gambling.
Young men and womWhat is to be the result of immigration by’
@BORGE T. DAY,
Editor.
Punctuality.
ae
en call the wholesome country slow, and so |.
thousands and millions from every part of
hasten off to thé faster life of the._city.
the old world ? Will these swelling volumes
Punctuality
is
of
so
great
importance
both
All communications designed
for publication should
The student shrinks from the long, hard
become assimilated to our institutions in the
to
the
church
and
to
the
world,
that
it
ean—pe-addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business way that leads to scholarship;
and so push:
emittances of money,
the Agent,

8, '69.

a bundle of habits.”

necessity or choice, disagreeable or pleasant, will fasten itself upon him with almost
the tenacity of nature. This will facilitate
the operation and make that which was
originally odious and repulsive, pleasant
He

who

habits

of work,

of

study,

of self-denial will not only endure but actually enjoy them. They are transformed
from evils to sources of positive pleasure.
The oldadage, ‘Practice makes perfect,”
has its significance.
Repitition in anything gives facility, ease and approximate
perfection

division
shoe,

and

to

the

of labor
even

Still we are

operation.

Hence,

in making

a watch,

the

really

thankful

for that,

and

hope it is ‘but the beginning of a stream
which shall flow more and more copiously,
as the weeks come along, till enough shall
be coming in to meet the
Zion.
That this may be the case,

we

beseech

all

our friends to take hold of the matter as
oné of the first importance. Contribute
what you can,yourselvés and make the most

vigorous effort to induce all others you

influence to give also.

can

Set the ten thousand

little streams running, and the final re- .
sult will be something noble, that which will
rejoice,
al abilities{

t us do according to our severone giving the widow's mite,

another fifty cents .a
dollar, and so on to
hundred even, as the

any start at the mention
One hundred a

4

has

brought relief to

gladden Zion and make our hearts greatly

from day today, whether from

and desirable.

Last week, however,

amount of over one hfindred dollars.
“ But what are these among so many?"
Weneeded a sum twenty times as large.

year!

year, another
one
five, ten, fifty, or a
case may be.
Do

of the last sum?
Yes, one hundred a

year. We know of a number of brethren,
members of our churches, who would become richer in spirit and greatly benefited
in dollars and cents could they come into
the mind to-do that.
ihe
;

‘Our next fiscal year will opéli ‘in a few
weeks.

And what shall we do, brethren,

the

towards answering the numerous and press-

a

ing calls for help? Your contributions must

a pin, so that each work-

decide.

Calls upon us have been increasing

man can do his work quicker and better on
account of it, isa great advantage.
This same principle of habit obtains in

in numbers and urgency from year to year.
But they are now far in advance of any

religious matters.

from many feeble

Nothing

is more

im-

portant in the Sabbath school and inthe
prayer and conference room than the habit
of work.

As one has said, “There is every-

thing in the habit of religion.

It is indis-

former time.

The most earnest cries come
churches,

aided, or go down.

Then the

that must

be

Macedonian

cry comes to us from numerous new places,
scattered east, west, north and south,

Many of these are of high promise,

places

pensable to Christian effort that one has a which, with a little outlay now, would
closet, a special place for prayer. I put it shortly become not only self-sustaining,
to my Christian brethren, whether every "but able plso, in turn, to join us in helping
one chas-not some particular spot where he others. A time of rich gathering is before
loves to go, some particular place in his us, if we will only arouse ourselves and do
room.
1 cannot pray by myself with half what we can. Regions are reaching out
the comfort, if I have not my own little the hand for aid where Q. and Y, Meetings
place. If my knees could bore the hole, I may soon 'be raised up. Our sentiments
think there would be sockets in the fleor at and polity are well received everywhere.
that spot. It is the place where God es- A dollar, now expended in some places,

pecially meets us,

Now, this Habit is ev-

erything. Take hold of it in youth, and
work on into old age."

would be worth ten or twenty,if the effortbe
put off but a few years. So brethren Write
from various places.

ng

presses upon
and

you too.
the

up

stir

call

DJ act yourselves
where ‘needed.

brethren,

All send in immediately ' your quarterly installments, that we may know what plans
to make for the coming year. For the H.
H. Q.
:
M. cause.

Revivals, &c.

1868 was

13,675

The amount

of the

rupees,

son, under the

mission during

raised in India for

$6,200.

the

purposes yas 12,687 rupees, or about $5,
700.
This latter amount has been devoted

mostly to education and the: support of
orphans in the schools. Of this 9,217 rupees have been paid by government.
2. The mission reports 191 church members.
The amount contributed by these
during the year was 1,306 rupees, or nearly
$600 or $3,04 per. member.
’

It

should not

be forgotten that the income of -our native
brethren is very small. One only receives
. as much as $10 per

month,

one $7,50 and

the remainder from $2,00 to $6,00 while a
considerable majority of our members are
women receiving no separate income at
!
all.
The thinking mind will draw its own conclusions from these facts.
They show
clearly that it is not the interest of the
churches at home alone that sustains the
work.
8. The number
of scholars in all the
schools supported by the mission is 1,133.
All these are daily under more or less
The four Sabbath
Christian instruction.

schools report 538 scholars.

and think

it

:

best

to

organize

a church,

though we may not have more than three
or four members.
There are six converts,

three will be baptized, and many are talkhere,

and

it would be

an everlasting disgrace to our people to
stop now. Bro. Keys must not leave here
for two months at least.
Harrisburg,

Wm.

W. F, EAToN,

visiting bro. from Marion

Three of these

The structure

The
church
ing at
Sunday

has
M. The ministry as well as membership,

suffered changes in the apostasy of some,
and the death or removal of others. On
the whole, however, the churches and ministry have made considerable gains in mental ability, unity and spiritual-power. The
great leading ideas of the brethren were
Christ and him crucified, the universal
spread of the gospel, the conversion of the
soul to God.
Bro. James Libby, who for-many years
has preached the blessed gospel to this people, though now seventy-three years of age,

is still strong and vigorous for the work,
with good prospects of earnest and successful service for twenty years to come. Bro.
Sturgis has been the longest consecutive
member of the Sunday-school, now numbering fifty-one years without interruption,
and ever increasing in interest and devotion
to the cause. He has seen no time to
leave the Sunday-school since
member at first, neither will he

Brethren Deering

and Fendergbn

land are alive in the

Sunday-g#hool

of Port‘work,

as well as in all good cawSes. Karnest
work will be done, where earnest faith and
love abound in the heart.
Here we

met these

true

servants,of the Lord—Revs.
ard,

and

invaluable

Eaton, Pritch-

Bean, Whitcher, Pinkham, and others,

whose

testimony

is clear

and preaching

himself

has

far forth as they can be obtfined, for the
work. Revivals of religion will command
especial attention this coming autumn, and
vigorous efforts be made-for their promotion. The Q.M. was entertained by the

church, with the generosity for which it
is noted.

L.

Perkins,

Esq.,

opens

a wide

door and an equally wide heart for all,
while Mrs. P. and daughters spare no pains
in making their home cheerful and most
inviting. Those entertained onge, will
never forget their homes on this mount of the

Lord, nor the rich spiritual food then and
there enjoyed, nor the money generously
contributed to aid the chunéhes of Jesus.

mw

NE,

Ministers and Churches.
tn,

Tue F. W. Barmist Society in Canterbury, N. H., has obtained a bell for its
.-house of* worghip., Its weight is 1,000
pounds,
and cost $400.
Rev, C. H. WEBBER
)

has declined the call

Taunton.

Father Baker

A.

?

thc

Mr. Johnson agreed with the council that he
would immediately ask the Poland church, with
which he had recently united, to erase his name
from their records, without giving him a letter of
commendation; and that he would leave our
churches and denomination entirely. And in
case this was promptly dome, the council decided not to make their proceedings public at
present; but should he fail, then a copy
of our

action was to be immediately

sent to the Morn-

ing Star for publication.
W. F. EATON, Clerk of Council.
At a meeting of the

Cumberland

Q. M. Minis-

ters’ Conference, held at Poland, Aug. 25, 1869,
abundant evidence came to us that Jotham 8.
Johnson is still pursuing his work of sowing
division, alienation and discord in the First Poland church, and throughout Poland and the

neighboring towns. This conference requested
the council, which sat in Portland, to make
known their action to them, which the council
| did; when the following resolutions Were unani‘| mously dopted:
1, Resolved, That this Ministers’ Conference
endorse the decision and resolutions of the coun-

cil appointed by the Maine Western Y, M. Ministers’ Conference,

Jotham 8. Johnson.

to

investigate the

case

of

:

2. Resolved, That his name be erased from

our records,

and

that

we withdraw the hand of

8, Resolved, That our clerk be instructed to
send a copy of the above action and resolution
to the Morning Star for publication, and also to
ask the Star to request the Lewiston Journal
to copy.
. FL EATON,

Clerk of Ministers’

Conference.

eel
> +e

tions

money

for

publica-

may be sent either in Drafts on

York or Boston, and

made

payable

order of L. R. Burlingame,

New
to the

in Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
:

sending them.
Hall’s

Vegetable

Sicilian

Hair’

most reliable article in use for

Renewer

is

the

THAT IRON 18 VALUABLE AS A MEDICINE has long
been known, but it 18 only since its preparation in
the particular form of Peruvian Syrup
power over digease has been brought

that its
to light,

Book

wiTH

Five

HUNDRED

EDITORS.

—~MASON BROTHERS announce THE AMERICAN
TUNE BOOK, a new work which is to contiin all the
church tunes and anthems which have proved widely
popular in America, and none others. Something
ike one thousand tunes will be included. Five hundred musicians and leaders of choirs, in all parts of
the country, only one in a place, have been interested
in the preparation of this volume, each of them having furnished a list of tunes which have proved

popu.

lar in his section. These lists have been made the
basis of selection. By this means the publishers believe they have been able to determine what are the
really

exclude

popular tunes;

all others.

to collect

There

them

will

altogether and

be an Elementar

Department for Singing Schools,

It will make a vol.

ume of nearly 450 pages, price $1.60, and will be ready
Oct. 18t.—~N. Y. Mus.
Gazette,
—————
iw

Edward Bayer, Ksq., Horton, Kings Co, N, 8,
writes that an astonishing cure has been effected on
his daughter; by the use of Johnson's dncdynegiint:

ment.

The whole spine became diseased, she loXt the

usd of her limbs, and her back was rounded up like a

bow, in consequendd of taking cold after having been
inoculated for the kine pock. She is now well,
Wea pledge our reputation on

Murray.

4136

the assertion that any

educated physician, after a careful examination of the
recipe, will say that Parsons’ Purgative Pills possess
more merit than any other pill row offered for sale.

and

Address
Ohio,

.

All others

A.

OUTFIT FREE.

#

5,00
1,00
2,00
1,00
20,00
14,00,
1,00
9,46

HENDERSON
i

&

Co.,

113,24
Treasurer.

“to

.

,

use

3

MOTH

Dizziness,

NURSING

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

Address

ANTED-—-AGENTS—$75
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, piale and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COM:
MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
stitch,

hem,

fell,

tuck,

Price

only

$18,

Fully warranted
pay $1000 for any
stronger, more

for flve
machine

beautiful,

in a

years,
eo will
that will sew a

or

more

elastic

seam than ours.
It makes the ‘‘Elastio
Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth eannof be pulled apart without tearin
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 rer month and
expenses, or a commission frora which twice that
amount can be made,
Address SECOMB & CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA,, or BOSTON, MASS,, or 8ST,
0UIS
'
OAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines,

under

the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only gen:
uine and really practical cheap machine manufac.
tured,
12t35

at Burlington,

The Fall Term will open Sept. 1, under the auspices

of Rev. N. WOODWORTH, as

Principal, with

tent teachersin all-theqepartments.
per term.
Board, 2,50 per week.

in the Liver,

first application.—

Muscles, including

all kinds of Rheumatic Ailments,
Large bottles are much the cheapest, and should ai-

ways be used for violent Pains, Spasms, Fits, Tumors
or chronic ailments or the Whites. Beware of counterfeits, Dr. WOLCOTT’S remedies are put up in white

Colds in the

Small bottles

All remittances should be

sold at all drug

by post-oflice

letters, or by express,

No. 181 CHATHAM

or-

to R.

SQUARE, N. ¥.

. All inquiries for information promptly answered by
applying to
"
A.JACKSON, -Sec’y.
Rochester, Aug. 17.
2t35

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,
Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same.
Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,
do

do

L.

dozen,

and

Bliss,

R: TOBIAS’

or

Pain

CELEBRATED

and

Agony.

VENETIAN

LIN-

D
IMENT, whose wonderful cures, fure and instantaneous action, in cases of Chrogic Rheumatism,
Headache, Toothache, Croup, Cuts, Burns, Colic,

Oramps, Dysentery, etc.,

have astoniched the civiliz-

od world, is no new cateh-penny; but an article that
has stood the test of twenty-two years.
The enor

mous sale and rapidly increasing demand is at once
the surest evidence of jts n-efulness and popularity.

No family should bg without a bottle in the house.
Hundreds of dollars And many hours of suffering may
be saved by its timely use.
Colie, Cramp, and Daentory yield at once to its
It is perfectly junocent,
pain-curative properties,

and can be given to the oldest person or Lounges;
child: No matter if'you have no coufldence In to atent
bus,
Medicines—try this, and you will be sure

azain, and recommend to your friends.

Hundreds o

Physicians reconfmend it in their practice. |
Sold by the Drugzists and Storekeepers.

Fifty Cents and One Dollar.
New York.

ANT

v

Pri
Trice,

Depot,
10 Park
Place,
.
i
w

ED —AGENTS—T0 SELL PriceTH&
$25.

ANANTED KNITTING MACHINE,
ever
‘heapest and best Knitting Machie.ne Liby
Knit 30,000 stitches per minut
he bm PICT
ICAN
AMER
ss
Addre
eral indheements to Agents.

KNITTING
Louis, Mo.

MACHINE
»

CO

, Bostow,

Mass.,

or St.
1235

0

9,60

ozen,

15

ozen

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
do
do

25

0
do
dozen,
do Paper Covers, single,

o

0

single

Church Member's Book,

single,

0

o

do
Treatise,

Thogght

do

¢ upon

do

0

a

1

39

48
98

Loo

2

/

,30:

ge
single,

Thou,
Thought

96
2%

1,26
12,52
,98
9,14
15

,04

2,40
oS

0
0z

Life of Marks,

11,88

,16
1,96

single, gt

5)

2,88
25

doom he

2,88
Ne

;

on

160
,04

Ro]
20

n;

ho

hk
on
am 18 2 38
oir
do
do J Jose, ve B16 1176
©

Book of

tory 0

I

Comfort

ev

0

>

dwt

compe-

Tuition $5 to $7

History,

Pains

the

&

CHAS. W, CUSHING,

manner.

by
ve-

Western Union Railroad, wiil stop
there take the stage for Rochester.

Heart or Kidneys relieved at

WOLCOTT,

in Modern Languages, Painting and Music. Location, for health, beauty, and refining influences, un-

INSTITUTE.

ly.
It removes pain or swelling from bee stings, Mos:
quito Bites, or poisonous wounds; stops Headache,

(at Auburn-

quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider

ROCHESTER

Racine Co., Wisconsin—23 miles west of Racine, and
5 iiles north of Burlington.
Students coming
on the

ead for $5, including directions and medical adviee.
All who come to the office treated free of cost and no

Seminary.
Not excelled in thorough
English or crit.
foal Classical training,nor in highest accomplishments

5w3l

do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10
do
do
do
ozen, 10,56
do
82me,
J
single,
86
do
do
dozen, 8,18
Bysie's Theology,
single, ia

ints of ANNIHILATOR for Catarrh and

Boston

year, $290. Apbplication
H. JOHNSON,
Prineipal,
to Dr. R. AND “RSON;
J. D. KINGSBURY.

This Institution is pleasantly located at Rochester

els of the patient; a Pint of PAIN PAINT Applied properly to the head when the pulse reaches the highest
point will positively
cur Typhoid, Yellow, or any other known fever; by cobling the Brain properly
no
fever can exist in the body. PAIN PAINT applied to a
Burn with several folds of cotton cloth dripping wet,
will positively prevent Blistoring if done immediateor Neuralgia in a few minutes.

will
oth-

/

Old Fever Sorcs,including ulcers

dosing the stomach.

erected.

ADIES
AND
GENTLEMEN
EMPLOYED.
Picture business. = Very profitable.
No Risk.
Seventeen gpecimen Pictures and Catalogue sent for
20 cts., twice as many, 30 cts.
MANSON LANG,
4w3t
91 Columbia St., New York city.

:

Wrappetd; buy none other, One gallon of PAIN PAINT
double strength, sent free of express charges on receipt of $20, or one quart $8, or one
pint
$5, or six

New England

been

a

Fulton County,

H. BUSHEY, M. D.,

ders or registered

Next year begins Sept. 30.

Cancer of

PAIN PAINT.
Diarrhea and Dysentery cured within
ten minutes by a faithful appplication across the bow-

stores.

Boston, on

has

GREAT SUN-UN CHOP

of every name or of the fow’est description, are cured
by simply keeping them under the cooling influence of

Wdberfiseemts.
For 17 years a leading

He is now

with

move inflammation with wonderful rapidity; this is
the new Friel ple of PAIN PAInT. Cancers -are healed

6m10

pudding

a

This patient was

of McConnellsburg,

Removes stiffness in Joints and

SEMINARY,

°

ter or corruption will ncver
form unless caused
high inflammation ; Absorption and Evaporation

BOTTLE—The

a new

advan
or Music.
of Greek,
the liber-

Bradford, Mass., July 13, 1869.

our foes,

PAINT,
Water is harmless for injection, 80 is PAIN PAINT,
Water can be drunk freely, so can PAIN PAINT.
Inflammation is the cause of all physical pain. Mat-

General
13t23

in

ACADEMY.

in the higher course, per
may be made to Miss A,
Bradferd, Mass., or in Boston
at the Missionary House.

Also cured a women

as readily as a cut,

sell

er Institution for young ladies,in the country.
Terms
in the preparatory department, per year,
$266: and

Sipes Mills, Fulton County, Penn,
August 2, 1869,
Water will rot stain nor smart, neither will PAIN

Loss of Appetite,

Will

D. L. GUERNSEY

aly of friends

Penn,, tor the validity of my statements.

Prepared

clear.

which will be completed in a few weeks, and
afford accommodations superior to those of any

resigning himselfto a surgical operation.

AND

made

The sixty-seventh year of this School for Yung

the womb of six years’ standing.
I have two other
cases under treatment nearly well.
I can refer you to

FRECKLES,

PERRY’S

Sam-

Bookse ler, Concord, N. =H,

PEabrosp

with thirty ounces of PAIN PAINT.

rd

a month

Ladies will open Sept. I. The revised and
course of study includes Latin and French,
Superior facilities are afforded for the study
German, Painting and Drawing. Through

knave

4

for Agents.

H.B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

2eu

Wine instead of dregs;

Dixon,

néw articles

4t31

PAIN PAINT is better still,
What Physicians Say.
I have not lost a single patient in sixteen months
past, since using DR. WOLCOTT'S PAIN PAINT and

Judge

DAY.—33

ples sent free.

!

for terms, &C., (ten cent scrip enclosed.) to

{

ANNIHILATOR in my practice.
The cause of my success 1 owe to his medicines.
I cured a case of Cancer

6m10

4 dale, Mass., 10 miles from

}

~- A Breeze in torrid zones,
.. PAINPAINT will banish woes,
Tis
Meat instead of bones.

entirely well.

A

$50 to $200

To those by famine tossed.

Or

re

nearly family. 500 men can now find employment for
Fall and Winter that will’ pay. Apply immediately

'Tis Summer to the dreary,
Xiu Victory to the lost,
is Fruit and golden ear
A Friend amid

its

LOOK BestOUTChanceAGEYet.NTS!

A Horse to fgeary legs,
"Tis Money in the till,

“June 22. 1868,

PATCHES,

will

Ee

~

Rebinds the heathen yoke.

.-

It does notin

rocks, but

health in countless households.
2635
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

AIN PAINT those fetters broke;

NowWdrugsor dosing

5

+

OR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON THE
FACE, use PERRY’S COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, Srepared only by Dr. B. C, Perry, 49 Bond
St., New York. Sold everywhere. The trade sup-

superior

Cleveland,
3m34

"Tis Freedom to the slave,

.

Moses.

duced, foaming in his cup in a single moment.
Thousands of miles from Germany, TARRANT'S SELTZER
APERIENT reproduces the trans-atlantic fountain of

Kefreshing as the dew.
\

i

to the Infant, as it keeps the Tube perfectly sweet
and free from acid, especially in warm weather,
Price of Brush 10cts. BURR & PERRY, Successors
to-M, 8, BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont St Boston, Mass. Sold by all Druggists,

most

are in-

PAIN PAINT is like the Sun
Gives life and vigor new,
70 Susy nation run,

A

20,78

10,00
2,00
2,00
5,00
10,00

Wholesale Druggists,
St , Boston.
®

This Machine

Science is the modern

deed evoke water from the desert

sults are equally beneficial. It has associated in a
simple powder all the curative properties of the world
renowned Seltzer Spa, and, by dissolving that
powder in water, every dyspeptic can have the finest
tonic
and cathartic that Nature’s chemistry has ever pro-

Saves human ships from wreck,
Lost health and strength restore

10,00

most Perfect and Convenient Nursing
Bottle in the
world.
We supply the rade i
all: parts of the
Bottle Separately when required, including
Burr's
Silvered
Wire Brush, which is of inestimable: value

Swit

to

HOME

A Light-house on the shore

and all Spring Complaints; for Cleansing, Strengthening, Invigorating and Regulating the Human Systein,
has noequal in the World. Sold by all Druggists.

surpassed,

Stomach, Biliousness, and

relieve that Springy feeling. Sold by Druggists, in
large bottles, at 50 cts. C, B. Kingsley, Northampton,
Mass. G.C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co.,
Boston Agents.
:
1720

and Female

to Male

imprisonment.

W

+

DR. WARREN’S BILIOUS BITTERS, for purithe Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,

Albany R. R.)

NV. H

MEDICINE,

& SHEPARD,

The blessings of PAIN PAINT
A million men have sung.

Sold by all druggists.

FEMALE

AND

"Tis Water to the faint
To cool the parching tongue,

by Dr. B. C. Perry.

ASELL

Headache, Disordered

When hope and strength are fled.

For Wolfboro and Centre ari 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.,
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8, 10.55 A. Mm., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.88 p.x
Leave Boston for-Dover at 7.30 A. Mi, 12 M,,3, 5 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesdays andFriday at 6 p. M.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

BURR'S PATENT

HEARTH

To every man on deck,

Arrangement,

PERRY,
26 Tremont

BUT

YORK.

PAIN PAINT still stands between
The living and the dead,

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 545, 6.45 P. M.

BURR
Agents,

send

the United States for less than $40.

ecution

Notices.

Headache,

RUM

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Cherry, Golden, Seal, Prickley Ash, &c. Eight years’
trial proves these the
best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,

fringements,and the seller and user are liabie to vros-

Trains leave Dover for Portland
10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

iliousness,

MACHINE O.,

SOUTH NEWMARKET,
NOT

Agents to introduce the
BUCKE Y E $20 SHUTTLE
SEWING MACHINES. Stitch alike on both sides, and
is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold in

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD. |

“©
fg

Boiler,

87 Park Row, New York.

$20 A DAY

NH

C. 0. LIBBY,

FRECKLE LOTION.

St., NEW

. .

LEE

Dover, N. H.

only

SWAMSCOT
16tf

Publishers, Boston, Mass.
. will give to any respectable
person (male or female) who will write to them, such
information as will enable them to make money.
aw

A Friend, Ea Alton, N H. per E CO Heath
Ch. Harrison, Me. to cons E K Whitney, L. M.,
er G W Howe
Mrs H 8 Sleeper, Upper Gilmanton, N H. per
8 Curtis
.
H Stosebridee, Lewiston, Me
Miss L L White,
*
ig
1.
A Marston,
Sab sch. 2d Strafford, N H. per M C Gray
Ch. New Durham, N H. per E A Stockman
M Lizzie Libby, Chas. St., Dover, N H
Col New Durham Q M
A friend of Missions, (deceased,) So Parsonsfield, Me. per F W Towne
2
Rev FF W Towne and wife, So Parsonsfleld, Me
Katharine Phillips, Rechburg, N Y
Mrs Lucy Warren, Fryburg, Me. per J Pike
J H Phillips, Chicago, Ill

face,

0 al Estcam

81-2 x 20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches
in diameter.
.
:
Above Boilers in éxcellent condition. Ap
ply to
;
A
;

handsomely bound in Cloth and retails at $1.
PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,

Foreign Missions.

the

SECOND-HAND

of the

book, “Pear Culture for Profit,” just published by the
The volume is
Association.
New York Tribune

EXPRESS.

MOTH

diameter.

A Rock on which to lean

“J Runnells, Tamworth I W.,
J Maxim, No Anson, Me

Tanfrom

Book

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches

:

for three months, and postpaid, P. T. QUINN’S new

Rev, G W Gould, Ea Dixfield; Me

REMOVE

Great

Boilers

HEARTH
AND HOME,
To any person who remits us $1 before the 1st of

:

Miss Lizzie Leamans, Port Alleghany, Pa
:
Rev W B Wolsey, Gorley’s Bridge, Greene Co. Tenn
O Hi Rleys Monmouth, Me
.
Rev 3 M N Backus, Scott, Cartland Co. N Y
M C
Walters, Clay Mills, Iowa
»

and

FOR

BIBLES.

52 BLEECKER

BY MAIL.

moO

SECOND-HAND

13t36

Bobks Forwarded.

So

W

Also,

Steam

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE U. §.:
THOS.
NELSON & SONS,

1 P Bates—M W Burlingame—D 8 Blaisdell—J S Buress—M Baily—T Berry—T R Brackett—C Campbell—A J
Janney—E G Cilley—P Clough—R Clark—E Crowell—W
HH Dye—H H Ewing—B Fogg—D R Foss—W C FairBank—G W Gross—T Gilpatrick—H Graves—A W Hartwell—J M Hall—H Hamblin—K F Higgins—N Kallock—
A
P Kinsley—G W Knowlton—D Libby—A G Lillibridge—
Murphy—O M_Moulton—R Poston—W Parker
Merrill—J
—Wm J Phillips—E W Page—R 8 Rhoades—Z Rice—O
H
Richardson—D Hl Rowe—A W Reed—H Richardson—
M Richardson—Mariah Stowell—F W Towne—E P Tobie
Wilber.
Woodsum—O
Walcott—W
A
J Tucker—D

Summer

T

ble Book Stores, or at the

Received.

Special

into the “hands of the

The

Has been in

use about two months only.

lished, as regards the Type, Paper and Binding.
An assortment of them may be found at all respecta-

full
Its

efféct in cases of dyspepsia and debility is most sal
utary.
y
Music

Rev. Jno. A,

Mill

Grist

by HoLmEs & BraNcmArp.

These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE have

Post Office Address
Rev J Burnham Davis, Great Falls, N H
“8 D Church, Bangor, Me
“ E G Cilley, Box 625, Grand Rapids, Mich
*% @G Sanborn, East Tilton, N H

«

SALE.

ONE

long heen considered the best that are anywhere pub-

In Canaan, Aug. 7, Mr, Uriah Lary, aged 72.

+
“

Cornhill},

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured

LYRICS.

OXFORD

Clerk.

40

~

Agents, of which Commissions are but a part,® Agents
already meeting with splendid success,
Send for deseriptive circular, and elegant, full page, sample engraving,
Address C. F. VENT, Publisher, 3 Barclay
St., New York,
4136

restoring gray hair to

its original color and promoting its growth,

A

‘ By

&

SECOND-HAND

in

Year, The mature product of 30 years’ Study. Cordially endorsed by leading clergymen of all the princi:
pal denominations. Extraordinary inducements to

In Sutton, Aug. 19, by Rev. H. S. Kimball, Mr. Chas.

Letters

orders

One a commission of $122,40 in two

BIBLE

Clerk,

CHAS. W. CRAIN,

22

For full particulars address
W. J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.

Rollin to
Dec. and

Z. MITCHELL,

reports

WANTED-AGENTS

W. McAllister and Miss Adda Kendrick, all of S.

A

our

agent

Any information cau be obtained by writing to
;
C. H, WILDER, Sec’y.
Evansville, Wis., Aug. 15, 1869.
4
35

uv

in the popular languaga, which is having a large
circulation. Thus the'way is being made ready
for the coming of Christ.

of

One

This Institution has passed

Mais

people with a translationof the New Testament

Remittances

Mr.
the

38

FOR

H, WILLARD,

Free Baptists, and will open its Fall Term, Sept. %
under the charge of Prof. G. S. BRADLEY and wife,

In Garland, Me., Aug. 15, by Rev. A. W. Reed, Mr.
George Smith of Garland, and Miss Mary Jane Smith
of Charleston,
:

The British and Foreign Bible Society #re sending a million copies of the gospels to Spain.
Within a few years the society has circulated
three millions and a quarter of New Testaments
in Germany; three and a half millions in France,
and two millions in Austria.
Baskets of Blbles
and Tapers are offered for sale in Naples.
In Russig{
the Greek church has provided the

council, charging J. S. Johnson with grave inconsistencies,
gross
immoralities, and with
dishonesty in dealing, and were read by us in
his hearing.
These grave charges Mr. Johnson
did not even deny.
After carefully weighing
the general reputation of his past life, and the
nature and number of the charges before the
council, the following resolutions were unaniJnously adopted:
=<
© ®

£120

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

'

.of the Scriptures had been distributed.

3,906 scholars.
During the year 21 colporters
have visited 1,607 towns
and
villages. The
fourth annual conference was held in Bareilly.

laid before

weeks,
35

Died

Eaton

other, were

making 44 calls.

Oct. 1st, at 2 o'clock,P. M.

A Protestant church in Venice received 26 new
members on Easter Sunday, and on the Same
day thirty were received to a-meéw church in
Messina, Sicily. At a late Bible Society meeting
held in Naples it was reported that 350,000 copies

Clerk.
#
Many letters from persons of high standing and
unimpeachable veracity, and from many places

D. LOTHROP & CO.

2m36

offered the public.

RoOT RIVER Q.M. wiil hold its next session at
Aetna, Fillmore Co., Minnesota, commencing Friday,

ter and good ministerial gifts.

by the choice of

apply to JOHN

-

October next, we will

The Sabbath schools have 860 and the day schools

from each

quantity, on.

March sessions of the Monroe Q. M.”

superior education, ‘well-tried Christian charac-

Rev. 0. T. Moulton,Moderator, and W. F,Eaton,

Prices.

SEMINARY.

WAY
RD. AGENTS IN EVERY COUNTY, to
gell the cheapest and best religious books now

obtain Books

Sept. 21-26.
Notice was given by Rev.
so amend the constitution as to *“ omit

for the dissemination of Protestant principles.
This society has been very active sing
ginning of the new era. In MUrch it Supported
about twelve agents, three of whom were
men of

been

circulars,

| MONROE Q. M. Next session with the Byron church

MISCELLANY,

Moulton, E. Manson, B. F. Pritchard, and W. F.

distant

MINISTERS can

and in any desired

J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk.

and thathe has notlabored in vain.

being present, organized

BAPTIST

Kor

Troy, N. Y.

JEFFERSON Q. M, will hold its next session at Low-

~The Baptist delegation
‘of the Pacific Railroad,
ro
=
z
Selected. *
to look after the interésts of their denomination,
have awakened some jealousy in the East. The
Case of Rev. J. S. Johnson.
Boston Watchman and Reflector is now in trouble on account of the rumors which come thick
A council appointed by the Maine Western
and fast that the (Californians intend to approYearly Meeting Ministers’ Conference, to inpriate some membersof that delegation to-their
vestigate the cause of the many public reports
own ecclesiastical use.
derogatory to the character of Rev. J. S. Johnson, who has so recently and so clandestinely
The full reports of the American Methodist
come among us, met at the study of Rev. O. T. mission in India show 833 members and 212 proMoulton,in Portland, July 7,1869. Revs. O. T.
bationers, an increase respectivelyof 39 and 76.

prospered,

ers.

ville, Sept. 18, 19, commencing Saturday, at 9 o’clock,
A.M.
Itis hoped that the churches will all be fully
represented, as business of importance will be presented to the conference for its action,

Bible and religious books, and worked eflicjently

fellowship from him,as he is no longer worthy
of our confidence.

ofthe Charlestown church, Mass., and will
remain for the present with fhe church in

Q. M.

FEMALE

FE

The most Complete Assortment and Lowest

This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
of over 50 years’ successful operation.
Every facility is provided for a thorough course of

Katha
4136

us. I will see that the stage fare is reduced on both
lines.
C. HEARD.

A religious festival was held at Mohegan,
Conn., last week, with the remuant of the Mohegan tribe, now about eighty persons, who reside
there.
A white-birch wigwam was built for the
occasion. Father Gleason, of Brooklyn, formerly pastor there, made an address.
The table and
music were very satisfactory.
The present pastoris Rev. C. F. Muzzy, formerly missionary in
Madura, India. The religious state of the church
is hopeful.
e
For fourteen years‘there has béen in Edinburgh
a “ Spanish Evangelization Society”, which, notwithstanding the cruel laws of the kingdom
against Protestants, succeeded in maintaining a
number of agents in Spain, who circulated the

It is
have

"1. “Resolved, That, in view of the reputation
sound and stirting, giving life to the dead of his past life, and the muny and grave charges
now preferred against him, itis the opinion of
in sin, wisdomuto, the foolish, Bros. Park, this
council, that it is not for the glory of God,
of N. H., Eaton-and Manson dispensed. the that J. 8. Johnson exercise his gift as a minister
gospel.
'
word ably, imbued with the spirit of the of 2.theResolved,
That we deem it to be our duty to
Master.
The Q. M. will feel the loss of warn our churches, and the public generally,
Bro. Moulton, who leaves Portland for against reposing confidence in him, as a minister
or Christian, for we believe him to be totally unCharlestown, Mass., in a few days.
worthy of their trust.

The brethren appear determined to push
forward every good Christiansenterprise,
Men and means will not belavanting, as

Clerk.

the outrages.

flourishing church of colored persons established
in the western part of the city, numbering about
one hundred and fifty.
In the schools connected
with these appointments there are about five
hundred children.
Should he conclude to accept
the call recently given hinf to. the Presidency of
Hillsdale College, Michigan, he will have the
satisfaction of knowing on his departure that the

devoted

Lyon’s
:

specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lotop & Co., 88 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

The reports of the massacre of Christian missionaries in the Province of Szchuen, China,
have been confirmed.
Twenty-one are known
to have been killed by the populace.
The Pekin
Government has instituted inquiries concerning

the Mission on thie Hill well under way,and also a

he

FREEWILL

in all departments,

GENERAL.

church of nearly two hundred members, he sees’

to which

L. P. REYNOLDS,
+ Secretary and Treasurer.
Hillsdale, Mich., Aug. 25, 1869.
..2w36

TROY

BOSTON.

And Religious Publications,

may be necessary.”

useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of-a corps of move than twenty professors and teach-

next session will
be
held
with the
at Concord, Licking Co., Ohio, commenc10 o’clock on Saturday before the third
in Nov.
G..D. PARSONS, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS

The mission for whose use the Chape! is erected, was commenced by members of the First
church about four years ago. A Sabbath-school,
aumbering about one hundred and thirty, has
been gathered, and a growing congregation as-

work

tember next, at 2 o'clock, P. M., ‘to take action relative to the election of a President of the Institution,

of any other business that
|and for the—transaction

0

*

| been finished, circumstances will justify the dismission of a sufficient number of members from
the First Church,residing in the neighborhood, to
make a vigorous and self-supporting church.
of its Inasmuch as there is no other house of worship
the expectations
does not meet
in the immediate vicinity, and the population is
friends.”
O. R. BACHELER.
rapidly increasing and will be greatly augmented
by the removal of the car factory to its new site,
it is confidently expected that the enterprise will
A Visit to CumberlandQ. M.
prove a success.
4
rl
%<
Doubtless it was quite gratifying to Rev. James
closed
just
The Cumberland Q. M. has
Calder to be permitted to participate in the cere‘agood session, holden at West Poland. monies of the occasion above referred to. Some
The nieeting was fully attended, well seven years ago he organized the First Free
united, spirited and effective. It had been: Baptist, church in this city, then numbering
had had the about eighty members. Now, besides his own_

some twelve years since we
pleasure of meeting the churches of this Q.

To preserve and dress the Hair use
iron.

SNDAY SCROUL, TBRARIES ~~
IN

There will be a Special Meeting of the Board of
Trustees of Hillsdale College, on the 20th day of Sep-

pleasing, pow-

=

SES

FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE -

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.

No lady need complain of a red, tanned, freekled or |
rustic Complexion who will invest 75 cents in Hagan’s
‘Magnolia Balm. Its effects are truly wonderful.

and Concord churches will give satisfactior.

pastor of the First Free Baptist Church.

sembles every Sabbath for public worship.
hoped that soon after the new house shall

it is; and will be

Complexion,.

erful and natural.

preached
a full, free and sure salvation to alt
those that continue faithful and obedient to the
requirements of the gospel.
In our social meet~
ings a good degree of zeal was apparent, and
strong
attachment manifested for the cause o
the
Master and the Christian religion.
ers
Our brethren contributed liberally for Home,
Foreign
and
Freedmen’s
missions, Sabbath
schools, &c.,and also for preaching for the year
or two past. For the year to cbme, nothing less
than preaching twice a month in the Centerburg

is sixty feet by thirty-two, with the addition of
a neat porch, and will be surmounted by a belfry.
It is to be of wood, with-cut
stone 'foundation. Out of respect for the family from which
the greater part of the material aid has come the
building has been named ‘Calder Chapel.”
The ceremonies yesterday were conducted by
Rev. Silas M. Clark, who is missionary in charge
of the enterprise, and Rev. James Calder, D. D.f

schools have given the average attendance
only, so that the aggregate would be considerably more.
4. The number "of additions by baptism
is53; greater probably than in any previous year.
1 would commend these facts to the candid consideration of those particularly by
whom it has been said that ¢¢ the mission

This ought not to be so, but

sparkling Beauty to the

RICHLAND
& LICKING:Q. M.—Met with the
Centerburg church, Aug. 14, 1869. Centerbur;
1€%,
and Concord were b oth fully represented by
ter and delegates.” No representation from the
Westfield and Springfield churches.
The ser| vices were conducted by Brother K. F. Higgins,
pastor, J. Brooks, and Father G. W. Baker

Pa.

Calder, Esq.

ciety.

a soul-ivviving in-

ae

Notices and Appointments,

In accordance with the announcement made in
our issue of Friday last, the corner-stone of the
Free Baptist Mission Chapel was laid with appropriate ceremonies
on Sunday
afternoon.
The building is located at the corner of Reading road and Xittatinny street, on a valuable
lot, about one hundred feet square, generously

donated by

: Adbertisemens. :

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last session at |
‘West Poland, Aug. 25,26.
A refreshing season
was enjoyed. The business was done with the
utmost harmeny and despatch.
Prayer
and
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.
social meetings refreshing.
The preaching was
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
excellent,
clear, spiritual
and
full of life. Establishment
are hereby notified that the annual
Many words of hearty cheer were spoken by cormeeting of sai Sorporaiion will be held at its oflice,
responding
messengers
from
other
bodies,
in Dover, N. Il.,on Wednesday, Sept. 15,at 11 o'clock,
and many returned to their homes as the eunuch
A.M.
.
I. D. STEWART, Secretary.
went down to Ethiopia after his little interview with Philip.
:
Notice.
Accollection of about sixty dollars was taken,
VERMONT Y. M. , Delegates and others coming to
which was equally divided between the F."W. B.
the Vt. Yearly Meeting by the. Grand Trunk R.R.,
churches at Lewiston, Maine, (the new church)
will stop at Compton, P.
Q., and those coming by the
and Brunswick, Georgia.
Next session with the
Passumpsic will stop at Be
Plain. The former
Steep Falls church, Oct. 27, 28.
is eight miles, and the latter about fiftcen' miles, from

ing about it. The town is all excitemen t.
The interest is increasing every day in our
school and missions

and

11. 8S. KimBALL, Clerk.

Sister Dudley’s letters just received:
, The battle goes well. We had our meeting out of doors last night and will do so
all the time unless it rains.
No place we
can get will hold the people. The congregation and interest increase every meeting. We shall have a baptism Sunday,

same

received,

WEARE Q. M., N. H.—Held its: Oct, session at
Wilmot Flat. It proved a profitable season.
The presence and lebors of Revs. J. Chamberlain and D. Calley, from.the Sandwich Q. M.,
the former as corrésponding messenger, and C.
H. Webber of the Rhode Island Association,
added much to the interest of the occasion.
Next session at East Weare.
Collection, $21,00.

united labors of Bro, I. E.

The following is an extract from one of

from home

was

MONROE Q. M., N. Y.—Held its June sessio
at Indian Falls. The Spirit of the Most High
was among the people.
Sabbath - morning organized a church of eleven members. . Repaired
“tothe water and baptized three personsat the
close ofthe morning service.
Nextsession with
the Byronchpreh.,
A..Z. MiTCHELL, Clerk.

a

next Sabbath.

or about

while men are foolish, and single out pretty faces for
companions.
Se
i
This can all be changed by using Hagan’s Magnolia
Balm, which gives the Bloom of Youth and a Refined

Keys and Sister Dudley. We hops to have
a baptism and organize a church Shere

Our Mission Report for the last year, now
just issued, presents some significant faots
that may be worthy of the attention of the
friends of the cause.
for all the purposes

fluence was manifest throughout. Next session with the Owego church, A palachin Creek,
Oct. 22—24,
G. W. MavHEw, Clerk.

churches

SHEPHERDSTOWN, W. VA. The following is from Bro. Brackett of Harper's Ferry:
‘
" .We are having a powerful revival at
Shepherdstown, the county seat of Jeffer-

Our Mission Report.

sent

_ Pretty Women.
A comparatively few Ladies
monopolize the Beauty as well as the attention of So-

ed a call from the church in Bangor.

Congord, Aug. 26, 1869.

1. The amount of funds

| OwrGo Q. M., N. Y.=—Held its last session with
the Rome church,
A good repor!
rom the

Rev. S.-D. CaURCH, for some time pastor at Brunswick Village, Me., has accept-

brethren, will you not take holdof this with
all earnestness? See that all your people |
reached
— are
and presented with-the-eppor--

’69.
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Al
CANAAN

DEMY.Ye
ACADE

UNION

if)

MPHE FALL TERM of this Institution will commence TUESDAY, Sept. 7, and continue eleven
weeks, under the instruction of

L.. R.

LEAVITT,

A.

JU.

d as
* Such Assistants in Instruction will be provide
qn WEEKS, sow.
holars
may Ahrequire.
the number of scholars
Canaan, N. H., Aug, 24, 1809,

;

8. M,.PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertieng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,

New York, areanthorized to contract for advertising
the Star,

i%

plan may go into speedy and universal action among us.
Pastors of churches and other leading

8,

5

lar. The most urgent desire is, that this

SEPTEMBER

STAR:

: Quarterly Meetings.

call from the church in Charlestown, Mass.,
and will commence his labors in about two
weeks,

in a circu-

, tunity of contributing.- Sisters, the

MORNING

Rev. 0. T. MouLToON, late pastor of
the church in Portland, Me., has accepted'a

Our last Gen. Con. gave our H. M. society very important instructions. Resulting from these is a plan ‘which our Cor.
Sec. has sent out far and wide

THE
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sun struggles through the clouds, so Pansy’s better nature triumphed; and going
into the house she told her mother

was going over to Jennie

On
BY

___

the Shere.

i

ADELAIDE

STOUT,

%Onthe shoresof the Adriatic, ihe Wives and
children of the fishermen gather at sunset, and
sing a wild sweet melody till the answering notes
come floating over the waves, telling that the loved
ones are homeward bound.”

kissed her, after-which she said:

¢ What is my little girl going ‘to take for
a peace-offering ?”
Pansy stood thoughtfully for
“Qh, cherries to be sure.

a moment,

Jen

likes

’em

came readily at her call,

andr climbed

the

tall cherry-tree, and filled a bowl full of
the tempting fruit. They were all so good
to her, thought poor Pansy remorsefully,
remembering
how unkind she had been all

Ab, love would trill the weary hegrt !
Love whispering soft and low,
¢ For thee, one heart doth wait to-night
With yearning thoughts I know.”

day,once even-shyly pinched baby Georgie,

| because he had cried when her mother had
left him alone with her for a little while.

O ye whose voices blend to-night
« Upon the shining shore,
{
‘We never yearned yet toward our rest
Till ye had passed before,

- ¢ Better look out, Pan,” said Jack,noting

the direction she was taking.

ST

a

i

seeing the people below; but he heard their

hand

voices, and he cried, ¢ Oh, save me!”

slaughter, all combined

frantic

‘Tom

says

As year after year passes away, the rope

your

life

becomes

‘smaller

and

of

smaller,

Strand after strand snaps asthe knellof each
departing year tolls its mournful notes. How

many threads are now left,can you tell? Do

see her ;” and a scowl

vain to open

Little
—

Robins.

Then each brought a stick in its little bill,
And then another, and so on until
The little nest began.to look
Just as you see pictures in the book.
Then they flew to a post, where “ our cow”
rubbed her back,
And picked off the hair, and began to pack

Layer after layer in the cosy nest,
Till it looked very snug, it must be confessed.
There were never two robins went to sleep
In a prettier house than theirs to keep.

And after a while little robins were seen
’mongst

the

leaves

so

green.
Cock and hen flew back and forth,
East and west, south and north,
Gathering worms and bugs and seeds,
And everything else on which a bird feeds.
At last they grew quite stout and big,

And hopped from the nest to a little twig;
They bowed
their heads and tipped

their

tails,
And spread their tiny wings like sails,
And fluttered off and back again,
And in two or three days I looked in vain,
For the little robins had flown away,
Because they were much too big to stay
At home under fatheY’s and mother’s wing.

I looked at the hen, and alas! poor thing!
She seemed lonely enough, though she
no moan;

made

I thought, Mistress Robin, you're
not
alone,
For there’s many a heart in the human breast
That mourns like you o’er an empty nest.

The Family Circle.
“Little Pansy.”
CHERRY

MAY.

Pansy’s

mother

had

said

to her little girl, and had explained the
meaning of it to her ; for though she might
not know the meaning of the word

re-

the

fi
some

cherries for you, aint they nice, and tomorrow I'll play at keeping house or anything else you want me to, and I'll forgive
you for breaking my doll,” said Pansy all
in a breath.
¢¢ I do think, though, that you were real
naughty,” she continued, ‘*but p’r'aps you'll
be good after this ;” speaking very complacently.

told her friend

The drive

was

short, but very pleasant to the glad-hearted
who

told’ her father

wrath,

as defined by MWebster, she knew what it’
was to get angry.
And Pansy sat on the
door-step watching
the sunand wondering
how soon before it would go down behind
the great hill in the west.
Her name was Nellie—Nellie Burgess;
but her father; whose pet she was, had lik-

all

about

her

quarrel with her playmate and their reconciliation, adding, ‘* The sun has not gone
down upon my wrath.”
;
But now the sun had gone down *‘behind the great hill in the west ;” deeper the
twilight shadows grew; one by one the
evening stars came out till countless multi<

‘keeping

house,”

she

and

wanted

to play at

afterwards,

The last Strand of the Rope.
In the year 1846, on St. Kilda, one of the

islands of Western Scotland, there lived a
poor widow and her son. She trained him
in the fear of the Lord, and well did-he repay her care. He was her stay and support, though only sixteen years of age.
They were very poor; and to help their

danger,

for

the

often to attack him.
One day, having received
blessing, Ronald set

off

to

birds

used

his mother’s
the

cliffs, hav.

ing supplied himself with a strong rope by
which to get down, and a knife to strike

the bird should he be attacked.
nificent was that scene!

How mag-

The cliff rose sey-

eral hundred feet above the sea, whose wild

when

who

saw his danger,

and gently

tried to

draw-hini'up. Awful mome
! nt
As they drew
in each coil, Ronald felt thread after thread
giving way. *“O Lord! save me," was
his first agonizing cry, and then, ““ O Lord |
comfort my dear mother.” He closed his

I am

afraid some of us older ones reason 23 blind-

ly—sometimes.
The great shadows from the elms were

ig on the grass nearerto where the
sat. Ah, Pansy, Iam afraid the'sun

down~no cause for fear; for as the

but, oh! thdrope is breaking. Another
and another pull, then a snap, and now. he
sees but one strand supporting him. He

nears the top; his friends

reach over to

grasp him ; he is not yet within their reach.-

One more haul of the “rope.
unravels under his weight.
{
it

It strains; it
He looks beI

:

leading

the

innocent

to the

thorough sincerity with which he addresses him-.
self to this task there is no room for doubt; that
he speaks with a careful regard to the evidence

~~
adduced it is impossible to question, and-thathe
-+-makes—a
g plea,not one of his intelligent _

to rouse the deep-

opponents car

Lord that I might in some way be made
instrumental in averting the fearful danger.

“Let go, and don’t fear,”

ple;

cried the peo-

“your fither will be sure

and

“I know
She

.

that; but she doesn’ttalk

only

any.

hears our lesson out of the Ques-

tion Book. I think a Sunday-school teacher ought to talk tous,” was the reply.
Now Lizzie wasa very lively, mirthful
child, “full of her fun,” as we say, never

apparently

having a serious

she was not

satisfied with

thought,

her

yet

teacher, be-

cause she did not ‘talk ” to her class.
It was not common conversation

she

wanted to hear, for this teacher always had

some pleasant word for her scholars whenever she met them. She did not fail in this
particular; but Lizzie, notwithstanding all
her fun and play, felt there was, something
teacher.

She

knew

she

her God and Saviour, and

pressed

home

ought

to

she wanted

upon

her

con-

science. She felt that her teacher ought
to do this, and she was not satisfied when

saw

our

Dear

fellow-teacher,

never fed?

it may

be

of others on

you would

just comment, or spread

of

a scandalous

re-

port, than at having worn a passe bonnet;

the

party

ion of last year.

to-night

in the fash-

No Christian

woman,

as

I view it, ought to give such attention to
her dress as to allow.it to take up all of
three very important things—namely, all
her time, all her strength,

notdoit.

zine.

Like

Lizzie,

they

feel

that you

all

her

money.

:

Papa Made Me
nt

Charley’s Escape from the Fire.
cil

;

Tr

A family lived in a house which stood
near to a wood. On a dark night they went
to bed.;

The

wind

blew

among

the

tall

-

Drunk.

pfs

During one of my missionary
the close'of a very warm

tours,

at

day, I entered

a

small village.” Hungry and weary, I-dis.
mounted from my faithful horse and slowly
walked up the path and into the only house
n the place where they entertained stran-

trees, and large black clouds passed over
gers. As no one answered my summons,
the full moon. While all were asleep, a
I passed through the hall to the rear.
fire broke out in one of the roomsof the
Coming
to the open door of the kitchen I
house. The father soon heard the loud cry
saw
lying
on the floor a little child of about
of ““ Fire!" At first he did not know what’
four summers.’ Before I could speak to
it meant; but the cry was louder and louder, and soon there were many

people,

who

cried, *“ Your house is on fire; get up and
come down!” Thén they knocked at the
door.
The father now sprang from his
bed, and

great

found his

own

was.the

house

alarm

in flames.

when

he

He

ran

him he addressed me with, * Did you know

I was drunk? The question I was about
to ask died on my lips, and a sudden pang
shot through my heart as I saw unmistakable evidence of the truth of the baby drunkard’s statement,

as he

rose

and

came

to-

Before I could command my
again to his room, and awoke his wife. ward me.
Then he took the babe, and they got out by voice, he reiterated the query, ‘Did yoy
a back door. His eldest little boy, about know I was drunk?” Placing my hand on
ten years old, was in another part of the
house, near to the room where the maid
slept.
The father cried, ‘“Oh, what shall 1

do to save my poor boy?” He did not care
about his goods; his dear son was all he

thought about:

He made his way

to that

his. head,

I

repeated

“He isin his room,” said the girl.” In
her alarm she came away, and forgot to

briag the child with her.

the

terrible

“Drunk?”
“Yes, papa made
gave me whiskey and sugar.”
Involuntarily

I exclaimed,

word,

me drunk,
“May

God

of thogght, that boy's

probable career, should he be permitted

REMINISCENCES, AND
CORRESPONDOF HENRY CRABB ROBINSON, Barris

F. S. A.

Selected

and

edited

by

Thomas Sadler, Ph, D, In two volumes. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
1869. 12mo. pp.
496, 555. Sold by E. J. Lane.

Few works of the class to which

these

books

belong, have appeared during the last quarter of
a century, that had more of agreeable entertain-

ment to offer than will be found within the

cov-

ers of these goodly volumes.
Mr. Robinson represents a’school of literary men which has never
been large, and which has now only an occasional representative.
rn’ in 1775, and dying in
1867, his life covers the period within which
most of the distinguished men and women lived
that have given body ‘and form to our modern
literature.
He knew these men and women as
few other persons have known them, and he
speaks of them on these pages with afsank Sim-

a genial

in

the

most

unmistakable

ways.

The

editor

life whom we have

and

quickening.

Henry Crabb

best preacher I ever saw

in a pul-

:

Sold by E. J. Lane.

The Sulne
have

BPy
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in paper covers, cheap, by Harper &

here

a sad,

instructive,

suggestive,

almost fearful book. It is a pla‘n, calm, thought-

ful, discreet, and half reticent statement of the
facts connected with: the dsrker sides of London
life. - And London would hardly suffer in com-

parison with

other cities on both sides of the

sea. These curses are neglected children, professional
thieves, professional beggars, fallen
women, &unkenness, betting gamblers, and the
waste of charity.
The picture {s nowhere overdrawn, there is nothing in the method of statement that is striking unless it be'the straiglitfor-

ward calmness, but the facts themselves are full
of significance. = Very little indeed is said of the

remedy for the evils that are portrayed.
The
author seems to feel that.it is at present enough
for him to state his case, which is not his any
more than itis ours.
Legislation, philanthropy,

and religion must all grapple with the problem

which Mr. Greenwood has so clearly stated, and
which courts are every day helping to urge upon
public attention.

PATTY

GRAY'S

Baltimore.

By

- JOURNEY..

Lee & Shepard.

Caroline

1869.

by D. Lothrop & Co.

Mrs. Dall

here

From
H.

Boston

Dall.

16mo.

to

Boston:

bp. 201.

Sold

commences a series of books

for children, giving an account of what she saw,

and heard, and felt, and thought; while making a
visit to the South, and what has since come of
that experience.
She is an instructive
and

charming writer, and if the books that are still
to come shall equal this in interest, she need
have no fears that her story
shelves waiting for readers.
ARCHIBALD

HAMILTON.

hielm. «Boston:

D.

#

will

Miss

Lothrop

lie en

the

E. W. Barn-

& Co.

16mo. pp: 260.

1869.—

>

A story taken largely from the experience and
the lips of an influential merchant in New York,

which at once exalts the Christian spirit and life
as sacred and satisfying, and supplies the young
with just such warnings and encouragements as
they are always needing. Itis pleasantly written and its mechanical exeellencens are many

and marked.

been wont to see

chiefly in the full dress of public display and in
all the majesty of authorship.
He tells us something of such persons as Coleridge, Flaxman,
Southey, Hazlitt, Talfourd, De Sta¢l, Lafayette,
Schlegel, Lamb, Clarkson, De Quincey, Words:
worth, Moare, Rogers, Hare, O'Connell, Macaulay, Goethe, Tieck, Arnold, Sidney Smith, Bunsen, Robertson, Lady Byron, &c., &e.
His diary
is wonderfully simple and pleasant, his reports
of interviews and conversations are often piquant and racy, though never overstepping delicacy and propriety, his recorded incidents are
pleasant and illustrative of character, his criticisms are often free and keen, though seldom
profound and exhaustive, and the agreeable information of a literary sort that he has here supplied us, renders us gMiteful for his service and
the nginner in which it is done puts us at once
into real sympathy with what is at once beautifal and noble in his character.
The volumes are
sure to circulate widely in every literary sphere.

~ Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
The Magazines for September are generally excellent, each in its way.
The ATLANTIC is making a sensation in consequence of its publication

of Mrs. Stowe's vindication of Lady - Byron
against the allegations of the Countess Guiccioli,
and to the serious disadvantage of Lord Byron’s
reputation.

The article is stirring up an intense

feeling, the critics are at loggerheads, Mrs. Stowe
is very

generally

distrusted, though

condemned

and her

account .

here and there a voice is lift-

ed in her defense and praise. - But the article will bring patronage to the Atlantic and money to its
publishers.
James Freeman Clarke furnishes
another of his papers on the religious systems of
the orient and the past, dealing in an admirable
way with Confucius and the religion of the Chinese. We hope to see these excellent papers

collected into a volume

for permanent preserva-

tion. Other papers of both merit and. vivacity
aid in making up an unusually attractive num-

ber,

Boston: Ticknor & Fields.

I'uvrNAM’S MONTHLY presents a marked variety in contents; it is even better than creditable, :
as its established character would assure any
reader; the present issue, however, is less vivacious and attractive than some of its predecessors. New York: G. P. Putnam & Son.

DR. BULFINCH’S STUDIES IN THE EVIDENCES
OF CHRISTIANITY, issued by W. V. Spencer, of
Boston, is a book chiefly noticeable for two
THE GALAXY is all alive, and has no lack of
things.
First, it is a strong, dignified, scholarly
brilliance. Benson's article on Theodore Tilton,
protest, by a prominent Unitarian clergyman,
McCarthy’s analysis of the bill for the disestabagainst the attempt, supported by not a few oth.
lishment of the Irish church, the serials and the
er clergymen of the same denomination, to dinebule are noticeable features of a magazine that
vest Christianity of every thing supernatural, te
is constan'ly improving. New York: Sheldon
disprove its peculiar inspiration and discredit its & Co.
.
miracles,
The author takes positions that would
be generally quite acceptable to thoroughly orHARPER'S MAGAZINE for September is one of
thodox readers, and maintains them without hes- the best yet issued. Photographs from the High
itation or misgiving.
Secondly, its discussions,
Rockies, The Eye and the Camera, A Health
though brief and plain, cover an unusually large
Trip to Brazil, are both instructive and splendidfield, and yet present the main points with rely illustrated,~this last feature being one in
freshing clearness and vigor, so that the reader
which Harper takes the lead of all its competi-:
obtains a fair view of the whole question, and is
tors. It has something adapted to all classes of

put upon the direct road to the answer.
book is timely, welcome and valuable.

The

THE
CHARACTER, CLAIMS
AND
WORKINGS OF FREEMASONRY.

G.

Finney.

Cincinnati:

Book Society.
might

PRACTICAL
By Rev. C.

expected

&

is a book

such as

from a man

of such

positive qualities and

opinions as the

Tract

16mo. pp. 272,

have been

New York: Harper & Bros,
—

Western

This discussion of Masonry

readers,

pronounced

former Preside

in its effort for standing and power by

false pre-

tences and through the misconceptions, credulity and apathy of the Christian public;
and,

hence, he.fakes up his pen and enters the lists

against it with a real knightly valor, an
intense
religious conviction, and a resolute straigh
tfor-

wardness every wiy.worthy of the man.

Of the

~l

Hours Ar HoME opéns with an admirable

sketch of M. M, ,Erckman and Chatrian, who
have become so favorably known as the Joint
authors of a series of volumes devotedto the
military life of Southern Europe, The Double
Literary Career is admirably

sketched.

associated

always

with

worthy

commend

emphasis,

New

this
York:

THE SUNDAY AT HOME and THE LEISURE
Hour are excellent specimens of the magazines-

published in London.

They are supplied to subs

scribers by F. EB. Grafton, Montreal, Canada, at

rates considerably lower than those generally
prevailing. My. Grafton will furnish most of the

foreign periodicals on application.*-

J
1

The Di<

et of Brain Workers, Neander’s Last Birthday,
and Life at great Ocean Depths are especially at~

dered at the picture.” My whole soul threw lege is known to be, He has nt of Oberlin Col- tractive, and they
are
been a member of
itselfinto the fervent petition, * Lord, save! the order, he has studied the subject in the
We can
light companions,
Save this child from its father!”
of Christian obligation,he has become thorough- magazine with special
ly satisfied of the evil tendencies and results of Chas, Scribner & Co.
My sleep Was disturbed that night with
the organization, he believes that it is succeeding

And now the stairs were in flames. The
wind blew on the fire, and made it burn visions of sorrowing friends, wretchédness,
wildly. Thedoors and the roof were all disgrace, and death. I had ofien seen the
red and burning. In a short time poor maddening poison doing its direful work
Charles was seen at one of the windows, before. Most of my life had been passed
“Ob, father, dear father,” he cried, ‘how where daily and hourly I witnessed scenes
shall I get out?”
of wae that might move a heart of stone|

that we

in

making selections from the immense mass of
matter put into his hands, and he has filled these
thousand pages with just such material as exhibits the subject in his various moods, and gives us
most agreeable glimpses of mhny men in their

common

reduced, is something

THE SEVEN CURSES OF LONDON.
By James
Greenwood, te *
mils Casual.” Boston:
elds, Osgoo
0. 1869. 12mo.
p.
—

We

; Literary Review, -

:

ly wonder at this testimony.

a

Health is better than wealth.
Health and mirth create beauty.
He that serves the public obliges nobody.
He is handsome that does handsome.
He who has no shame has ne conscience.

DIARY
ENCE

stimulus

allin all, the

it

‘

-

pit; that is, uniting the greatest number of excellences, originality, piety, freedom of thought
and warmth of love.” Those who read these
discourses with care and appreciation, will hard-

feared

8S. Times.

to thoroughly

live to the estate of manhood; and I shud-

scious

moment, he grasped my hand, but could
only say, ¢ God bless You ™ It was enough. |.
—S.

The volume contains

beyond what has been af-

Robinson, who heard and met him repeatedly,
thus writes of him in his diary: “ Take him for

Lingering

[]

forgive him!” As I looked into, his fine,
intelligent face, my imagination
traced

part of the house, and'met the maid flying with thd rapidity

from the flames.
Wkere is Charley?” cried the father.

as if he

away.

seems to have exercised admirable judgment

when you are less troubled at the thought

to talk with them about the little daily occurrences of life. You would not want for
language ; then is there any excuse for you

ought to do it. You lose even in their respect, if you neglect this duty.

snatched

courtesy, a hearty friendship and a dignified free-

Her fault is not the love

correspondingly

tears fell

beauty, but loving the wrong
apd inferior dom that are peculiarly charming. He seems to
kind. In fine, girls, you may try yourselves have been drawn at once into intimate and grateful fellowship vith all classes of eminent men,
by this standard. You love dress too much
who received him with the most thorough unre-~
when you care more for. your outward serve, and were glad to put him on the list of
adornings than for your inward disposi- special friends. He kept so full a diary, noted
tion ; when it afflicts you more to have torn his thoughts and impressions so carefully, mainyour dress than to have lost your temper; tained so extensive a correspondence, and prewhen you are more troubled by an ill-fitting served what he had written with so if: care,
that his papers tell the story of his lifgf and exgown than by a neglected duty ; when you hibit his estimates of the marked men@vhom he
are less concerned at having made an un- met and of the subjects that occupied his’ thought,

found at

them,

to his breast,

be

part of the

are especially glad to see. For freshness, vigor,
depth, suggestiveness and the exaltation of the
preacher’s function, we have met few things that
equal these discourses of the young Brighton
preacher.
Not always fully, satisfied with the
theological,views expressed or implied, we ‘can
seldom read a page of Robertson without a cone

fa-

lower beauty.

unseen

unknownto

the

of a large

The new edition of ROBERTSON'S: SERMON'S,
(Fields, Osgood & Co., Boston) in which the five
volumes are crowded into two, and ‘the cost is

tears

plicity of style, a rare discrimination,

of being at the last great feast without
the wedding-garment, than at beicg

and

unbidden

at-

lh

the

helpfulness, is sacrificing the higher to thé’

children running towards some frightful
precipice, or exposed to any fearful danger
not hesitate to, lift upthe warning voice.
All the gift you would feel you required
in such a case would be the gift of speech.
So, too, you would be ready at any time

it closely

might

of Dress.

claims

that

is

it be properly answered?

faston the, wondering, upturned face. As
they rose to receive the benediction,
the
father took his treasure in his arms, imprinted fervent kisses on its brow, and held

ter-at-Law,

the cultivation of her mind and heart, and

of

I saw

thing

forded by other writers, but it is here arrayed
and used in the venerable author's own peculiar
and pungent style.
The book will be read. Will

a ser-

the doom

heart, while

state, and

We are always excessive when we sacrifice the higher Beauty to attain the lower
one. A woman who would sacrifice domestic affection, conscience, .self-respect,

that it to the neglect of the

Or, if you saw those

her throbbing

He ¢‘ came into the world to seek and to
save that which was lost.” “And to save us
He died on the cross. But now He is in
aves,
Though we cannot see Him, He
ees us. And in his Holy Word He says
that He-is able and willing to save all who
go to Him by faith. It is as if His arms
were wide open, as the arms of the father
were when Charles fell into them. He tells
us to come to Him, and trast Him with all
our heart, and be happy.

The True Standard

death, and

were portrayed,

conscience

very little information

swiftly chase each other down his cheeks;
I saw that mother clasp her boy closely to

He knew
wished to

sad

and

ther’s face grow pale, the

He could not see his

she did net.
:
honor, to love of dress, we all agree, loves
Is Lizzie the only child who has waited -dress too much. She loses the higher
in vain for the message of life from the lips beauty of womanhood for the lower beauty
of ‘her Sunday-school teacher? Are there of gems and flowers and colors, A girl
not other little ones who go to the Sunday- who sacrifices to dress all her time, all her
school hungering and thirsting after the strength, all her money, to the neglect of

bread and water of life, and are

the life,

drunkard

save him, so he fell into his arms and was
saved.
Do you not know that every child is in
danger of being lost for ever? It is the
loss of both soul and body. And why?
Sin has brought us into danger.
How glad
we should be that there is a way made
known to us in the Bible in which we can
Jesus

like

and

ination and a manly reply.

father was

‘‘Atthe last it biteth

last

edge, and his points are made withso much force
and sincerity that they deserve the fairest exam-

pent and stingeth like an adder,” I tried to
show the evils of intemperance; and as |

all the people who saw the sight.
As you read this true story, do you not
see how great was the danger of little
Charles? There was only one way to be

be saved!

text,

this

ney is above all suspicion of misstatement and
unfairness for the sake of making out a case, he
certainly appears to write from an ample knowl-

ed me to fill the appointments: of the minister whose regular day it was, and who
kindly gave way for me to do so. From
the

Until

Christian public unite ip a quiet or even a vehement protest agdinst it. A man like Prof. Fin-

present, and was one of those who request-

was in his father’sarms.
Charles was saved
from the fire, and there was great joy among

father, but he heard his voice.
that his father loved him, and

- That

reply.

ternity need not wander nor complain if the

judgment

In my remarks I urged the need of a Sunday-school, to stay the ravages of the fell
destroyer, intemperance.

manly

tempted and done, members of the Masonic Fra- kL

there.

to catch

It will be far ‘ea-

meant extravagance,
than to meet it with a frank

I believe my prayer was answered.

fort to snatch that lamb frem the jaws of the
wolf? But there was no Sunday-school

“1 am afraid, father, I shall fall.”

afford to deny.

sier to push the book aside and attempt to divert
attention Trom it, by calling it a piece of well-

no kind Sunday-school teacher make an ef-

Whoever does this, lives not the life of a
Christian, but that of a Pagan; worships
scanty means, Ronald, her son, .used to
.if you do not talk to theyh of Jesus and, his not at the Christian's altar of our Lord Jecollect sea birds’ eggs upon the neighboring
dying
love in the Sunday-school?
They sus, but at the shrine of the lower Venus of
cliffs. This feat was accompanied with
expect it; they are‘disappointed if you do Corinth and Rome.— Arthur's Home Maga-

she wouldn't play with her, broken her best
doll, the one that Uncle Will jad sent her
from Boston ? Ought she to be forgiven ?
She was quite sure (no, Pansy, not quite,
you don’t mean that,) she shouldnt expect eyes on the awful scene as he felt the rope
or want fo be forgiven if-she had
done gradually breaking. He nears the top;
80. That was her child sophistry; and’

ed her friend.

‘never occurred to you that you could do
any more thigask the questions found in
the book. You think the pastor might do
more, were he in your place, or some gifted brother or sister; but you are ready to
tudes twinkled in the heavens, and then it say, ‘Surely I, ignorant and inexperienced
was Pansy’s bed-time. And don't you as I am, cannot do it.’
May TI ask you one question? Do you
suppose she was glad as she knelt down and
said ¢ Our Father,” that she could say love your Saviour? Then can you not tell
¢¢ forgive us our debts as we forgive our those children of that love? You could
debtors,” in spirit as in words? Ido; and easily tell them of some dearly loved earthbelieve also that her child-sleep was sweet- ly friend far away; you would not’ feel
er for it, her morning-awakening happi- that you needed any special gift for that—
‘‘out of the abundance of the heart” your
er.
i

waves lashed madly against it, dashing the
glittering spray far and near. Ronald fastened one end of the rope firmly upon the
top of the cliff, and the other round his
waist, and was then lowered until he got
opposite one of those fissures in which the
ened her to one of those great, beautiful
pansies which always remind us of a birds build, when he gave the signal to his
bright, glad- faced child. And so she was companions not to let him down any farther.
known now by the name of Pansy, only her He planted his foot on a slight projection
big brothers and school-mates had shorten- of the rock, grasped with one hand his
knife, and with the other tried to take the
ed it to ** Pan.”
But this day she had been like a pansy eggs. Justthen a bird flew at him and
when the gun is under a cloud and the rain- attacked him. He made a blow with his
drops weigh it heavily down; for the sun- knife ; but, oh! horrible to narrate, in place
shine of her temper was clouded, and the of striking the bird, he struck the rope, and,
rain-drops of anger had fallen heavily upon having severed some Of the strands, he
her. But then she wasn’t to blame. Oh, hung. suspended over that wild abyss of
no; we never are when we want to think raging waves by only a few threads of
otherwise. Hadn't she just cause for her hemp. He uttered a piercing exclamation,
anger; for hadnt Jennie Clay refused to which was heardby his companions above,

because

Don’t like your Sunday-school teacher!
Why, what does that mean, Lizzie? She

her

mother

was

est feelings of my nature; and I prayed the

will save you.” =

saved from the fire.

“I don’t like my Sunday-school teacher,” exclaimed a bright, intelligent little
girl of some nine or tén years, in the presence of an older friend.

his claims

of getting angry, and the little girls made
many resolutions, which weshope they
kept.
>
Mr. Burgess riding from the village, saw

child,

and
par-

Doesn’t Talk Any.”

school

had talked to her that afternoon on the sin

Pansy and took her home.

“She

love

how

be-

more than this to be expected of a Sunday-

"

Pansy

safely

yond the reach of further danger,
placed him in the loving arms of his
ent!

thought her

Jennie eating the cherries
friend very good and kind.

considerable

“ Let not the sun go down upsa your wrath.”

was what

of her

reached

to save him, which brought him

mouth would speak.

‘And

BY

‘Jennie,

“I’ve come to make up, and here’s

ieee

leads

called,

sentment vanished before she

* On the fork of a limb, with the leaves all around.

their

So she

a sightof the cherries, and half

Two little robins set out-one day,
To go to house-keeping over the way;
In a great big tree they built their nest.
One flew east, and another west,
Gathering sticks and grass and hay,
And bringing them all ¢ just over the way.”
They
chirped,
and
twittered,
and hopped
about
From limb to lifab ; they were seeking out,
On all the branches both low and high,
A place where
the leaves would keep them
dry;
:
And very soon the right spot was found,

Lifting

it.

disfigured her other-

come and help me;” seeing her friend at
the window.
:
:
Jennie didn’t want to go, but she’ caught

gate.
Two

But the simplicity and tender age
of that victim, and the thought that a father’s

from

you.”
!
you realize your awful position? It cannot
And
now
Charles
felt
the
flame.
He was
be worse.
How vividly Ronald realized his
certain
that
if
he
hung
there
he
should
be
position in that fearful moment when the
last strand was. giving way, thread by burned. He knew that his father was
thread—when, overcom® by the sense of strong, that he loved him, and that he was
his danger, and when that danger was most waiting to save him. Then he drew in his
imminent, a strong hand was stretched out breath, let go his hold, and in a moment he

wise pretty face.
.
The gate was heavy and Pansy tugged in’ is a very kind and pleasant lady,” remark-

The

him

ged over the cliff, a strong hand grasps him, from the ground, and he was afraid to let not in harmony with nature. At9, A, M.; I
and Ronald is saved.
.
: 2o.
was to hold a Sunday-school meeting.
BeDear reader, if you are unsaved, I want
fore
that
time
arrived
I
was
made
to
expe“Drop down, my dear boy,” cried the
you, in this true and simple narrative, to father.
rience intensified pain by beholding the
see your own condition. If living for this
“Oh, I can't see you, my dear, dear fa- legitimate fruits of that parent’s crime in
world, you are frittering away your prethe cursing of them both when they venturther I”
mrt tat]
cious moments in pursuing perishing trifles.
“ But I'am here. You can trust me; I ed to reprove that boy. Oh, I thought, will

And leaning

¢¢ There comes that hateful Pan Burgess,”

*

kept

just as the rope is giving way, a friend ,.. Charles crept out of the window, but
The next day was the Sabbath, calm and
stretches forward at the risk of being drag- hung fast by it. He knew it was very high beautiful, but my troubled. thoughts were

said Jennie Clay.
‘I wonder what she’s
coming here for. I'm sure I don’t want to

What the new song will be.

8, '69.

the wild cry of his companions, the

To rifted notes of song!
The sea of life is still; we drift
From every soul apart
How gladly! and we strive to hush
The beating of our heart.

More sweet and faint than echoes are
‘Whose mystic wings have grown
Aweary, yet, however faint
These waft from o’er life’s sea,
They touch our hearts, and so we guess

bre

io

* He could be seen by the fire in the room, to pity.

gone.

“To catch each rifted tone;

ad

but the thick, black smoke

Our soul trills through fine chords to-night

so, we list, and yearn,

wr

low at the dark waste -of boiling, fathom-

Beloved on the heavenly shore,
How sweetly we are drawn !

Hard for the haven set!

et ES

less water, and then above to the- glorious
heavens." He feels he is going. »He hears

Jen’s awful cross to-day and may be she'll
bite you” laughing to himself, generous
boy, as hethought{that Tom's sister couldn't
have been much crosser than his; but he
wasn't going to tell of his sister's faults, if
other boys did of theirs.
:
I wish all boys were as thoughtful.
* Pansy shook her bright curls and danced
on. Shewasn't afraid. Every cloud was

No answering chord within the heart
There ever, ever seemed,}
Till lips we loved had taken up
The song of the redeemed.
0 sweet, glad thought, they watch for us,
Toiling in rowing yet!
They see our life-barks cut the foam

swing,

Hr
I

her for breaking her doll, because if she, shriek of his fond mother, as they hold her
«Here I am, my son,” said the father;
didn't'she was afraid God would not for- back from rushing to try to rescue her child and heheld
out his arms for Charley to
give her for getting angry.
So Mrs. Bur-| from destruction.
He knows no more; jump intothem. ‘Here I am; don't fear.
gess took her turban down for her, and reason yields; he becomes insensible. But Drop down, and I will be sure to catchyyou.”

most better than she does anything, and
there aint any in her father’s garden.”—
Pansy had never studied grammar. Jack

Amid the gathered throng.

That

that she

Clay's to forgive

{ and then replied:

We cannot tell how fure and glad
That blended song would be,
To those brave ones who toil all day
In rowing on the sea;
Some chord should answerin the soul
To that sweet evening song;
Some voice we love be lifted there

;
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LITERARY MISCELLANY,

The Jews of the Middle Ages.

~ Rome

Revolution in Geology.

~The

_a—P-;c'°"Phk

SCIENCE

AND

INFIDELITY

BACKING

DOWN.

Geologists have, for the last thirty years,

been insisting on the discrepancy between
their theory of the formatign of the earth
and the Bible account of the creation. The
infidel clergy of Europe and America have
called

the

geological

theory

¢‘‘Science,”

and have wie
the Bible as opposed
to science. This so-called science, however, is not a well-ascertained body of
facts, but a hypothesis—namely, that the

planetary systerh originally consisted of -a

red-hot cloud of gas, a nebula, which,grad-

ually cooling

down while

off the planets, and our

revolving, cast

earth among them,

in a gaseous

state, gradually

condensing

into a molten
rocks cooling

metal, a crust of granitic
over the surface and called

the primary strata, which crust was gradually washed down by rains and rivers into the beds of ancient seas, thus forming
the sedimentary strata composing
the solid
earth, and leaving the interior composed of
a molten granite sea of fire, whose storms
caused earthquakes in our floating crust and
occasioned the eruptions of volcanoes. Assuming this as the mode of the earth’s formation,

various

calculations

of

the

time

necessary for the process have been made,
and scales of some millions of years, more
or less, have been affixed to particular portions of the geological strata. The popular
interest, however, has been attracted more
particularly to that part of the series which

includes the human race. A number of
modern geologists seem disposed to assert
the existence of human fossils in strata not
‘less than a hundred theusand years old by
their chronology; and among these, some
of our state
geologists, at the meeting of
the American
Association for the Advancement of Science last year, were quite
positive in stating this as an ascertained fact;
while the State of Illinois has expended the
ublic money in publishing this alleged
the

fact, for

its citizens, in

information of

thé Report of the Geological Survey of
papers of many of
that state. The-daily
our cities, especially
those which issue
Sunday editions, have been jubilant over
this alleged contradiction of the Bible, perthat, if they can geologically overceiving
oses's account of ereation, they will
turn
not have much to fear” from him theologically.
3
:
Christian
writers have not generally
waked up to the importance of this issue,
or, perhaps, are not generally sufficiently
acquainted with the merits of the question.
It must,

however,

be fully and fairly met;

the alleged facts must be examined, and
their logical bearings on the theory ascertained; for in these days of free thought
young men will read on every subject, and
they are liable to the delusion that unanswered objections are unanswerable.
The Theological Seminary of the Northwest,

at

Chicago,

(where

the attack

was

made in great force, and the Calaveras
skull was exhibited, at least a hundred

thousand years old,) requested Rev. Robert Patterson, D. D., to deliver a course of

lectures on the
Scripture, which
cussions of the
ginning with the
following

Relations of
he complied
Development
Astronomical

it into the

domain

Science to
with by disDogma, bedepartment,
of Geology,

and ‘examining the Zoological or Darwinian theory of the development of all animals

and men

from

mineral monads, con-

ducting the examination from a purely scientific stand-point. He finds the theory in
all its parts unsupported by facts, contia-

dicted by the most recent discoveries,
dis-

proved by the fundamental principles of
mechanics, chemistry, and
hydrostatics,
and utterly unscientific.
One of his lect
of the geological
division of the
ject, ‘“The Aqueous
Formation of Granite and Consequent Rev‘olution in Geology,” was published in the
April number of the American Presbyterian
Review. It gives a resume of the most recent discoveriesin Geology, authenticated
by references to the first authorities in
Europe and America—discoveries which
completely overturn the hypothesis of a
lobe

of molten

Murchison,
Professor Ansted, Messieurs
Elie de Beaumont, Rose, Lorbv, Daubree,

ete., the very first names in that science.
They ge to show that there never was any
basis of facts for the current infidel theory,
which, indeed, never was accepted by Lyell

by severcl other first-class geologists,

that granite is

not a primary rock, having

been -found overflowing secondary and
tertiary strata; that the three ingredients of
which it is composed are of diferent specific gravities, and so could never have
been irf.g state

of igneous

the heaviest would
tom;

that

black

fusion, in which

have settled to the bot-

lead,

and

even

fossils,

have been found in granitic rocks, which
would have been decomposed at a heat less
than that required to melt
granite; that
when the experiment is tried granite will
not melt, but the quartz contained _ in it will
be converted into-a mineral of a different
specific gravity; and finally, and conclusively, granite can be manufactured by the
aqueous process, Messrs. Rose and Daubree

having actually made feldspar, the base of
anite, by mixing. kaolin with hot water
clding alkali in solution, under pres-

. sure, while mica and quartz, the other in-

gredients of granite, are confessedly of
aqueous formation.
Such are the facts exhibited by Lyell in
his address to the British Association, bat
which, strange to- say, our American geologists seem not to have heard of. They
can hear the first whisper of BOyiing likely to be antagonistic to the ‘Bible; for instance, the Abbeyville jawbone hoax; but’
about such discoveries as these, which remove objections to Scripture, they are most

industriously silent.

The alleged funda-

mental fact of the modern geo Dgical 8ystem proves not to be a fact, and the whole

process of the earth's formation is the very
reverse

of that so

confidently

‘asserted as

science and as contradictory to Scripture.

next important class of our beneat this period were the Jews. Deand rejected of men, driven from
city and fromland to land, shut up

in foul

quarters

of

the

médieval

towns,

plundered by ruthless barons, and racked
and tortured by infamous kings, the hapless Israelites, in all their eruel wanderings,

never lost their frugal habits, their painful

fused, and weat

ee

PERHAPS there has been no picture of
Rome more sad, or more truthful, than this
which is given by J. G. Holland, in the
Springfield (Mass.) Republican :
If I had found a prosperous, free, contented people associated with all these objects of interest—a people well educated,

their

commercial

ardor,

intelligent,and enterprising—with a respect-

their

.

ovr

-

+

A MAN'S WIFE is ais best, lawyer; his best
counsel,

his best judge,

his best

adviser,

and also the cheapest and most reasonable.

in

son.’

Lea,

‘Were you really married to this chef de
baltaillon? asked the Emperor; ¢ or was it
only one of these arrangements that your
position compelled you'to' accept ?’

Items.
—

KEROSENE

through the service of the few,

—

oil is said to be an

antidote to the poison of a bee sting.
Gain

has

HaMiLToN

stayed

married

Illinois, it is worth
over it.

thinks

that

twenty-five

while to

effective

when

one

parasols,

with

littlé watches

in the handle, are the latest agony at the
watering-places.
. Tae wire of Mr. Spurgeon, the great
London preacher, a woman of earnest and
lovable Christian character, is now sufferAng from an incurable disease that must

soon terminate in death.
{

THE MEDICAL

the

Calabar

bean,

jaw, has been

”

papers

used

proved

are reporting

that

in cases of lock-

to cure

nine

cases

out of ten ofthe disease. Formerly hardly
one case of lock-jaw out of a hundred
could be cured.
:
“WIFE,” said a man looking for his
boot-jack, ‘I have a place for my things,
and you oughtto know it.” ¢ Yes,” said

she, “I oughtto know where
your late hours, but I don’t.”

N.

A Mgrs.

Levi,

who

died

you

keep

in Patterson,

J., on Saturday, before breathing her

last called her family (among whom are
grown-up children) to her bedside, and
said that in all her married life of twenty‘five years neither a cross word nor look
had ever passed between herselt and husan

.

Ed

«EURIPIDES was one of the
who have been choked to
seed of a grape, bu! a great
ery day from swallowing the

very few men
death by the
many die evjuice.

POLLARD'S CHARGE that important con-

federate documents were carried off and
secreted by Jefferson Davis at the collapse
of the rebellion, seems to derive some show
of confirmation

froma recent

to ele-

article in the

ity

of Aboukir.

saying,

‘You

will

;

:

see,

sire, that my

son was

born of a legitimate union.’
After having glanced over

the

Napoleon

interesting

returned

it to

the

:
paper,

hundred francs,

revertible to your son.’

|- We: then mounted our

horses

and con-

tinued our march.
That night, before Napoleon retired, he signed the decree for the
pension of the widow of Aboukir.”

The Dangerous
dG

Cove.

fe

:

There is a little cove
at Atlantic
City where the waters have washed out a
deep hole in the sands at the bottom. The
waters above it are as calm as a mill-pond.

Beyond is along beach against which the
surf breaks. To look at the little sheet
of water which lies between, you would
think a child might wade across. This
season a number of person have made the
attempt. But after a few .feet they sink
down into a deep pit which the waters have
hollowed, as hopelessly lost as jif they

fallen into a well.
the spot, but there
who would venture
A lad went down

had

A warning was put over
were fool-hardy people
there still.
with his two sisters to

bathe, when a fancy seized him to cross this

“for I will

arise and go to my father.”

And, accordingly, off she went.

.

A ute boy, disputing with his sistdr,
exclaimed:
‘It's true, for ma #ays so,
and if ma says so, itis so, if it a'n't 80.”
[That's the way
govereignty.]

some

’

people

state

God's

they rushed to the woods, rod in

hand

and

are

told,

registered themselves at a hotel the other
day as ¢* Murray’s Fools,” and ¢¢ uttered loud

of Napoleon
we tions, and the prices.” Should Mr. Murray
fall in with them, itis said his position might
find, says Appleton’s Journal, in a French be defined as dangerous.

periodical, and, as we donot recollect meets "But,

with the remainder

of his

army,

marched

lately

and

written in defence of

in order to

give

after all, this word ¢* Fools” is much

nearer the true appellation than the tourists
would be willing to acknowledge;

and the

very fact that they began by registering
their names at a hotel, and then occupied
themselves complaining about the food and

clear proof of its correctness he prophesies

that

the next

earthquakes

equatorial countries

Dumas

was

will

occur

in

his skin,

and

interrogated,

about

the

by

a

darkness of

asked if he had

nbt

“How!

You

refuse

‘your

hand

to me?” said the bridegroom.
‘I understand why you should not liketo speak to
your sister, who has made a bad match;
but what reason

have you for bearing

such

a grudge against me, since I have made
an excellent one.”
7
“BroTHER BrowN,” said Mr. Smith
to the doctor, ‘I see they have given you
aD.D.
Well, it is all well -enough. But
it is given so frequently now, and promiscuously, that it does

not

amount

to much.

It would hardly do to infer that a man was
a great theologian, just because he had a
D. D. these days!”

said Dr.

very

¢* Why, Brother Smith,”

Brown,

best

musingly,

imaginablé

and

humor,

and straightway the shelves of the

Patent-

Office groan with models, while the poor un-

fortunates wax lean on the bread of disappointment. Ruskin maintains that every
p#ht
man ‘can become great in anything.
nfortunately, we are not all great men,
and until we become such, let us spend not
only the summer of our years but the sum-

mer of our lives fishing where our bait will
be.most readily taken, and where the game

aving no children, I soon married again— willnot be too large for our strength,—
this time a chef de batlaillon of the second Tribune.
j
:
light infantry, who was killed at Aboukir,
By him I had one
see Here,’ and she
little light-haired
turnedto France
capitulation; but

child —this little boy you
Hasty words rankle the wound which
designated one of the two
injury
give; but oft words assuage it;
boys before us. ‘I rewith the army after the forgiveness cures it; and forgetting takes
all my endeavors to ob- away the scar.

his lingering sickness

in

the

‘ that—is—

common.

Yes;

sir; the

f

and

A CLERGYMAN
a very funny

Chronicle.

wrote

home

estimate of the value of a cer-

came to the lady’s

is arms, as he sprang forwardto arrest her fall,
he was an affectionate and devoted wife, a kind
and indulgent mother, a warm-hearted and og
athizing friend, an earnest and living Christian.
0 know her was to love her. ‘From many eyes
will tears unbidden flow, as the unwelcome: tidings are borne to the multitudes who have
known and loved her so well.
Faithful and affectionate in the endearing relation of domestic

life, Sister Whitten was keenly alive to the
more general claims of society and of humanity.
The many

comfortable

mission

church,

with

infant

room attached, gas fixtures and cabinet organ included.”

Dbitnaries.

watchmen who for

stood upon the walls of Zion

an earnest of a triumphant

them with

cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary:

have

death,

A very im-

pressive discourse was delivered to a large concourse of surviving friends, but‘who * sorrow
not as those without hope,” by Rev. Levi Brackett, from Luke 20:35, 36.
°
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Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Stars who do not

patronize it,” must

forty

in this place, well

understand the worthof our departed sister and
the magnitude of our loss. The abodes of sorrow, the chambers of disease and distress, will
sadly miss the ministrations of those ready hands,
the sympathy.of that ténder heart.
Her life was
a living testimony to the religion of the cross,

diamonds,

he was still more particular.
‘‘ They were
equal in value,’he said, ‘‘to the cost of a

would

and without 8 word fell from her chair dead into

tain lady’s dress, which he plaintively remarked was vatued ¢‘ at my salary for two
years.” But when the reverend gatherer
of statistics

-

murmur,

entered the house on Saturday mgrning tq assist herin some of the more laborious duties of
the household,
,to which her feeble health had
made her inadequate, and finding her already
engaged thereat, he accosted her in tones of remonstrance for doing so. With her usual smile
of ‘complacency she turned her head toward him,

fact.is,

:

at Saratoga

no

Rand assisted gf his pea.
J. M.
SARAH WHITTEN wife of Daniel Whitten,
died in Wolfboro’, Aug. 21. As her husband

it has become so_eommon’ that a man—a
man that hasn’t got it, isn’t anybody
at all.”
4
— Examiner

uttered

oN

say,“ Iam only waiting.”
He was a ripened
: Christian, though young.
¢ That life is long
that answers life’s great end.” He leaves no parent, brother or sister to mourn, for they
had
gone before, but dear ones are left to whom he
speaks, saying, “ meet me in heaven.”® - Bro.

go. I was very sorry—very sorry, indeed,
that they gave it to me. As you 3ay, itis
"—it is~s0

he

and each day as his pastor visited him he

negro

grandfather ?” ¢¢ A negro. ‘“Do you know
“An
ape, -.&ir,
what his father
was”
an ape; my pedigree begins where yours

in-law.

tional school. On his sick and dying bed, he
said if he could not live to preach Jesus hime
self, he wished to have some of his property do
it after he had gone. He was beloved by all. In

Sept. 6, and October 4.

once

Verses are inadmissible.

AND

AGENCIES.

Feros deposited with us for investment in Farm. ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, will be paid by Telegraph or otherwise in any
regon, Idaho, and in the Mining
art of California
istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and

Agencies

as above, on the most favorable terms,

:

LEES & WALLER,
Bankers,

NATHAN ABBOTT
died in Ossipee, March 31,
aged 95 years and 11 months.
He was the father of 11 children, the grandfathef of 32 grandchildren, and the great grandfather of 45 greatgrandchildren.
He was a soldier in the war of
1812. * He professed religion when a young man,
sd 80 lived as to be resignedin view of his dissolution.
SUSAN

PEAVEY died

in Ossipee, July 11, aged

72 years. She was qne of the 12 members that
constituted the church at wr ganiastion, 54

years

ago

last

February.

Though

situated that she could not often

she

was

meet with

And Agents

for the BANK

York.

PME CGrTING Noun:

1232

so

Com.

Levi BOowEN died ‘in Bangor, Me.,

July

81,

ed 74 years and six months.
Bro. Bowen gave
his heartto Christ in early life. Though he was
sometimes in a backslidden state, yet he tried to
live for God.
At first it was hard for him to consent to die, but finally he became reconciled, and,
after making
arrangements. for death, he fell

asleep in Jesus.

M. H. TARBOX.

‘N. H., July 30, aged 76 years,7
Mathews was born. lived and died
farm. He was an“industrious and upright man.
He professed Christianity and united
with the
F. W. B. church in Canterbury nearly 50 years
ago, and was
an esteemed brother.
Near 40
years since he was chosen and ordained Deacon
of said church, and served them to good acceptance. Bro. Mathews was a kind and affectionate husband, a loving father, a just man.
He
suffered much for years with scrofula and other diseases.
His lastend was peace.
He leaves
a widow and children to mourn his departure.
CoM.

of religion,

and

love

to

his

breth-

ren, his house
being what is often called a
* Pilgrim's Tavern.” As a citizen, he was respected und honored with the highest office in the

gin of his fellow townsmen,
He was an active
end to human liberty through all the struggle
of American slavery; doing whatever he understoodto be right, with religious care and earn-

estness,

Affligtion

he knew

by experience, in

which he exhibited the sustaining power of grace
in an eminentd
e. He lived “ the life of the
died as the Christian dieth, berighteous,” and

lieving
“ far

that * to depart and be with Christ” was
better” than this life. An aged widow

and only two of a numerous
are left to mourn.

$ 200

Sale.

Chance

for Investment.

CITY OF DOVER
quire

of the

Star Office, Dover N. H,

BONDS

for

sale.

In-

subscriber at the Morning

L. BR. BURLINGAME.

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing Machine
AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
Central Street, Dover.
They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other FirstClass

Machi:

J. G

JINKENS

MINER'S

PATENT STREET LAMPS,
FOR

GAS

OR

°

KEROSENE,

- TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEES on LAMPS and
GAS, Railroad, Gas and FerCos.,
Railroad Fapply
ouses, owners
of Market
Houses, Large Storehouses,

Depots, Skating Rinks,Manufactories,
rants, also

Hotels,
RestaunChurches, Phy-

sician’s country residences.
and all others interested
will find that this is exactly
what-they need for an
door or street Lamp,

MINER'S

DEPO

STREET

LAMP

give

out-

AND

s amuch

better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more economical every way than any lamp

now

in

use.

Testimonials

of the BEST kind will be turnished in abundance.
* Send for Pamphlet and
Price List.

The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,
SALESROOM,

7

44 Murray Street, New York.
6ml7

OFFICE

AND WORKS AT PORTLAD,
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First Letter Foundry in New England.

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,
7AYS NOTED FOR ITs

HARD

ND TOUGH

:

METAL,

And its large varieties of

BOOK

AND

JOB

TYPE,

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

FACES.

Address orders to

JOHN
a

K.

ROGERS,

Agent,

55 Water Street, Boston.
The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
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THE

:
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MISSISQUOI

- POWDER,

actually cures Cancer and Scrofulous diseases of the
Skin.
See Report to L. I. Medical Society, and state.
ments of Physicians in circular, sent free on applica:
tion to
CH AS. A. DUBOIS, General Phy
P. 0. Box 1659,
182 Pearl 8t., New York.

family of children,

May a double portion
d'the church.

spirit rest on them an

A Good

in the Markets’

DEACON JOHN MATHEWS died in Cal

the cause

For

J. CHICK.

MRS. RACHEL SANDERS, daughter of Dea.
Ivory Basset of New Lyme,died in Orwell, Ohio,
July 22, aged 47 years.
The deceased experienced religion when 16 years of age, and lived a
consistent, hopeful Christian life. After arranging her temporal affairs and funeral services she
passed away, exhorting her friends’ to meet her
in heaven.
Surely such is not death, but going

home.

4132

Fat Family gies dim le,cheap, reliable, Knits everything.
ABENTS WANTED.
Circular and sample stocking FREE,
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Me,

church, yet we trust ghe found God,and that it is

well with her.

OF CALIFORNIA in New

:

the

toward Berlin by the Potsdam road, in or- prices, proves it. Mr. Murray did not tell
der to dispute with the enemy the passage
m that he stopped at a hotel, nor did he
GEORGE FIELD died in Garland, Me., Aug.
of the Spree. The entire army was in ad
romise them a Delmonico table or patent 12, of consumption, aged 62 years, 4 months,
vance of him one or two marches when he spring bedsteads.
Indeed, if our memory The subject of this motice moved to Garland
set out on horseback from Wittenberg. It serves us, he spoke of spending many nights many years ago, when the town was comparawas about one o'clock in the afternoon when undet nature’s can6py, and of eating many tively new. By his own industry he provided
himsélf a very pleasant home, where he lived
we started, with a sky that had all the indi- meals without the aid of napkin or Worces- for
enjoying the confidence and esteem of all who
cations of a storm, and before we were out tershire. The “trouble is, these would-be knew him. He was early educated in the docof sight of the town the rain began to fall in sportsmen are ho sportsmen atall, and con- trines of the F. B. church by a pious mother.
torrents.
>
or
sequently cannot appreciate a sportsman’s Several years ago he gave his heart to Christ
» The Emperor alighted, and. sought shel- enjoyment. How many ofthese city beaux, but had neglected the duty of baptism. This he
regretted.
As he drew near his end his mind
ter in the house of the chief superintendent with their velveteen suits and polished rods, was
in perfect peace, his heart being stayed on
of the forests of the Elector. He supposed could have landed that trout which forms so God. Thus a kind neighbor and an affectionate
he was not recognized, and attributed the interesting a chapter of Mr. Murray's hook ? husband has gone to join a departed son and
extreme deference of two young women, How many of them would not have turned daughter in the spirit land, leaving a wife and an
who were in the room into which we were pale with terror at the bare idea of leaping adopted son, with other relatives and friends. to
mourn their loss.
A. W. REED.
shown, to the usages of the country.
They those rapids which our author enjoyed so
as well as twa ehildren, remained standing. much? And how many of them would have
SARAH ANN, daughter of Nathaniel and Nancy
Their embarrassment
was very ay
left their hotels, poor as they might be, to Roberts, died of diphtheria in Barrington, Aug.
when one of them, the older, but the pret- stalk deer in musketo-breeding marshes on 11, aged 10 Jouts, 2 months, She was a ovary
tier of the two, said, in a- low tone, and in Sampsmongless nights ? Cornering bears in child an d died in hope.
German, to the other, ‘I assure you, it is Wal
street and catching deer in Essex | Naor, wife of Nathaniel Roberts and mother
the Emperor Napoleon.’
; County are two different occupations.
above, died of diphtheria, Aug. 20, aged
hen young she professed
Fhe Emperor did not understand her;
And there is 4 broader moral
still to the b4 years, 10 months.
Christianity
and became a member of a church
but the Duc de Rovigo, who was tolerably summer’s experience of these ‘ Fools”—a
Monmouth, Me., and on her removal to N. H.
familiar with the German language, told moral cupable of a very Beneral application. inbrought
a letter of recommendation, but did not
Napoleon what she said. Not a little sur- The country youth who looks down the in- unite withany other church. By these proviprised he turned to the lady, and asked :
dences,
Mr.
Roberts is brought to mourn the loss
come list and sighe with envy at the foresteemed and only daughter and a beloved
¢ Are you married, madame P’
tunes there exhibited, rushes to the city, and ofandan faithful
wife ; and the only son the loss of a
, ‘No, sire,’ she replied, in very pure thinks success insured. A few years of sorkind sister and a tender mother, while the peoFrench; ‘I ama widow.’
.
row and disappointment convince him that ple of that vicinity have lost an excellent neigh‘ Has your husband been dead long
r and friend and an exemplary Christian.
he must seek his trout in other waters,
+
°
+ J. MEADER.
‘He
died
in
the
army,
sire;
in
the
service
|
where he will be better able to effect a landof your majesty.’
ing. The paper to-day tells of a rise in
DEA. SAMUEL ANDREW died in Orange,N. H.,
* How—do you know me ?*+
stocks, and iow Dives has become a milion- June 9, aged 72 years, and 10 months. He made
‘ Yes, sire; your majesty has changed aire. Hundreds hastily fasten their fortunes a profession of religion about forty years ago,
but little since I last had the pleasure of to the hook, and cast the line, and they, too, and united with the Canaan and Orange church.
He was always one of the burden-bearers, wise in
jeeing you. I recognized you immediate- never bring the bait to shore. One man council,
coristant in his attachment to Christ and
grows wealthy from some useful invention,

taken from
toreward.
He was a member
of the class
869 at New Hampton; contem- plated taking a college course at Bates, alsoa’.
thorough course in theology in: our denomina-

a

young widbdw, exclaiming, with unfeigned ends.”
satisfaction :
y
A FrexcH paper tells the following sto¢ Pardiew! this is a happy rencontre.’
ry: Xi, a man on whom fortune had not
He ordered Bertrand to note down the smiled, married a rich heiress, Miss D.,.
name of the mother and her son.
Ithad against the will of her brother, a gentleceased raining for some timé when Napole- min in high position. Since his sister’s
on said to the lady:
marriage, D. will not recognize
either
¢ Eh, bien, madame, in order that the re- the wite or the husband. One day he met
collection of this day may be agreeable to X., who came up and offered his hand.
us both, I give you a. pension of twelve "¢“ Never,” replied the implacable brother-

The following anecdote

ing with it before, we translateit forour
columns:
¢¢ After the battle of Auerstadt, Napoleon,

the internal

ment, and placed it in the Emperor’s hand,

complaints about the food; the accommoda-

fe

dolf Falb has

this: “hypothesis,

on

~A German named Ru-

blood.
The irate Frenchman said, ¢‘ Yes,
my father was a quadroon.” *‘‘ But,” per‘sisted the enquirer, ** what was your grandfather?. A
mulatto.”
‘Your
great

‘Be so good as to let me see it.’
She went to her chamber for the docu-

pointed, and a party of them, we

The Widow

and moon

waves of the earth.

Democrat no doubt,

vate the few through the slavery of the gun on shoulder, expectingto find by their
million. The kingdom of Christ is in the mere arrival just such a paradise of recreahearts of his people, not in the will of a Pon- tion as had been pictured to them.
Natutiff.
rally and unavoidably they are sorely disap-

years in

ring the bells

AN OUNCE of mirth, with the same degree of grace, will serve God farther than
a pound of sadness.
IMPORTED

not

ence of the sun

—

nection and attachment until he died. All he
was, all he had, he consecrated to the service of
Jesus. He sought an education in view of the
call of God; and would doubtless have
the gospel
had he been spared. But he ]

OF LATE the theory has been advanced
that earthquakes are caused by the influ-

_ “1 have my marriage.contract, sire.’

strip of water.
‘“ You had better not venture there,” said
a gentleman who was passing by. ‘If you
go in you will probably never come out
chants, artizans, manufacturers
became the: not so liberal as hg wold liketobe.
When again. A number of persons have been
models of those of Italy and
"Germany; he dies—and he 1s an old man—look out drowned in it this summer; just read the
and the example of Semitic learning and for the deluge!
notice over your head.”
intelligence probably aided greatly in awakDid the youth thank the gentleman for
There are thousands of my countrymen
ening the intellect of Europe.—Harper's and countrywomen who think that Rome is his kindly warning? Did he turn away to
Magazine.
the most delightful place in the world—who the long, beautiful beach where he might
would even like tolive and die there. It bathe in safety? No; he turned scornfully
is true that there is much there to amuse from his kind adviser, and ‘reckoned he
Startling Railroad Incident.
interest all idlers ; and Americans con- could take care-of himself.”
a
The gentleman passed on with his party;
1b
by themselves an exceedingly pleasant society. But these people pretending but five minutes later the poor boy sunk in
A. D. Richardson tells the New York
Tribune this incident of Pacific Railroad ex- to be Protestant patronize all the Papal the deep waters, and his body could not
| shows, and some of them are deeply im- be recovered until life was extinct.
perienced on the descending grade:
This boy is not alone in his recklessness.
pressed with them. The eyes of these peoAt Echo, the other evening, three freight ple are necessarily shut to the fact that this Men and boys rush on with mad haste to
trains stood upon the main track, when rich and magnificent church establishment the pool where
there is a far more dangerword came flashing over the telegraph from is maintained only at the expenseof the ous pit hidden. They see and hear of many
the Superintendent: ‘“ A locomotive and people whom it sucks dry of comfort, com- others who have been drowned in it, but
tender, without steam up and with nobody petence, and intelligence ; that there have they will not take warning. The pit of inon board, have broken from a freight train, been brought into the churches of the city temperance swallows up thousands who go
and started down the grade.” Ah, then and then expended in marbles,
. mosaics, into it with eyes wide open, and with warnand there was hurrying te and fro ! Ina few pictures, gold and precious stones, millions ings sounding in their ears. When you
minutes came a second message: ‘‘ She of treasure which ought still to remain in first enter this fearful cove, the waters seem
has just passed Castle Rock Station.” Nev- the hands of the people, and that in the shallow and warm and pleasant, but just
er were three trains got off upon a siding name of religion these people are the sub- beyond, the awful pit yawns to. engulf its
with less delay. Then the workmen piled jectsof constant wrong.
Idid not enjoy victim ; one step farther, and you are lost
sleepers high upon the track. Lest even Rome. because the whole life of Rome was beyond hope.
You cannot tell just when
that should not stop ¢ her,” and she should in direct contravention of every Christian the fatal step will be taken ; the only safety
do murder farther down the road, they tore principle that has a place in my convictions consists in staying out altogether.—Natzonup the rails below.
"Just as this was ac- Christianity was made for the people, and al Temperance Soc., N. Y.
complished, she came in sight.
She shot not the péople for Christianity, much less
through the sleepers like a bullet through tor a church. He who was rich and for our
a pine board, sending them flying in all di- sakes became poor; he who came into the
Murray’s Fools.
rections and darkening the air with the world to serve and not to be served; he
splinters. But at the broken track she who went about doing good, having not
The Rev. Mr. Murray, a Boston clergyjumped up and down with vexation, and where to lay his head; he who declared man, whose more sober studies have not enfinally pliaged angrily, head foremost, in- that his kingdom was not of this world, tirely obliterated his appreciation of nature,
to a hill-side. She ran 26 miles in 29 min- would hardly feel at home with a body wrote a book last winter describing his exa Pan best time yet made upon the guard of Roman nobles, in gilded caskets perience in the Adirondacks. He is a true
road !
and white tights, followed by a string of sporisman, and his description of his sum|
cardinals in scarlet petticoats. The genius mer vacation so excited the imagination of
of Christianity is to elevate the million some thousands of would-be sportsmen that

When will vain man cease to be wise in
his own conceit? When will self-conceited Bristol (Tenn.) News, the writer of which
savanis cease to abuse the Bible because it says he saw the more valuable portion of
does not agree with their silly dreams, the confederate correspondence sealed and
and impossible facts, and absurd
theories ? plaged within the vaults of a Montreal
ank.
This science of modern geology
dates
ly, as I did also General Bertrand and Genfrom 1825, and already a writer in the 4¢Lire JounNNy was being
catechised | eral Savary.’
lantic Monthly
gives us a thecry exactly by his brother, who asked
him what he | «But where did you see me?
the reverse of this now exploded notion of was made of. Johnny replied, ‘ You and
‘In Egypt, sire.’
a cooling globe; our earth, according to me and papa are made of dust, and mamAt this the Emperor was more surprised
him, is heati
4 getting ready to melt, ma and sister are made of men’s wibs,”
still, and oried :
.
and to Ares ey a nebula. It would not
¢ Eh, you were with us ip Egypt? Tell
A YOUNG wife remonstrated with her
be more wonderful than what we have witme how that was, I pray you.’
nessed if, before twenty years, this should husband, an intemperate spendthrift. *M
‘Iwas born in Switzerland, sire, and i
+ become the creed of scientific superstition, love, I am only like the prodigal son;
and should challenge the Church to recon=: shall reform by and by.” "** And I will be 1797 married M. de Wenzel, an army surprodigal son too,” she replied; ‘geon, who died of the plagne in Alexandria.
cile' Genesis with this new geology. Sci-’ like the

“entific superstition is the most catholic
form of credulity.—N. ¥. Observer,

back to my native town

| Switzerland, where I remained until this
lady here requested me to come and take
charge of the early education of her little

able present and a hopeful foture—my stay
probity, and their hope. - .They settled in in Rome would have been one of great delight; but I didnot find such a people. ‘In
almost every land. They clustered togeth- the
midst of the grand memorials of a grand
er in the gardens of Syria, the rich cities of
age, and with all the stimulus of a great
Spain, the barbarous lands of Germany and ‘history
at its back ; touched at every point
Muscovy, the dangerous realms of Richard
by
the
influences
come from the finest
or Phillip Augustus.”
Every country and creations of art; which
brought into contact - evcity was benefited by the presence of these
year with the refined and the learned of
indefatigable. laborers. Wherever the Jew ery Christendom
; living at the very center
.came he either brought capital or created all
of those tremendous influences which have
it. Hewas the money-lenderof Europe done so much to shape the destinies of the
before the Florentine and Venetian bank- world—living indeed in what I heard Archers engrossed that gainful trade.
He bishop Manning called “‘ the city of the
supplied
the means with which merchants
with wealth enough in their
made their purchases, nobles ‘supported Incarnation,”
to make all Italy rich, I found
their lavish establishments, and monarchs churches
people poor, discontented, ignorant
waged their * destructive wars; and the this
and hopeless. Rome is nothing but a show.
usurious interest which he exacted for his Its antiquities are a show.
The Pope and
loans made him hated and envied by the less the various pageantries in which he takes a
prudent Christians.
Jewish communities part are a show. The public museums do
grew upin all the European cities, distin- not assume to be any thing but a show.
guished from their barbarous neighbors by The churches are a show, and are visited
the regularity of their habits, the purity of ten times as much in consequence of their
their morals, their learning and scholarship character as show-places as they are for the
no less than their commercial thrift; snd
purposes of worship. The private palaces
when the Semitic Saracens had sunk into and villasare a show.
Almost. the entire
indolence and decay, their relatives, the ihcome of Rome is drawn from the pockets
Semitic Hebrews, continued to impart to
those who come to Rome to see its
Saxons and Franks the higher traits of an of
The Rome of te-day is, indeed,
ancient civilization. While Greek and Ro- shows.
nothing but a great museum of curiosities,
man, Babylonian and Carthaginian died out papal and pagan, living and dead. The
from the earth, the chosen people still pre- lovers of light and liberty are pining in her
served their mental and moral vigor.
political prisons ; her multitudinous beggars
Yet the most fatal persecutions met them are licensed like porters, and go around the
in every land. They lived amid scenes streets with brass tickets hung to their
of intolerable :suffering. To rack and tor- necks. The Jews are still confined mainly
ture a Jew was the
favorite employment
dirty quarters, by him who assumes
of medieval Christians. To treat
him with toto their
represent the love of God ir the Jew
insult and contempt was
considered a Jesus. There is no such thing as liberty in
Christian duty. Yet, in spite of the perse- Rome—civil or religious, “rhe
people
cution of their barbarous neighbors, the groan under a despotism” more intensely
Jews grew rich and powerful; their patient hated than those who are unacquainted
industry conquered at length in the strug- Wwith'its spirit and operations can
pogsibly
gle with feudal cruelty and
indolence; conceive. There, where, if bol 1. on
their trading-cities on the Rhine and the the face of the earth, the Lord’s vicegerent
Moselle became again centers of intelli- should be loved and revered, he is bitterly
gence and wealth; Jewish bankers, mer- hated and despised—despised because he is
industry,

granite, on which all the

-infidel attacks on Genesis have been based.
These discoveries are attested by such ge" ologists as Sir Charles Lyell, Sir Roderick

nor

“The
factors
spised
city to

tain a pension proved fruitless. Finally, I
became discouraged. by being so often re-

as a Show.
rt

.

Lm

of his

N. JONES.

JOHN C. WENTWORTH died at Long Hill, near

this city, Aug. 1, aged 24 years. Early in life he
embraced the Saviour, united with the First Free
Baptist church of'Dover, and continued his con-
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farm operations? How much

Hops mixed with the ordinary food, and giv

EH

-

' tous Yankee.

Silver and® copper ore has been discovered on
lands in Lake County, Minnesota, owned by
.
Gen. Caleb Cushing.

frequent attacks of lead

‘colic. . Then

and the Seott County Medical

he died;

Society, having in-

vestigated the case, report that he was poisoned

by hair-dye. The Society warns all men and
The territory is on the surely Lake Superior, | women to abstain from these chromatic indul--

I gences, which produce many painful if not fatal
Martial law will soon be declared in Alabama, | diseases, and especially congestion of the brain,
| =—XN.
Y. Tribune.
unless the civil authorities do better.
of
‘consequence
in
dying
The trees in Va. are
A HUNGARIAN
paper, the. Hermannstvdter
Rain has not fullen in Richmond
the drought.
Zeitung, mentions
a new system of railway
;
in seventy-eight days.
signalng, invented by
Herr
Eduard
Krejezy,
Reports from all parts of Oregon indicate a the special advantages of which are the following: 1. A train, without slacking its speed, can
much larger yield of wheat than was anticipated,
about ninety miles from Dulut

None
and

purse.
The loss

to

we cannot

erson. grows

continue

out of the fact that

one set of muscles in work,

to the neglect of others, without sooner or later
overworking the one and impairing or enervating the other.
Persisting in this course tends
to deterjorate: the whole system.
This is in &ll
probability less true of farmers than of people
in most other occupations,
Their
necessary
labor brings about all their muscular system into use. The extent of the use in their case is
just where the evil comes in. Unceasing toil
tells upon them to, such an extent as to bring
on premature old age.
We see them bowed
over in what should be the prime of life.
They

lose the

buoyancy

become

taciturn

and elasticity of mind; they
in

their

homes.

A

somber

sadness seems to pervade all around:

The wife is too often overworked, and partakes of the same spirit. The children growing
up in Such an atmosphere, lose interest in home,
communicate with any station or any other train, —if they ever had any interest in it,—and look
Indianapolis claims to be the greatest walnut
on the same track. 2. In case of an accident the
lumber market in the world.
forward with longing eyes to the time when
train itself can signal for assistance, and make
they can escape to the city, the west or the sea.
* The rice crop of Louisana is expected to reach
the casualty known along the whole line. 3. A
The harvest begins this
Too much of the emigration from our New
*§6,000 barrels this year.
concussion is impossible, as £wo trains in motion
England farms has its cause just here.
I know
month.
can constantly exchange signals: ~ 4, The work- | of individual casesin which this is true. The
It is predicted that the plains will be stripped
ing of the new system is very cheap. Herr
homes are not pleasant to them by reason of unof buffaloes in five years.
!
| Krejezy has placed his invention in the hands of ceasing work, and the want of cheerfulness in
There are seven hundred acres of grapes in a the Hungarian Government, with the stipulation
the family.
.
single county in Minnesota.
that in case of its being sold he is to receive one
The remedy, I think, in a measure, is to be
half of the purshace-money
and the State the
J. E. Ingersoll, the temperance candidate for
found in farmers finding out that they can acother.
i
\
; complish more, year by year,if they devote a
Governor of Ohio, has withdrawn, but his letter
is withheld from the public for some unexplainIN PorTsmouTH, N. H., a scientific individ- portion of their time to recuperate their powers,
ed reason.
:
by relaxation.
After a season’ of relaxation,
ual,*whose wife used tea pretty freely; and who
It is said that Portsmouth is to be the western
we bring new energy into all we have to do.
for the last few years had suffered much from
terminus of the proposed German American At- a nervous affection, recently made an analysis of Work is done with
a will.
More of cheerfullantic cable.
ness accompanies it.
Disappointments fail to
the tea she used, and found that the coloring maIn some parts of Indiana the farmers gave half
Old things have passed
terial was gypsum, and Prussian blue, and that depress as formerly.
their wheat crop to whoever would Yprvest and
The future wears a new aspect.
* We
the amount in a pound of tea, if administered at away.
have renewed our youth as the eagle.”
thresh the whole.
once, would produce instant death.
Refrigerator cars are to be used in transporting
I am aware that most farmers will say
SHERMAN, on the Pacific Railroad, like other
California fruit to the East, to return loaded with
¢“ this is all very well; but we cannot possibly
desert
stations,
has
a
wind-mill
some
twenty
butter, oysters and other articles which the Calibring it round.”
Just here is where the trouble
feet in diameter, which pumps> water up from a
fornians need.
lies, I am ready to admit.
At the same time, I
spring into a high tank beside the track. The tank
would urge you to’ seek for some way to accomTwelve distinct railroads are in course of conholds fifty thousand gallons; the. pump. will fill
plish it.
Take your wife into your counsel,
struction in Illinois.
itin ten hours. When it is full, the water lifts a and also the children. You will find that they
Indian difficulties still prevail in New Mexico.
little float, that pulls a wire, the wire shuts up
will enter into a selution-of the difficulties with
Trains are frequently attacked and much stock
the sails of the wind-mill a dozen yards away,and
a will.
Your combined wisdom will be sure to
run off.
it instantly stops. When the tank gets nearly
triumph in the end, because your interest is inThe U. 8S. Treasury received $150,000,000 from
empty, the action of another float opens the sails,
volved in it.
!
tobacco last year.
the wind-mill starts sgain. The cost of the inWhen once the matter has’ been put to the
genious apparatus all set up is about $6,000.
Pennsylvania is the Banner State as to railtest, no fear of it ever being dropped.
Much
roads, having four thousand four hundred miles
of seeming discontent and . hardship will disapTHE EcLIPSE.
The scientific party that went
of track in operation.
.
Try it.—Cor. N. E. Farmer,
to Alaska to gbserve the total eclipse has been “pear.
There are 3500 newspapers published in this
heard from. The 7th. of August was the cloud- |. :
TE
—
;
country, of which five-sevenths are issued in the
iest day experienced during the expedition;
Northern States. New York has the largest and
Oxen.
but breaks in the clouds enabled the astronomers
Florida the smallest number.
to watch many of the phases,and the beginning of
A good ox should have a long, lean face, and
A walnut tree, eight feet across, petrified into
totality was accurately noted.
Secretary Seward |
bright hazel eye, which shows capability to resoapstone, was lately discovered one hundred
and party visited the camp of Prof. Davidson,
ceive instruction and disposition to obey it.
and seventy-five feet deep in an Illinois coal
and watched all the phenomena.
The Indians
Large nostrils denote the capacity of an ox to
mine.
:
were nearly frightened out of their wits, and hid
work in a hot day.
Very large horns at the
General Canby, commanding in Virginia, it is in their houses or took to the bushes.
base denote laziness. Full breast, straight back,
now stated, has written to General Sherman askFroM ENGLAND comes the frightful intelliwide ribs—by which is meant ribs that round
ing authority to install Governor Walker immegence thgta new bayonet has been invented
out nearly as wide as the hip bones—and wide
diately, in order that certain important appointwhich
is
a
combined
saw
and
sword.
The
sword
gambrel, denote strength. Straight knees, broad
ments may be made. The General believes that
Virginia gaust be reconstructed on a * thorough- edge will cut a sheep into joints, and the saw toes, pointing straight forward, show an ox
edge will easily saw the shin bone of an ox. This can travel on hard roadsor pavement. They
ly loyal basis.”
y
pleasing weapon is proposed not only for the
should be well matched, especially in disposi‘Water runs over Niagara Falls at the rate of British infantry, but for the Irish constabulary.
tion and speed.
1,500,000,000,000 . cubic feet every minute, giving
It is believed that it can be improved by pointing
The farmer who has
a pair of oxen answer8 water power of force enough to perform all the
it with a detonating cap, which will explode in: ing this description has a good team.
manual labor in New York State,
side a man’s body, blowing him into minute
The next thing is a good teamster. The betfragments, and thus saving the expenses of ter the ox, the easier he is spoiled
To detect the counterfeit greenback tens, now
said to be about,

infallible mark

the

following

of distinction:

is said

to be an

Under

the left

wing of the eagle, in the genuine notes, are four
distinct rows of feathers. In the counterfeit the
rows of feathers are undefined, and this seems
tobe the only weak spot in the whole engraving.

FOREIGN.
The Emperor of France has

nearly

recovered

from his recent indisposition.
2
The Czar has abolished the hereditary charac-

ter of the Russian priesthood.
An

Englishman

T

proposes

Disestablishment for Wales

is now

During a violent storm in the harbor at Cron-

There are rumors current in England that the
unconditional release of the Fenians will be
propo-ed in the next session of Parliament, and
that the government will not offer any strong opposition if the measure is properly supported.
Along the outer boulevards of Paris, steam
cars are now running without ,rails on macada-

mized roads.

j
that the Chinese

authorities

at

"Pekin have officially” intimated to Sir Rutherford
Alcock that the Duke of Edinburgh cannot be received by the Royal Family of China on a footing of equality.

The civil war in Japan has endedin the triof the Mikado.

Sempre

We are advised on good authority, that the
proposition made by the U. S. to the Spanish
' Government to sell Cuba to the Cubans, this
country guaranteeing the bonds, does not meet
with favor at Madrid.
‘Work has been

resumed on the great

ship ea-

purposes

DELIRIUM TREMENS is generally supposed to
be confined exclusively to excessive consumers
of ardent spirits, Cases are not wanting, however, to show that light wines and tobacco, when
used immoderately, will occasion the disease.
In St. Louis, Nichael Wigand, aged, 33, died of
apoplexy, after suffering from the usual .symptoms of delirium tremens, and ale is supposed
to have been the direct cause of his death.

duced muchin the same

way

as symmetrical

clouds are produced by vapors in tubes by the
action of light. The heat is intercepted by the
body of the comet, and a tail is produced by the
deposit of vapors on the sides opposite the sun,
which vapors become, luminous by reflected
light.
.
i
A GREEN-LOOKING countryman once walked
into’the office of Dr. C. T. Jackson, the chemist. * Dr. Jackson, I presume #” said he." Yes,
sir)? “ Areyou alone #’ “* Yes, sir.” “ May
I lock the door?”
And he did so; and, having
looked behind the sofa and satisfied himself that
no one else was in the room, he placed a Targe
bundle, done upin a yellow
bandana, on the
table aud opened it. ** There, Doctor, look at
that.” * Well,” said the doctor, “I see it.”
“ What do you call that, Doctor ¥”
“I call it

iron pyrites.” © What!” said the man, “isn’t
that stuff gold #* -“ No,” said the Doctor. “Is
good
some
the
with

for nothing; it's pyrites.”
And, putting
over the fire in a shovel, it evaporated up
chimney.
“Wal,”
said the poor fellow
a woe-begone look, there’s a widder wom-

an up in our town has a whole
and I've been and married

hill’ full of that,
her!” [Told by

length, and is to cost twenty-seven million guild-

A BUBMARINE SHIP.
The submarine steamship invented by Otto Vogel, the plans of which
have been approved by the Prussian admiralty,
is covered with a strong plating, and is entirely
below the surface of the sea, with the exception
of the deck, which is surmounted by a vaulted
iron roofof immense strength.
Beneath this
covering heavy guns are placed, so that the

between

the Sublime Porte and the Viceroy of Egypt.
Some arrests have been made .in Mexico
supposed would-be assassins of Juarez.
Brazilian

operations

about at a standstill.

against

Paraguay

of
are

¥

whole greatly .resembles

A great open-air meeting was held on Monday,

in Drogheda, Ireland, in favor of granting amnesty to the Fenians, ' Thepe Wis much enthusiasm, and it was resolved that the further detention of the prisoners is unwise, impolitic and un-

Just.
Jr
M. De Lesseps proposes to dig 4 canal from the
sen to the Desert of Sahara and flood it, thus
making a great inland ocean, which will make
intercourse with central Africa an easy matter.
Geologists agree that Sahara was once the bot‘tom
of an ocean,
Lot
Za
.

$e Beith 1 consu
anzibar
has recently
ared
‘London. He has had letters from Dr.
Livingstone since his reported massacre, and

believes that he has gone in search of the south-

whole

world

will look for his

return.

He will

“have much to tell of the interior of Africa.
capable
of making 500
A knitting machine
ms
shirts
*

Fraternity

a first rate iron-clad.

It is said that beside all tke advantages of such
men-of-war, the new ship may. be entirdly -submerged, and in this position is so completely

under

command that it can

or attack an enemy
“and torpedoes.

with

knows

who

should

not how

have

to drive.

outweather a storm
submarine

cannon

Some

judgment in loading.

sters. know no better than

James Freeman Clark at a Parker
Anniversary four years #go.

‘A full reconciliation has taken place

Yael

the delays

nal which is to connect Amsterdam with the
North Sea, The canal will be fifteen miles in
ers.

a

and

for. these

TAILS OF COMETS.—Prof. Tyndal in a lecture
before the Cambridge Philosophical Society, exproposed. pressed an opinion that the tails of comets,
|- which are always turned from the sun, are pro-

stadt, Russia, on Monday last, a monitor’ broke
loose from ker anchorage and ran into a screw
frigate, sinking her almost instantly and drowning sixteen of her crew.

umph

occasioned by flags of truce
on the battle-fields.

to excavite Mount

Ararat for remains of the Ark.

It is reparted

gathering and burying the dead

by a man
The teamster

to think an ox can

An ox should

draw anything until he triés him.
be

never

overloadedto begin

senting
to the Irish church measure, she would
be violating her coronation oath, The acéept~
ed notion is, that that oath is a conditional one,

He

with.

never

should know how much he can draw, but alas to
ways have such confidence in his driver
anything he médy

think he can driw

ask him to.

A good teamster will have a name for every
ox, and no two in the same team should be call?
ed by the same name;

nor should he ever

speak

one word that has no meaning; but be sure
when he calls an ox by name to make him understand, and alsoto make him mind what he
a
4
says.
When breaking a new team, the best way I
ever found to make them know their names is,
when I call * Star,” or * Broad,” or“ Bright,”
or “Buck,” to just touch the one I speak to
with
a spur. By that means the ox will soon
know that he is meant, whenever he hears his
2
name distinctly pronounced.
The driver should also have one particular
word to start his team with. ‘ Come boys, ”I
ever found the best word to stert a heavy load
Some seem to think, when they are drivwith,
ing a team, that they must work the whole
time
either with their tongue or whip.
It

would

be a most

desirable” thing for such to

learn, when the
team dre doing just right,
to keep both tongue and whip perfectly still,
‘What would you think of an officer who, when
his men were marching along as handsomely
as possible, should keep
swinging his sword
and jabbering incessantly without meaning?

“~All the words

needed in-driving are very few.

* Come,”
I think the following are sufficient:
These,
¢ Gee,” “ Whoa,” * Back.”
“Haw,”

properly

used,

areall

that are

needed.

Much

{
talk makes confusion.
I have known some men halloo and bawl all
hoarse, who
day long, and make themselves
could not at night give any meaning to one word
in ten they had said, Such would do well to
first learn themselves, before they try to teach
”
their oxen.

A good teamster will make his cattle love
him. THis can only be done by constant, kind
treatment: such 4s carding, stroking their faces,
breathing in their nostrils.
and occasionally

This last is the best method to find out the disposition of an ox. "When you have breathed a
few times in his nostrils, if he is Kind he will
hold up his nose, otherwise he will catch it
In short,
away, and perhaps toss a horn at you.
yourself sociable with them, and they
make

will amply repay you for your kindness. Nevyer strike an ox unless compelled by obstinacy,
and by proper

management

that

[Tow

~

necessity

will

..

oceur very, very seldom.

0 rg
fh

QUEEN VICTORIA was not a bit frightened by
the warnings which were given her that, in as-

team-

i

|) —

How

much

one year ago ?

betteris your farm
How

much

than it was

better are

your im-

The sovereign swears to keep it,~if she can; i plements ? How much more lovely have you
Parliament decrees in a different direction, thé] "made your home by the planting of trees and
oath is no

more.

The

queen

disliked

the due

ty, but she has: never opposed the will of Parliament, and would disestablish the English church

in the same way if both Houses directed it.
She is at her sen-side home, on the pretty Isle
of Wight. while her sons are scattered over the

world.

The heir to the throneis usually in

shrubs ? How much have you added fo the val-

ue of your property by the planting of orchard
trees and the small fruits
IMow much better
is your stock of horses, of sheep, of cattle ?
How much of error have you discovered in your
mode of treatment of the different crops you
have grown?! How
much have you learned

Germany st this timp
of the year, and some of from your neighbors, from your agricultural
the places there are the richer for hig visits,
papers, from your experience in relation to your

suds,

and was

subsequent

One method of getting rid of a cold in the
head,according to (Good 'Health,although trouble-

THE

MAINE

CANDLES,
Moulds.sseveeaudd
Sperm.ievesess.46
Adamantine....10
«+
COAL.
Cannel**++++.1500

one’s apartment at a constant heat of about sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit. - This gradually induces the skin to perspire,by which its sympathetic friend, the mucus membrane, which has
been trying, however
imperfectly, to do the
work of its neighbor in discharging the secre
tions of the system,is relieved from its efforts.
Sometimes, and especially at the very commence-

skin,

r

by

Ordinary.......

Heavy
4-4...16.8
Medium 4-4...14 @
Drills,brown..16)s @
Print Cloths.. 7%
Cotton Flannels 156 @
Cotton Jeans.12% @
Prints..oeesesd i2 @

—

water.

Do

these

things twice

a

The use of oils or pomatums, or grease of
bears, pigs, geese, or any thing else, is ruinous
to the hair of man or woman, we consider ita

filthy practice, almost
for it gathers dust and
it touches. Nothing but
ever be allowed on the
Its a different’ practice
of their most beautiful

universal though it be,
dirt, and soils whatever
pure soft water should
heads of our children.
that robs our women
ornament long before

Them

Off.

The sooner the suckers are removed, the better.
believe

in pulling off the

them

for some

Ry€:.coeevasesd

Bariey...eeeed
Oats. creseiress
Shorts
¥ won.2%
Fin Feed...i8

ter...21%

Pree
B

rail
, dry...29

Rio Grande.. ..29
Western, dry...20
do. wet.......11
Skins,

Swedish—
Com.ass’d14000 @145 00
Eng. com...85 00 @ 5) 00
Do. refined $0 00 @ 95 00
Do, Sheet, ¥ ® 5 @ . 3

of heating. hill-sides by the use of tile flues
in the soil, as for draining,-and heated with

laid
fire

It is said to be successful, and artificially
with
manure
of early
fruit

Horace Greeley says his farm is such a success
that his turnips last year cost him only one dol-

lar and twelve cents each,
PouLTRY should be furnished

with

material

for making egg-shells, sand and gravel
alone
will not answer,
They are useful to grind up the
coarse grain and other
feed as it passes into the
gizzard, but not for mnraking egg-shells. * They
must have something that affords phosphate of
lime, and nothing is better than pulverized
bones.
J

Ploughman

says:

Were

it not for the improved machinery now in use
upon’our farms, particularly reapers, mowers
and threshing machines, it would be utterly
impossible to supply the home consumption of
grain in this country.
Supposing the
grain
was all cut by the “old fashioned sickle, the price

of flour would be so high as to prevent the labor:

ing classes in our cities from using the

article.

A WOMAN in West Stamford, Ct., has picked
from one stalk, raised from a single pea, one
hundred and eight pode, and ‘there are forty-five
pick in a day or two.

Besides these there are numerous blossoms on.

the same vine,

517-9

ip+

18

«. @. 6%
115

8

8.. 82
27 @..

AyTes.ess.

Orinoco ..
25 @.. 31
Oak Sole..... 38 @.. 48

@..

Calf Skins, #1
85 g..
Dry Hide «vc... @..
In Tough
ui 83 @..

Hemlock bdsl3 00 @l15 00
@+s

os

do. Spruce 15 00 @30 00

hingles,pine .225 @ 7
;
cedar..cove.s
@e oo.

Lalhs, pine...2

do.
box

25 @ 8 25

Spruce.....
shooks...00

NEW
For

@.. ..
g*- ..

YORK

the

State

Hams smoked..20 @.. 22
Pickled... oveee @54 to
Hogs, dressed12¥ @ 13¢

PRODUCE.
Apples, dried,b.14 @.:
do sliced.....18 @>.

17
1+

do,new¥bbl
4060. g 6 00
Batter, ¥ Ib,
Vermont......34 @.. 35

tBeans, ¥ bush,

Smallandex. 8
Marrow ....0
Blue Pod...2
Cranberries, bu

00 @
00.@
00 Ww
4 6

Cape eceeed
Cheese, ¥ b,
Factory ......13 g

20

Vt.and N.Y...10 @.. 17

Western. ....sid @.. 16
Peas. ¥ bush,

Marrow......4

00 @ 4 25

ExMess ¥bbl12

00 g18 00

Ex

Medium..3 50
BEEF.

4 00

Country do..16 00 @18 v0
BUTTE

Orange Col
36 @
StateFirk primes: @

West ordinary

Poultry.coceees 250 @+.

Cassia,
¥ B®
gold,
Cloves.... fod k 1
Ginger...... 11
Mace. ..ccosassill

Powdered..16%

Ro

@

16

8%BY

oe 1esesnesesB @

Gunpowder,

.

tmperia)PIN--1 00 @[] 1 8

in.

oung ‘1lyson..
‘Hyson Skin....75
Souchong.: ... 7
Oolong.........70
Japans. «......80
WOOL,

815

@
@
@
@

.
1
1
1

95
50
60
25

Ohio & Pennsylvania—

Picklock.... 58 @ . 60
XX....52¢ . 54
47 @ . 50
44 @ . 48
i3@.45

Coarse.......42 @ . 43

Other Western—
Fine and X...43
Medium......43

Tierces.....«. 18%
ET

8 isn
rr

is made

in the city of New York, but each

e
Payable in

payable

in

coupon will

\

Frankfort, London, or New York

at option of the holder, without
ing rates:

notice, at the follow-

On $1000 Bond in New York, £35 (gold) each half year,
i
“
London,
£758.10.
*
€
“
“
Frankfort, 87 ir. 80 krtzs,
The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the trust
had the condition of the Road and the country through
which it runs, carefully examined. They are happy
to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a
4

FIRST CLASS

INVESTMENT,

in every respect perfectly sure, and in some essentials
even
Better than Government Scenrilies.

Securities taken in payment

Y

& CO.,

No. 12 Pine Street, N, Y.

ASTHMA.

JONAS

WHITCOMB'S

REMEDY
For Asthma, Rose Oold, Hay Fever, eto.
Prepared froma’ German recipe obtained by the
late Jonas Whitcomb,in Europe. It alleviated this
disorderin his case, when all other appliancesof
medical skill had been abandoned by him in despair.
In no case of a purely asthmatic character, has it

failed to give immediate relief, and it has effected
many permanent cures. It contains no poisonousor
injurious properties whatever; an infant may take
it with perfect safety.
The Proprietors are constantly in receipt of letters
bearing the Song est testimony wm favor of this Specific, from which they present thefi
g extracts:
“My mother has suffered eight years from the harvest asthma.
The recurrence of this three months’
ony every year must soon wear her out. ‘Jonas

Whitcomb’s Asthma Rémedy’
disease, avd bas kept it off for
the great joy of the family.”
cago Ageut of the American

arrested the terrible
the whole season; to
[Rev Jos. KE. Roy ChiHome Missionary Svcle-

comb’s Asthma

[G. F. Osborne,

ty, to the New York Independent.
“] have derived very great relief from ‘Jonas Whit-

Remedy.’”

dent Neptur e Insurance Co.,

Presi-

Boston, Mass.

“The effect of the ‘Remedy’ was truly wonderfl

in

p relieving my wife from this painful disease.
I have
not the slightest doubt but that it will effect & com-

plete cure,”

[David Morrow, Livermore, Pa.

. 43
. 45

Pulled, extra...4"

@

50

and enjoyed the health that I have enjoyed since lust
full, can hesitate to believe thut there Ie a wonderful
power in ‘Jonas Whitcomb’s Remedy for the Asth-

California......232
Banada........00

@
@

. 30
. T¢

ma.” [R. H. Vose, (a distinguished lawyerin Maiuve.)
¢ 1 have had the spasmodic asthma fifteen years,
I

Cuenos

@

. 28

@ . 42

Superfine....40 @ . 53

do.combing..70 @ . 0
Ayres..52

CapeGoodHope37 @ . 45
African, wash.... @ . 08
Unwashed
..15 @.. .1
PRICES.

MAPLE

OATS,

York......068

. 05

@

MB. .s/ves £9 00

00
00

oo

Live Turkeys

«as

@..

85

: ..@ 1 80

8
8
Timothy,.....5 0 @ 4 00
Clover.........13@
14
Flax
per bu.. 2 60 @ 2 66

TALLOW

bl
WHEAT,
White,# bush
2 26 @
:
WOOL,
York¥ b..47@
Ocssviessins 48 @
Vermont.......46 @
Unwashod......25 @
Sheep Pelts.1 50 @
New

+

13
85
48
BO
47
81
26

GOLD AND STOCKS.
Bepty 1, 1869,
American Gold.sveisrniais esssnnernnnsinnnesess 188%
1867

U. 8, 5:20's of 1865....
UB, Ten-Fortios.eseecessessnrienenssne

taking

‘Jonas Whitcomb’s

«ea 116%
Us 8. Coupon Bixes, 1864 .vuvreerransrarsronses 196%

heretofore,

Remedy

for

.

the Asthm«’ eighteen months ago, and have not had
a severe paroxysm sinee.”
[Sarah Seely, Eddytown,
Yates county, N., Y., to Editors Rural New Yorker.
“Have sold Whitcomb’s Remedy, for nearly twenty
venrs.
I know of vothing
50 uniformly successful.”
[Theodore Metcalf, Druggist, Tremont street, Boston,
‘No one could have been a greater sufferer than I

the ‘Asthma Remedy’ 1
O. Brown. Toledo,Ohio.

.10 the ‘Remedy.’ ”- [John Nuble,

Western, ca 80 @
ONIONS,
White........ 700 @ 8 50
PEAS.
Canada ......1 80
Marrow......1 70
RK.
Mess ¥ Dbbl..28 25 @28

Mercers.e..

commenced

have

“I have had the Asthma forty-seven
at the age of seventy cight am fat and

SUGAR,

cxkeniinveravaneell (es
New

“No one who has suffered what I

have bern. Dut after taking
call myeelf awell man.” [W.

Sept.1, 1869.

£

U. 8. Five-Twenties,

TAXATION,

@
@

Common.....40

Western,inbgs

In Kegs..eer
17 @.. 20

The principal of the Loan
Gea,

Im32

Live Chickens. ..80@.. 38
DressedTurkeys
@ . 35
. do Chickel
21g . 28

Vermont,...... 22 @ . 25
Old and dam. ...5 @ . 15
LARD

GOVERNMENT

paying the tax,

No. 63 Exchange Place, N. Y.

Yellow.......0

e.2

FROM

od

1 and Nov. 1, and are

MM. K. JESUP

Peach Blows..0 00 @ 2 50
POULTRY,

York......22

| semi-annually, on May

DABNEY, MORGAN &§ CO.,

Rendered, b..11% @ 11%

CHERSE,

New

THIRTY YEARS TO RUN,

from May 1, i869, and will pay
Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,

Gold and Government

Coffee crush 13% @ 15%
© ¢ TALLO

. 38 | Pri

LOUR.
Ex Stat¥bar .6 30 0 655
State sup.....5 20 @ 5 55
Ex Southern..7 05 gil 75
Ohio & West..7 90 8 9 00
Canada...... 5259 5 75
HOPS.

;

at their market value, without commissions,
Panphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
on application,

Factory, ex.¥# B17 @ 19
Farmers’.......18 @ 18%
Western ,....*. 12 @ 16
CORN
EGGS.

$6,600,000.

ST
Best, ¥ b.... . § @.. 10
Potato +eevvens. i @..8%

. 98

72 @ 0 95

at $28,000,000
Loan 1s merely

96, and accrued Interest, both
~
im Currency,
the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate,
The attention of investors is invited to these well
secured bonds, which we recommend as one of the
most profitable investments in the market.

e:

Onions. 4#bbl 00 00 g00

2&8 @ . 82 | H.

WhiteWest'm 1 04 @ 1 05

;

covered

The Bonds will be sold for the present at

ending,

BARLEY,
& Can..1 22 @ 125
BEANS.

by this mortgage,
net, while the

FREE

WHOLESALE

week

538 an

pledged as a security for this Loan,
adds largely to the Company’s wealth

We estimate tbe

- the Company

00 @a22 0

plank..ceee

also hold

Value of the Company's property,

0C gis 00

Family ....18 00 22 00

90
..

Spruce. ..... 16 00 gis G0
Oak,
¥ ton ..... oe Bee un
do.

.

pany

The Bonds have

Mich. N.Y, &
Vermont—
o)
UMBER.
EXtri.oc.....dd @ . 47
Clear Pine.. 30 00 gs5 00
Fine.....is...
d3@ . 45
Coarse do...20 00 @22 00
Medium.... .43 @ . 45

Ship stock...21

and credit,

22

Pork,
.
Extra Clear.39 00 g40 00
Clear. .
7

OBK...eneeseess39 @.. 42

APPLES,

"THE EXPERIMENT has been tried in the West

more that will be ready to

4 @ 48%

IRON

Dried cioveeiediit @.. 17
Green Winter4 00 @ 7 00

heated hill-sides will dispense
heat and "glass in the growing
and vegetables.

PROVISIONS,

Beef—Mess,
Western...15

40 | Havana,
:
Nos.8to 12. 11%@ 13
Nos.13t017..28¢ @ 156
@..
Nos.18to 20.16% @ 16%
Q.. 21 Cuba Muscovado—
@.. 81 Fair tog'd retll} @ 11X
@.. 30 NewOrleans...c.. @.. «+
@ 28% Portland cvvovveee @oveee
@.. 12 Refined
Crushed

Oldsssssncesnse.8 8
HER,

Bonds.

The Com

asset another tract of

Kerosene.......35 @.. 87

Madras..«....60 @ 70..
Patnas......

of the

coal field and pinery.

$e

Items.

Musschusetts

40
11
30
50
16

suckers;

purpose.

hy

SUGAR.

them grow.
8till, we know many good farmers
cut them off.— Ed of Mirror.

heat.

50
25
25
00
yl

. 25

Sheet and Pipe....@

a
O—
Last year, I planted corn on rather poor,
sandy fand.
I had no manure to plow in, but
dressed it well in the hill. Jt started wel and
put out many suckers, so many that I feared
that the ears would not fill. -I could not help
thinking that the suckers gughtto come off,. I
prune my grape vines, taking off the needless
buds and shoots,
Why not take the same course
with my corn? 1 asked advice of my neighbors
und through the columns of the Mirror, but got
no encouragement. I took them off, however,
leaving a few
rows
untouched.
Where the
suckers were removed, I got the best corn, the
ears being extremely
large and well
filled.

designed

9
6
7
8
9
@..

Oranges......8 00 gi0 00
Raisins—
Blue cask. ..@ . +.

year.—Hall’s Journal of Health.

(We don’t

§10 00

leme........19 @ .. 20
Lemons, ¥box 9 00 g10 00

Russia, Silo,

nature

@ 7 25
§ 8 J
§ 9 50

Shelled....+..36@ .
Currants....... 10 @..
Citron...s.vee ».20 @
Af.PeaNuts..1 25 @ 1
Figs, common..13 § .

Pig. gold......

Suckers—Pull

MEAL,

Rye Flour....5 60 @ 6 50
Corn Meal....5 25 @ 6 00
:
FRUIT.

their prime.
The hair of our daughters should
be kept within two inches until their twelfth

Corn

0W0

@XUTAB. sssass 700 @ 800

give it a good brushing with a moderately stiff
brush “While the hair is dry, then wash it el
with soap suds, then rub into the scalp abbut
the roots of the hair a little bay rum or brandy, |

OF

The lands embrace some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory of Colorado, including a

Napth.ccoveseiid

1
Western mx’d 1
Yellow ceveesel
Wheat, west’ rhl

GRANT

and although not
their possession

choice Balt.i0 00 81} 50
Brandywine 7 00 @ 7 50

is to have it cut short,

LAND

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption

Mackerel,lgell 50 @16 C0

8

GOVERNMENT

ALD
Lead,Red Am.. 11 g@ 00
AmAry;purd) wag 1

Refined.........34 @.. 86

Almonds—
Soft Shell.....15

first mortgage of the

THREE MILLION
CRES,
extending in alternate sections on either side of the
track, from the 804th mile post in Kansas to Dehver.
The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to. be incent. Bonds themvested by the Trustees in the 7
selves up to 120 or in U, 8. Bonds, as

Codfish, large? 00 @ 7 75

@
@
@
@
3

miles
alre

Boston .....2 35
FrenchYellow 2X

@

com.extras..6 5
medium do..7 25
choice 10....8 50
Illinois and Ohio,
choice extra, 9 00
Mich. and Indiana
choice extra.8 50
Canada,superd 75
com.extras..6 7
medium do. 7 25
choice do....8 00
Southern,sup . ..

earning

and

. 20

Mous.de Laines..

AND

for 437

River,

Missouri

Do.
ale..1 05 @.1 (6
Refined do..«c} 3 $i 3

in the open

month, but the brushing of the scalp may be
profitably done twice a week,
Dampen the hair
with water every time the toilet is made. Nothing ever made is better for the hair than pure
soft water, if the scalp is kept clean in the way
we have named.

96

West'rn sup-.5 85 @ 6 00

bald-

As to men, we say, when the hair begins to

or camphor

+ 95 @..

operation

of the

enough to meet all of its expenses and existing obligations, besides
‘
More than the Interest upon this new Loan
In addition to this the Bonds are also secured
a

Vermillion «.... 22

St.Louis, 8up.. +. @.. ..
extra brand
7 00 @ 7 50
choice extra § 00 gl0 50

air in some engrossing employment.

best plan

gal..0 9 @ 1 45

in successful

west

Whiting—

@ . 17

FLO!

ness,” and can be remedied radically and permanently in only one way, and that is by taking
means to improve the general health.
“ Organic” baldness is when the defect of
nutriment arises from the destruction of the apparatus which made it; there is no machine
there. Under such circamstances nothing short
of the power which made man first can make
that hair grow again.
;
‘When the scalp is in any part bare of hair,
and shiny, or glistening, that is organic baldness,
and there is no remedy.
If there is not that
shining,
glistening appearance,
but a maultitude of very small hairs, causing a “farziness”
over the scalp, thatis “functional ” baldness;
and twd things are to be done.
Keep the scalp
clean with
soap suds—that is a “balm of a
thousand flowers ” flavored; and more specially
and principally seek to improve your general
health by eating plain, substantial food at three
regular times a day, and by spending three or

fall out,the

70

And

. 45
. 30

Ginghams......14

smalleeees. 000g

imperfectly nourished, is dry, scant, or a
furze, according to the degree of the de-

exercise

Tharty Year Gold Loan, Freefrom Tax.

Three Millions of Acres in the State of
Kansas,

Shore....«+ 8 00 @25
Alewives..... 475 s 525
Salmon.
tee. .30 00
@34 00
Herring,
pick.3 50 @ 7 00

makes it imperfectly; so the hair

in moderate

21 @
158

even per Cent,

way, besides now running through the state of Kan sas,
:
or,

Car petings—
Varnishes ....1 50
Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 66 Putty.eeceereneed @.
Extra super.... @l 27% Glue............14 @.
Superfine ....... gl 12%
PETROLEUM.
FISH
Crude..essvess18 @.« 19

Let them alone, : The whole of them are a
cheat,
There is not one single exception under
the
sun.
A
“specific” in medicine isa term
which implies certainty of effect. Hair falls out
from the want of nutriment.
It dies, just asa
blade of grass dies in ‘soil ‘where there is no
moisture.
This want of nutriment is functional
or organic.
The mechanism which supplies it,
the apparatus, is there to make it; but it is out

hours

17
15}
17}
8
30
17%
14

.

New

on Rolling Stock and Franchise of this first-class Ral

|

Shirting Stripes 15 @ 27% SpanBrownAm.1X%@..2
Ticking ..ev0se, 20 @ « 35. VenRed¥ewt.0C0 @
Cottonades
Denims ...

fective nourishment—that is * functional

~

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distan
‘of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
rett is under construction.. It is also a Mortgage u

Perm, eceees
Lard, Western—
Extra......145 @ 1 50
No. livesesl 156 @1 25
160

30 @ 3v}g

Kansas Pacific. Railway (ompany

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds.

PoOrtRic0.
ee aebd @.+

Olive,¥

:

For the sale of its -

Cuba, tart......48 @. 50
do sweet....00 @. 00
do Muscovadod2 @.: 6S
Cienfuegos .....056 @§
67

Linseed

DOMESTICS,
Sheetings and Shirtings—

Hair Specifics.

four

COFFEE

Mid.to good mid 33 @ 34

s

being
mere

@20 00

N. O. & Mobile .. @.«+.:
Ordinary.....28 @ 28)

cold douche should be dispensed with, and tepid
water used instead, as it is desirable thatthe
pores should remain relaxed.
A cold douche
would close them.

and

@ 16}
@.. 48
10 50

«

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

MOLASSES.

Anthracite,..10 00 @i0 50

ed with bed clothes. Buta far more effectua
sodorific is presented in the Turkish bath. The

of order,

-

PictoN. sess. 7 50 @ 8 00

which it is made to sweat profusely, succeeds.
This may be effected by internal medicines, aided by hot drinks, while the body is well cover-

A

farmers in convention at Augus-

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending, Sept. 1., 1869.

altogether within doors, and to keep

action of the

1

The Markets.

charge itself. In this way a bad cold in the
head may sometimes be cured in a single day.
An equable temperature also conduces:to recovery. Itis always desirable in winter to remain

ment of a cold, a forced

agency of the

the

:

the convention held to the name—Orono.

from the fostrils, is cut off, and with it the dis-

afew days

gratified by a fine harvest

season.

$6,500,000.
We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the

ta decided that the Orono, as itis called, was
the best potato to grow in the State. It is also
called the Carter, Reed and Foote potato, but

some,is sometimes very successful.
It consists
in abstaining as much as possible from drinking
any liquids, By this means the supply of fluid
to the blood, which goes to keep up the discharge

+ The

Much?

a Uold.

ey

LOAN

+

oF 2

being.

serious loss to person

BE

.

past of $5,604,334,79, and for the six months past

this, law of our

to Cure

4

last wa, ET ALL PERSONS Who aspire, in spite of nature, to the possession of sable heads of hair, take
warning from the fate of Dr. J. M,Whitherwax,
of $49,600,750,51.
:
es
late of Davenport, Towa!
For four years the
Alaska is said to show already many gratifying
Doctor had been in the habit of coloring his: hair
ubiqui*’
the
of
hand
improving
_ @vidences of the
daily, in consequence of which he suffered from
month

is’ a decrease for the

501,50, which

from

ignore it without

A FARMER in Ohio had a thrifty orchard, which
blossomed freely but bore no fruit. - He washed
twelve of the trees once a week with strong soap

;

SOB;

purchased bonds in the Treasury, $2,475,962;-

be exempt
can

time to reflect upon these

PACIFIC RAILWAY

GOLD

or

grain above.
A manure shed is a better arrangement, they think, and so do we.

58588

the
and

How

seem fo

hay

.« use»

published

None

=A

are not

or the

=

just

nature.

barns

carriages

2.

shows

public debt te.be, less cash

or

animals,

-"

of the

name

its

of duty,

the

EH

statement

whatever:

Now isthe

for

of

.

coming to the conclusion

cellars under

:

The
amount

-

year ago?

well

yield

i

farmers are

that close manure

and charity have you exercised toward the needy
and the helpless? How much better husband,
father, brother, man are you thah you were a

the

*

8

between U.

their daily round

MANY

How much of kindness

things.—Prairie Farmer.

i

i;

fight has taken place

“ Humph!” I hedr some farmers say, ‘‘ what
does he mean by recreation for farmers?”
I
will try to tell you what I mean,
At the present day it is found that all classes and conditions
of men are greatly advantaged: by an occasion-

from

milk, _

a

A desperate

$: troops and a band of‘outlaws in Texas,

lars and dairy rooms?

Pee

al relaxation

arrange-

ment of wells, cisterns, walks, wood piles, cel-

for Farmers.
—

and

by a French agricul|

greatly increase

ht dt

to women on the same 'terms as men, the President might draw on him for $1000 to add to the
funds of the institution.

y

location

itis asserted

tural journal, will

oC

that in view of the fact that the college is open

Recreation

en to cows,

furnishing
by
them with improved

utensils, and ‘the better

When,in reply to my “Lend me a shilling,” you
you simply say what you
say,*‘I’ve gotno money,”

do not mean, Omit the got,and your meaning
is rightly conveyed.
‘I've got a cold,” is not
bad English, if you mean to convey the idea
that you have procured or contracted a cold
but if you merely wish to say, as
somewhere;
you probably do, that you are now suffering under acold, “Ihave a cold,” is the proper exfair complexion,”
pression, “She has got a
ere, got is an intérloper; for you do not mean
to say she has procured a fuir conplexion; but
simply, that, she has one.

to aid your wife and daughters in their house-

-hold duties;

832285RELS

iston, Thursday. President Cheney, a few days
since; received word from a gentleman saying

Domestic,

8:

Lew-

and

SITIR&EBIR

an, began the fall term at Bates college, at

Rural

£2 0000000
8

‘
MISCELLANEOUS,
Thirty-three new students, including one wom-

Gor.—The word got is often introduced FUTst).
fluously and incorrectly into familiar expression.

=

Summary.

have you done]

E

News

Paragraphs.

lumbus, Ohio,

;

years, and now
hearty, thanks

63 Gay
.

sireet, Co-

“The cure was positive and immedinte, A second
attack, after two
years, yielded readily, and to-day
my wifé considers herself ria of the disease.” [L. C.
Pane, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
‘I wag cured within one month, and have not had
a return of the disease or any symptoms of it since.”
[Ira A, Bean, Urbana, Ohio,
The above named preparation is manufactured solely by the Proprietors. The name and title thereof is
adopted as a Trade-Mark, to gecure the public and
Proprietors against imposition by the introduction of
spurious articles, All unauthorized use of the Trade
Mark will be promptly prosecuted,
wv.

JOS.

BURNETT

« Manufacturers

NO, 27 CENTRAL
For sale by

and

&

CO.,

Proprietors,

STREET,

.

BOSTON.

gists everywhere.

4784

Treatise.
The New 'I'reatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for’ two or more

copies.

Or-

ders are solicited.

THE QUARTERLY.
The current volume of the Quarterly cannot
now be furnished to new subscribers. We have
| pnited about one hundred more than there were
subseribers at the outset, and they have all been
subscribed for.

0

